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1 List of abbreviations 

 
acc   accusative 
DAN    Danish 
dat   dative 
dl     dual 
EME    Early Middle English 
EModE   Early Modern English 
EOE    Early Old English  
gen    genitive 
Gmc   Germanic 
IE    Indo-European 
LAT    Latin 
LOE    Late Old English 
ME    Middle English 
MHG    Modern High German 
ModE    Modern English 
nom   nominative 
NWGmc   North-West Germanic 
Od    direct object  
Oi       indirect object  
OE    Old English 
pl    plural 
pres   present 
s.v. I   strong verb, class one 
sg.   singular 
Skt   Sanskrit 
sub   subject 
vb    verb 
w.v. I   weak verb, class one 
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2 Introduction 
The purpose of the present paper is a comparative study of the language 

of the documents and their translations in the Book of Hyde. The researched 

documents are only a fraction of the whole body of the texts contained in the 

Book of Hyde. The texts of interest are documents, usually wills and certificates 

of donation, that were written between 885 and the beginning of the 11th 

century. Their translations originate approximately from the close of the 14th 

century. 

2.1 The procedure of the research 
The research proceeded as follows. Firstly, the texts were translated into 

Modern English. The ModE translations always pertain to Old English texts, 

whereas the discrepancies in the ME texts are dealt with in the comments. 

Secondly, the quality of the ME translations was evaluated and samples of 

erroneous translations were collected. Thirdly, the samples were analyzed and 

sorted so that they could be dealt with systematically. 

2.2 The structure of the paper 
The structure of this paper reflects the proceedings of the research. The 

first chapter deals with the purpose of the research and outlines the adopted 

approach to the language. Besides that, it treats the assumed concept of a 

language change in very general terms. The second chapter describes in detail 

the actual manuscript and the texts it contains. Additionally, it tries to unveil the 

circumstances of the translation and compilation of the texts. The third chapter  

starts where the first chapter ended. It describes the adopted approach on the 

background of particular fields of linguistic research. In other words, it describes 

the shape of English within the period of the compilation of the manuscript. The 

subsequent three chapters each deal with a specific field of linguistic research, 

e.g. morphology, syntax and word-formation on the basis of the collected 

samples. The seventh chapter is a reconciliation of the assumptions of the former 

three chapters and the findings of the latter three chapters. This central body of 

the text is appended with the whole body of the researched texts.  
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2.3 Introduction to testimony of the Book of Hyde 

The uniqueness of the Book of Hyde manuscript is accounted for mainly by 

the fact that it is not a translation from a foreign language but a translation of an 

Old English document. Actually, it is not a translation in the proper sense of the 

word, since such a thing requires extensive knowledge of the language. This was 

not the case with the author of the compilation. It is perhaps because he did not 

consider Old English a foreign language and therefore he perfected a very 

imperfect account of the Old English documents. That is exactly where our 

interest starts because it is an account of how much a speaker of Middle English 

could understand Old English. In other words, it tells us to what extent the 

obscuration processes progressed within the period of interest.  

2.3.1 The focus of the research 

The language of the translation and of the original is widely different at 

first sight. This is so because the political and cultural situation changed rapidly 

after the Norman Conquest in 1066. English was exposed to a severe influence of 

Norman and French. Nonetheless, an effort was made to trace systemic rather 

than external reasons for the mistakes that the translator made. 

The underlying assumption is that a change in a language rule causes a 

change in the perception of the language by its speakers. If a language rule 

ceases to be productive, the forms are obscured, which renders them 

unanalysable for the speakers of the language and incomprehensible for speakers 

of the later stages of the language. An example of this is for instance the dual 

pronoun wit which the translator understands as a preterite form of the verb 

witan. He makes this wrong assumption, because the dual is no longer 

productive in Middle English. Subsequently, the paradigm of preterite-present 

verbs such as witan (ic wāt pres.-ic wiste past) was simplified through analogy. It 

may be fruitful to make clear what is meant by ´being productive´. A productive 

language rule is such a rule, on the basis of which new units are being formed. 

For instance wordformation by means of the prefix dis- is productive, cf 

disaffiliate 1949, disaccredit (a college) 1962 (Marchand 1969: p159) whereas 

wordformation by means of the prefix fore- is unproductive in present-day 
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English, i.e. no new words are derived by means of adding the prefix fore- to 

already existent stems. 

However, this is a straightforward case of change, which is considerably 

overt and can be read about in any Old English guidebook without taking the 

pain to read the Book of Hyde. More exciting evidence will be provided by 

mistakes in the text. Those usually present a more complex problem than just 

that of an unproductive language rule. It has been tried to explain why the 

translator assumed the things he did. He made assumptions about the language 

of the original text on the basis of widely different language rules and thus he 

reinterpreted the OE forms in terms of Middle English.  

Let us provide a standard example as an illustration of such a process of 

reinterpretation: The plural form children is familiar to any speaker of Modern 

English. For a present day speaker children falls into the category of ´–n´ plurals 

together with oxen and brethren. But the story of the word children is more 

complex than that. There were many inflectional paradigms in Old English. On 

the way to Middle English the number of patterns gradually reduced, the minor 

inflectional patterns giving way to the major ones. Cīld was a neuter -os/-es stem 

which formed plural cildru. As this minor pattern of inflection went out of use, the 

ending –ru ceased to be sufficient to indicate plural, in other words there were so 

few words with this plural that speakers failed to realize the function of the 

ending -ru. On the top of that the distinctness of the ending was deteriorated by 

neutralization of final syllables cildru>cildre which made the nominative plural 

homonymous with many other endings, e.g. dative singular, genitive and 

accusative plural. At this point the ending –re was reinterpreted as a part of the 

plural stem. Then, the opposition child-childre was not felt sufficient to mark 

plural. The only possibility was to align it with some other productive pattern of 

forming plural. At the time n-stem nouns were still going strong so child came to 

form -an plural analogical to ēāge-ēāgan, i.e. cild-cildren. Consider the process of 

the reinterpretation in the following table. 
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INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT 

cild-ru neutralization of final syllables cild-re 

cild-re 
nonproductive ending reinterpreted as 

a part of the stem 
cildre-0 

cildre-0 Addition of a productive plural ending cildre-n 

Fig. 1 – re-interpretation of –ru plural in children 

 

What is important is the mechanism that produced this. The –ru 

alternation became indistinct, i.e. the grammatical meaning it contained 

became obscured and therefore the old plural ending was reinterpreted as a part 

of the stem, and therefore a new productive plural had to be added to it. 

Analogically, a present day example is the Latin borrowing syllabus, which is 

actually syllab + nominative singular –us. Since the plural ending syllab-i has 

become extremely rare, speakers of Modern English often interpret –us as a part 

of the stem and then add plural –s to it. And it is the very thing that our 

translator does. He reinteprets and recreates the language of the Book of Hyde 

with his set of language rules in mind. Admittedly, many mistakes are caused 

merely by a bad guess, but some mistranslations are overt signals of a covert 

clash of language principles. Let us consider another example from the text. 

 

(1) Ethelgard´s will, line 1 

OE Ic Æñelgard an þæs landes æt Stottanwelle, ofer mine dæge, minra 

wifan hera dæge, 

ME I Athelgard gyve these londis at Schotwell, aftyr my day, my wyf to 

have here day, 

ModE I Athelgard grant the land at Sotwell after my days to my wife as 

long as she lives and after her days 

 

The example above illustrates misunderstanding the inflectional endings of 

the OE noun. The nominal inflection was severely reduced within our period of 

interest. It meant that while the OE noun had distinct endings for four cases, 

three genders and two numbers, the ME noun had very few endings apart from 

those marking number, cf (Wright 1928:133). The problem here is the 
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homonymy of the genitive and plural ending –s. The fact that the noun was only 

inflected for number in the translator´s English caused the translator to consider 

the –s in þæs landes a plural ending. Moreover, unlike in OE, it was almost a rule 

in ME that objects were in accusative form. Yet the OE verb unnan (ic ann ´I 

grant´) took a genitive object which would have been rather exceptional for a ME 

verb of granting. 

Having explained the value of evidence provided by the Book of Hyde we 

need to outline the difference between synchronic and diachronic view of the 

language. This is important because a substantial part of our work will be 

rectification of translator´s synchronic view of the language by taking a 

diachronic view of it.  

2.4 Synchrony vs diachrony 
It is a truism and it probably does not need to be said that a diachronic 

view of the language is a historical one, i.e. one that tries to see the language as 

a continuum in its development. The synchronic view on the other hand tries to 

explore and describe the language as it is at a particular moment within the 

continuum. In other words it tries to make sense of it, using the evidence of the 

present language exclusively.  

For example the alternations man/men and swim/swam represent the 

same formal means of expressing grammatical categories, i.e. by means of vowel 

alternation in the stem. From diachronic point of view, man/men is a plural form 

formed on the basis of an umlaut in the Proto-Germanic paradigm, whereas 

swim/swam represents ablaut marking tense opposition. Synchronic linguistics 

tries to make order in language at one point in time. It categorizes phenomena 

on the basis of their current function or frequency. Diachronic linguistics, on the 

other hand, attempts at seeing the language in progress. 

Having described the two opposite aspects of the language we must stress 

that the translator of Book of Hyde took a synchronic view of the language. He 

did not appreciate to what depth the language could change. Apparently, he 

realized that the language looked different but he did not expect such structural 

changes that he was unconsciously faced with. 
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2.5 Language change 

2.5.1 Prerequisites 

2.5.1.1 Language variation 
Language variation is a starting point of every language change. Every 

change was once a variation, whereof one variety was given preference, cf 

(Antilla 1989: p47). Yet not every variation hatched a change. This is because of 

the principle of language economy which is a force maintaining one form-one 

meaning balance and thus cancelling unmotivated variation. Therefore if there 

are two perfectly synonymous options in a language they are likely to be 

differentiated or one is likely to disappear.  

2.5.2 Types of change 

It is not the purpose of this paper to give an exhaustive account of the 

types of the language change. The purpose of the following section is to give a 

brief overview over phenomena that are traceable in the manuscript of the Book 

of Hyde. 

Language change is a complex issue, rather resistant to classification. As 

soon as one tries to find logic in change, it becomes clear that language 

development is a result of relentless activity of interdependent phenomena. 

These phenomena are prompted by universal language rules such as the rule of 

language economy (cf semantic shift, lexical loss) or the rule of ease of 

articulation (assimilation, umlaut). The major ones will be illustrated in the 

following passage. 

2.5.2.1 Sound change 
Sound change seems to be the obscuring factor number one. It is a 

phonologically conditioned force of changing the shape of words. It is 

omnipresent and unrelenting. Let us therefore have a closer look at on what 

principles sound change works.  

One of the rules of sound change is ease of articulation. This would for 

example justify for i-umlaut. The vowel that is subject to the umlaut is modified 

so that it is articulated in the same part of oral cavity as the following vowel. 
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Similar argument can be easily raised for assimilation, i.e. tendency of 

neighbouring consonants to be pronounced on the same organs, cf the phonetic 

value of <n> in sin and sing. In the former /n/ is an alveolar, but the latter one a 

velar, because the phonetic value of the /n/ was assimilated to the following 

velar plosive /g/.  

2.5.2.2 Analogy 
Analogy or analogical creation is as if restores regularity within the forms 

that were made irregular by sound change: 

 

´Typical for language change is the constant tug of war between sound 

change and analogy. Sturtevant phrased this as a paradox: sound change is 

regular and causes irregularity; analogy is irregular and causes regularity. That is, 

the mainly regular sound change can pull regular paradigms apart; analogy is 

generally irregular, in that it does not occur in every case where it could, but 

when it does, the result is greater regularity in morphology.´(Antilla 1989: p94) 

 

There are two kinds of analogical creation in language: levelling and 

extension. Leveling reduces alternation within the area of one rule. In other 

words the interrelation between forms in one paradigm becomes more 

transparent. We may use the preterite-present verb cunnan ´can´ as an 

example. In OE it was declined ic can, þu canst, hie cunnon. Such an alternation 

of stem vowels between present singular and plural was in the long run found 

unnecessary and therefore the paradigm was levelled under the stem vowel -a-. 

The same happened to comparatives such as OE lang,lengra→ModE long, longer.  

Extension on the other hand tries to promote a rule beyond the realm of 

its use. It is an extension of a rule over an area relating to a different rule. This 

means that as many forms as possible are related to one rule, i.e. one rule-one 

meaning. Thus –s plural was extended over the majority of English nouns, e.g. 

OE plural nama-n became ModE name-s. The above mentioned plurals of 

children fall into the same category, because they form plural by means of an 

ending that was not native to their original –os/-es paradigm. Similarly all 
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originally strong verbs that went over to the regular –ed paradigm are considered 

to be extensions. 

What does trigger analogy then? And why do we need analogy at all? 

Sound change such as i-umlaut leaves the paradigms full of morphophonemic 

alternations, e.g. OE lang, lengra, lengsta. A morphophonemic alternation is, 

technically speaking, an alternation that was once phonologically conditioned but 

now the only apparent conditioning is a change in the morphological category, 

i.e. positive>comparative. It in a sense disturbs uniformity among related forms 

and thus is not favourable to the isolating language type. 

Such an unnecessary alternation is called synchronic irregularity 

(Bynon 1977: p17) because it cannot be accounted for by means of present 

productive rules of the language. The state of synchronic irregularity is patently 

against the principle of language economy. To reconcile this clash, irregularity 

can either become motivated, e.g. become functionally differentiated, or be 

analogically recreated. Compare functionally differentiated brothers and 

brethren vs. the regular plural of books (<OE bēc),  recreated analogically to the 

major inflectional pattern.  

2.5.2.3 Lexicalization 

Lexicalization is a process that renders the originally analysable forms 

unanalysable. This happens through discontinued productivity of a language rule. 

Such a case may be the product of word-formation by means of ablaut, e.g. 

þearfe ´the need´, beþurfan ´to need´. Word-formation by means of ablaut was 

not productive in Old English and therefore the two forms were perceived as 

unrelated by the translator.  

2.5.2.4 Obscuration of compounds 

Obscuration of compounds is a process similar to lexicalization, because the 

result of it is the same, a monomorphemic, opaque word. Obscuration, however, 

usually happens through sound change. A complex example may be the word OE 

heregeat <heregeatwa (Ælfsige´s will, line 3) which as a compound literally 

meant ´war trappings´. It used to denote ´war gear´, later ´military service 

consisting of weapons and horses, restored to a lord on the death of his 
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tenant.´(OED). At the time of compilation of the Book of Hyde the word had a 

lexicalized monomorphemic form: ME heriot which gave no signal of the originally 

compound structure. The unanalysability of the form enabled even further 

modification of the meaning (Popela 2006: p27) and the word at that time 

denoted ´a render of the best live beast or dead chattel of a deceased tenant 

due to by legal custom to the lord of whom he held.´ (OED) 

2.6 Morphophonemics 

At this point it is necessary to comment upon morphophonemics which 

cover a border area between phonology and morphology. A morphonological 

alternation is an alternation that is phonologically conditioned, i.e. the sounds 

alternate according to their phonological environment, such as /k,c/ in CZ ruka 

and ruce. This alternation then accompanies change in a morphological category, 

e.g. number in case of ruka/ruce.  

In case of Old English such phonological environment often disappeared 

due to the deletion of final syllables. The alternating vowels were thus 

phonemized and the alternation become the sole signal of the morphological 

category as in case of ModE man/men or it may have become unnecessary as in 

case of OE comparatives where the ending was retained lang, lengra and thus a 

synchronic irregularity arose. 

For the purpose of illustration let us use i-umlaut again. In ´the period 

from Proto-Germanic to historical OE´ (Lass 1994: p59) umlaut was a phonemic 

rule. It was an alternation conditioned by phonemic environment.  

 

Input Force Phenomenon output 

*Long>lengiza Ease of 
articulation 

I-umlaut Long>lengiza 

*long>lengiza Ease of 
articulation 

Rhotacism,  
i-deletion 

Long>lengra 

Long>lengra Transparency 
principle 

Analogy – 
levelling Long>longer 

 Fig. 2 sound change vs. analogy  
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The table above illustrates the interplay of sound change and analogy. The 

first two changes are phonological. The first one triggers the alternation o/e and 

the second obscures its cause. The result of this is the unmotivated alternation 

long>lengra which is then a subject to analogy. The result are the analogous 

forms long, longer, longest in Modern English. 

2.6.1 Transparent vs. opaque 

Analogy versus sound change represent in a sense principles of 

transparency (analogy) and opacity (sound change). ´The complementary 

relationship between the two processes means that grammatical structures 

rendered opaque, or under the threat of being rendered opaque, by sound 

change are likely to be ´repaired´by analogical change.´ (Bynon 1977: p44)  

These two principles seems to be in endless complementary collaboration in all 

areas of the language. In the area of grammar, as soon as a form is too opaque 

to be understood, analogy sets in to renew transparency and analysability.  

A similar processes take places in the lexicon. New lexical units such as 

compounds or derivatives are overtly related to the original forms. Yet as soon as 

the expression becomes institutionalized, the sound change starts to make it 

opaque. The benefit of this is that opaque expressions are more easily modified 

semantically, cf (Klégr, Čermák 2006) It is the process of obscuration which 

stands behind such forms as Gmc hlaif wearñ ´loaf warden´ > ModE lord. Such 

an opaque form may be later re-analysed for example for the benefit of its parts 

being able to take part in word-formation processes again. The cooperation of 

these two processes perfected the above-mentioned plural form child-children.  

It has been stated in this chapter that the diachronic view of language lets 

us appreciate the flux that the language finds itself in. It seems now that this flux 

is essential for every language, because the processes of lexicalization and re-

analysis if combined as complementary forces in onomasiological cycle (Klégr, 

Čermák 2006) obscure forms so that they can be re-used in the perpetual word-

formation process.  
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2.6.2 Typological note 

Unfortunately things are not as simple as this. It may seem logical that 

forms are created transparent so that they are easily understood and their 

institutionalization supported. As soon as they become institutionalized they can 

be obscured in order to be ready for re-usage in the process of word-formation. 

Nevertheless opaque or transparent mode of expression may be preferred 

according to the language type. The approach adopted in this study is that of the 

Prague School of typology as represented in the work of Vladimír Skalička. 

There are several language types: inflectional, introflectional, isolating, 

agglutinating and polysynthetic. Language types in the Prague School of typology 

are construed according to whether their morphemes are mono- or 

polyfunctional, and whether the differentiations word:morpheme and 

word:sentence are developed in the specific language. (Popela 2006: p8, 

translation mine) This typology assumes two carriers of meaning: a 

semanteme: a carrier of the lexical meaning and a formeme: a carrier of the 

grammatical meaning. Since English moved from the inflectional to the isolating 

type, we will only deal with these two types. Let us demonstrate these two types 

in very broad terms, using an example from the text.  

 

(2) Alfred´s will, line 41 

OE and minrie yldstan dehteri, and þærie midemestan, and þærie 

gingstan, and Ealhswide, him feowrum feower hund punda, ælcum an 

hund punda;  

ME to hem fowr, fowr hundyrd pund And to myn ilderyst dowgter, and to 

the myddelyst, and to the gongyst, and to Alswythe, to hem fowr, fowr 

hundyrd pund, everyche of hem an hunderyd pund. 

ModE And to my eldest daughter and to the second and to the youngest 

and to Ealhswith, four hundred pounds (acc.) to the four of them (dat.), 

one hundred pounds to each. 

 

The assumption is that while Old English was predominantly an inflectional 

language Middle English was a transition to the isolating language type. In ME, 
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there are prepositions to compensate for the missing endings, cf the forms of 

feower/fowr. The translator was faced with the problem of missing grammatical 

agreement in ME. He needed to separate the direct and indirect object. Since 

endings were no longer existent he resorted to punctuation and put comma 

where the borderline between dative and accusative was in Old English. 

Let us now proceed to a more abstract treatment of inflectional and 

isolating type. We will concentrate on the features that pertain to the difference 

between the isolating and inflectional language type. If we start on the level of 

words, isolating languages prefer monomorphemic words which means that the 

borderline between a morpheme and a word is blurred. Words in an inflectional 

language are usually polymorphemic, being composed of a semantic (root) and a 

grammatical morpheme (ending). Thus, the meaning of words is divided into a 

formeme (formém, cf Popela 2006) and a semanteme (semantém, cf Popela 

2006).  

 This conditions further characteristics of the aforesaid language types. 

Having monomorphemic words, the isolating language type has an inclination to 

opaque  lexemes and therefore is favourable to borrowing. An inflectional 

language, on the other hand, has derivation and compounding as the main 

means of adding to the lexicon. 

 As regards grammar, in an inflectional language type, the grammatical 

morphemes are parts of words whereas in an isolating language type, they are 

separate in the form of preposition, auxiliaries etc. This has its reflection in the 

syntactic plan of the language as well, since the isolating languages tend to have 

the most fixed word order which is usually grammaticalized, in contrast to the 

inflectional languages, cf (Popela 2006). 

3 The manuscript 

This research is concerned with the Book of Hyde, which is available in two 

manuscripts. The one that is the source of this paper was discovered by Edward 

Edwards in the library of the Earl of Macclesfield, at Shirburn Castle in 

Oxfordshire. Edward Edwards published the manuscript with an extensive 
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introduction to its history and the history of Hyde abbey in 1866. This edition is 

the source of the samplings for this study analysis.  

The Book of Hyde was kept at Hyde Abbey which was in earlier times known 

as the New Monastery in Winchester. Perhaps it needs to be pointed out that 

the chartulary was created with the commencement of the reign of King Alfred 

(879-899) and that Winchester, Alfred´s seat, was the centre of Wessex and in 

turn the cultural and political centre of the Saxon Heptarchy, the union of 

seven kingdoms in the area of England. The reign of Alfred together with the 

Northumbrian Renaissance, of the 8th century of the Venerable Bede and the 

Benedictine Reform  of end of 10th century and of Ælfric, represent the three 

main cultural upheavals of Anglo Saxon England. 

3.1 The Macclesfield manuscript 

As mentioned previously, the Book of Hyde exists in two versions. The one 

used for this study is known as Macclesfield manuscript  and was discovered at 

Shirburn Castle in 1861. It is written on velum and the whole of the manuscript 

spans over 78 pages, substantial undertaking, but inexplicably terminates with an  

abrupt ending, namely ending in the middle of a word. In the words of Edward 

Edwards, the editor:“the book has rather the look of an unfinished than of an 

imperfect volume. Its appearance suggests the probability that the labours of the 

scribe were accidentally interrupted.“ (Edwards 1866: xix) This theory he 

supported by the state of the illumination work. Some of the pages are richly 

illuminated while  others have only sketches of would-be artwork. According to 

the style of the decorations it can be judged that the manuscript was composed 

about „the close of the fourteenth or the beginning of the fifteenth century.“ 

(Edwards 1866: xix) We also know for sure that the Book of Hyde must have 

been compiled after the year 1354, because there is a remark about the 

relocation of the Oxford University in that year, valuable internal evidence. It is 

included in the compiler´s parenthesis in the Latin version of the text. It is not 

the compiler´s only interference with the text as we shall see later (3.3.1.2).  

„The cover originates from the 18th century and before that the book was 

presumably kept without any cover. There is no evidence as to in whose 
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possession or where the book was in between its creation in Hyde Abbey and 

discovery at Shirburn castle.“ (Edwards 1866, xix) 

3.1.1 The contents of Macclesfield Manuscript 

The Book of Hyde contains both a chronicle and a chartulary and comprises 

23 chapters in total. This first chapter summarizes the history of the English 

people starting with the legends of Albina and Brute, terminating with the 

Norman conquest. The subsequent seven chapters (II-VIII) describe the seven 

kingdoms that composed the Saxon Heptarchy. The ninth chapter deals in 

particular with the kings that embraced monastic life. Chapter ten is concerned 

with the origin of the Saxon inhabitants and their rulers followed by a chapter 

that draws the reader´s attention to the union of the Saxon kingdoms into a 

single monarchy. Each subsequent chapter (XII-XXIII) represents a chronicle of 

one reign up to the reign of Canute the Great where the book ends abruptly, as 

aforesaid, in the middle of a word. These chapters are of crucial importance to 

the purpose of this study since they contain the Hyde Chartulary. 

3.1.2 The Hyde Chartulary 

Each of the chapters that deal with a reign of a single king, i.e. from 

chapter twelve onwards,  is equipped with an “appendix containing charters, 

wills, and other  documents relating, more or less directly, to the endowments, 

privileges, and history of the community of Hyde.“ (Edwards 1866: xxii) This part 

of the book is of primary concern since the texts are usually perfected in Old 

English (lingua Saxonica), Middle English (lingua Anglica) and Latin (lingua 

Latina). The feature that we regard as most interesting is the fact that in the 

words of the editor „the texts and the translation of Anglo-Saxon documents 

sometimes evince an exceedingly imperfect knowledge of that language, but they 

are nevertheless of great philological curiosity and interest.“(Edwards 1866, xxii) 

They are indeed of philological curiosity, because the compiler´s layman 

approach to the lingua Saxonica tells us a lot about the gap that the language 

abridged between lingua Saxonica and lingua Anglica.  
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3.2 The body of the researched texts 

The structure of the appendices is such that there are head-documents to 

which definitions of land boundaries are added. Most of such documents are in 

Latin whereas the land boundaries are always trilingual. Unfortunately the 

language of land boundaries is very poor and lacks in variation as regards the 

use of structures and lexis. Nonetheless 11 documents containing solid prose (the 

will of Alfred, Ælfsige, Eadred, Æñelwold and Æñelmær, donations by Alfred, 

Æñelnod, Ædulf, Æñelgar and last but not least recital of the crimes of Wulfbold) 

are available in all three languages and in parellel, a useful concurrence for the 

study of the development of English. These represent the core of our corpus. To 

demonstrate the qualitative difference between the head-documents and land 

boundaries the Land boundaries of Mycheldever have been added to the sample 

texts in the appendix. “The length of the Middle English texts is some 7000 

words.“ (Rissanen:592). 

3.3 The sequence of perfection of the texts 

It would seem that the manuscript is in fact a copy of an older text since “in 

the definition of the boundaries of Mycheldefer, the Old English omits a passage 

of 23 words correctly rendered both by the Middle and the Latin version“ 

(Edwards 1866, 86). The interrelation of the three texts is definitely of a rather 

curious character. There is no doubt that the Middle English text is a translation 

from the Old English one for purely chronological reasons. Moreover, there is a 

good reason for believing that the Latin text was composed as the last, because 

it contains references to both Old and Middle English texts. The passage about 

the crimes of a certain Wulfbold in particular is not translated but merely 

summarized. Moreover, the end of the Latin passage quotes: 

 

(4) LAT Et omnia quae habuit sub caelo regi Ethelrede concessa sunt, prout in 

lingua Saxonica et Anglica superius declaratum est. 

 

ModE And all things that he had under the heavens were ceded to the king 

Ethelred, as is previously stated in Saxon and English. 
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From such internal evidence it can be argued  that a direct referece to the 

previous texts makes it clear that the Middle English translation had been 

perfected when the work on the Latin version was in progress.  

3.3.1 The texts in comparison 

3.3.1.1 The sources of the texts 
The chronology, however, does not help us with the sources of the texts. 

Although we know that the Middle English text must have been a translation of 

the Old English one, it is hard to judge whether the translation is based solely on 

the Old English text and not on other documents or knowledge of the context. 

Therefore we will compare the similarities and differences in between the texts in  

 

order to  1) ascertain the sources of the Middle English text and  

2) investigate the relation of the Latin version to the other two. 

 

Let us start with the first question. We shall depart from what we 

concluded in the previous subchapter, namely that the Middle English text was 

written prior to the Latin one. Therefore there is only one possible source of this 

text and that is the Old English version. And yet on closer inspection of the ME 

translation, one might find it difficult to agree with Rissanen´s argument that the 

Old English origin of the Middle English text is “proved by the many similarities in 

wording and structure between the Old and Middle English versions.“ 

(Rissanen:594) Actually, judging solely from the character of the text, the direct 

opposite would be the case. There are many straightforward similarities between 

the Middle English and the Latin text. Compare King Eadred´s will line 2 

 

(5) OE twegra gyldenra roda 

ME to croysys of goold wyth the ymagys of goold 

LAT duas cruces aureas, cum imaginibus aureis 

ModE two golden crosses (ME, LAT with golden images) 
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This sample need not be inspected at great depth to make it obvious that 

something has been added to the text while it was in the process of being 

translated into Middle English. This is a recurrent issue which makes the LAT and 

ME texts closer related than the OE and ME ones. The source of the ´ymagys og 

goold´can be either another version of the same text that the translator was 

working with or his external knowledge of the object (he was probably a monk in 

the abbey which obtained these crosses from Eadred). A more poignant example 

confirming the existence of several sources of the Middle English translation is in 

the text about Crimes of Wulfbold. At one point the Middle English text 

completely fails to follow the Old English one, cf line 10.  

 

(6) OE Þa forsæt he þæt þa getæhte mon þam cynge his wer þriddan siñe. And 

se cyng  sende him þa gyt to and bead him of. Þa forsæt he þæt, þa 

getæhte mon þam cynge his wer feorñan siñe.  

ModE But he persevered and his wergild was assigned to the king for the 

third time. And the king sent to him once again and asked him the same. 

And he persevered so his wergild was assigned to the king for the fourth 

time.  

 

(7) ME he wolde not abeye the kyngys sond. Agen the kyng sent to hym, 

comawndynge hym, as he dide by fore, on payne of forfetynge of all hys 

lond and goodys, But gyt wolde he not obeye, but withseyde the kyng fowr 

sythe. 

ModE But he wouldn´t listen to the king´s command. And the king sent to 

him again and ordered him, as he did previously, to give up all his land and 

property. But he declined to obey and he withstood the king for the fourth 

time. 

 

The ME version is a translation of the a chronologically similar excerpt and 

clearly derived from a different text. For instance, the OE text follows how many 

times Wulfbold´s wergild was assigned to the king, cf. ´þā getæhte mon þam 

cinge his wer feorñan siñe.´On the contrary, the ME text follows how many times 
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the king sent messengers to Wulfbold, cf. ´the thrydde tyme the kyng send hym 

to´. These features are unique to each version of the text. 

We shall now deal with the second question that is to say the source of the Latin 

text. There are basically two possibilities. The translator could either work with 

the ME text or translate directly from Old English. Let us compare a disimilarity 

from King Alfred´s will, line 35. 

 

(8) King Alfred´s will line 35 

OE þa sind ealle þe ic on wealcyne hæbbe 

LATquae sunt omnes quas sub caelo(sic!)1 ibidem possideo 

ME the whyche be all that I under hevyn (sic!)1 

ModE which are all (lands) that I among the Welsh have2 

 

The Latin as well as the Middle English version takes mistakenly ´wealcyn´ 

as the OE word´wolcen´(cloud) rather than a tatpurusa compound ´the Welsh 

kin´. Both ´make´the same mistake, which is in accordance with the tendency 

postulated above, i.e. they show a great similarity. Since we know that the Latin 

text was perfected last, we can assume that either the translator made the same 

mistake or was translating directly from the Middle English text as the editor also 

believes because “some clauses of the (...) Latin version may suggest that the 

Latin translator used this (Middle) English version.“(Edwards 1866, 67) Indeed, if 

the translator had used the Middle English text, he would have faithfully 

translated it with all its mistakes. This, however, is not the case. Mistakes are 

only ´nearly compliant´ in the two texts, cf. King Alfred´s will, line 42 

 

(9) OE on hund teontigum mancusum 

ME twenty huderyd (sic!)3 mark 

LAT centum marcas 

ModE one hundred mancuses 

                                                 
1 sub caelo=under hevyn=under heaven 
2 translation F.E. Harmer Select historical documents of the ninth and tenth centuries CUP 

1914 
3 incorrect translation, hund teontigum= an hunderyd 
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In this example the Middle English text says ´twenty hundred´ whereas 

the Latin text contains the correct amount of ´one hundred´. At this point, the 

translator was either working with the Old English text or with another and more 

accurate Middle English translation. Old English numerals definitely pose a great 

challenge for the translator, but they do not yield much information as to 

interrelation of the texts, since the discrepancies are inconsistent. 

In King Alfred´s will (line 42 above) the Latin translation is in concord with 

the OE original unlike the Middle English one. In the 17th line of King Eadred´s 

will  

 

(10) OE twa hund mancusa goldes, beo hund twelftigum 

ModE two hundred mancuses of gold, reckoning the hundred at hundred 

and twenty 

ME to hundryd handfullys of goold, and twelfty hundryd(sic!) pund 

ModE two hundred handfuls of gold and twelve hundred pounds 

LAT duacentas mancusas auris, et mille ducentas(sic!) libras 

ModE two hundred mancuses of gold and one thousand two hundred 

pounds 

 

ME and LAT say incorrectly´one thousand and two hundred,´ while the OE 

text says ´one hundred and twenty.´ In the following line of Eadred´s will the 

variation culminates. We have one hundred and eighty(OE), one thousand and 

six hundred (ME) and eight thousand (LAT) mancuses respectively, cf. King 

Eadred´s will, line 18 

 

(11) OE hund eahtatig mancusa goldis 

ME syxthi hundryd handfullys of goold 

LAT octo mille mancusas auri 

 

It might seem that there is no similarity between the texts at all. However, 

these samples have been chosen specifically to demonstrate that disimilarities are 
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present in all directions. Quantitatively speaking, mistakes in the Latin text 

frequently reflect those present in the Middle English one which would suggest 

that the LAT translator had the ME version at hand. Yet, again, he must have 

consulted the original either. As in the 18th line of Kind Eadred´s will where he 

spotted that ´syxthi´ is not ´eahtatig.´ However, his assumption that ´hund 

eahtatig´is ´hundred multiplied by eighty´ determines his failure to fully 

understand nonetheless. 

What can we conclude from these comparisons? Firstly, the Old English 

text contained in the manuscript is not the exclusive source of the Middle English 

text, which contains many more details. We presume that the translator had 

more versions of the documents (possibly even another ME translation) at hand 

or he was using his own knowledge of the things described. Secondly, we 

conclude that the ME text must have been to a large extent the source of the 

Latin text because the number of features that are common to ME and LAT but 

are not contained in OE is striking. Yet even this could not have been an 

exclusive source, for there are singular instances of accurate translation of 

expressions that are mistranslated in ME, see ´hund teontigum.´ 

3.3.1.2 The mode of narration 
Astonishingly, the Latin text contains more details than the Middle English one. 

The following excerpt from the King Eadred´s will furnishes us with evidence that 

the Old English text is the least verbose and contains least information, which is 

in keeping with what has been said about the sources in the previous subchapter. 

The translator was adding his remarks probably also on the basis of his 

experience with or knowledge of the phenomena described. (e.g. the mention of 

the year 1354, see 3.1). Compare King Eadred´s will line 9 

 

(12) OE beo hit swa hit hær bufan cwiñ, on þara witena gewitenesse þe on þære 

scire beon. 

ModE it shall remain – as in a similar case mentioned above – in the charge 

of the members of the council who are in that county4 

                                                 
4 translation F.E. Harmer Select historical documents of the ninth and tenth centuries CUP 

1914 
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(13) ME be hyt as he seyde here by fore by the Erche byschop, that fowr 

hundryd pund of fee go yn to the old monasterie of Wynchester and ther to 

be al the thre schyrys wyttenesse and alle that in hem dwellyn. 

ModE It shall remain as he said here before (in the text) about Archbishop 

that four hundred pounds shall go into the Old Monastery of Winchester 

and it should be left there in charge of the three shires and all their 

inhabitants (translation mine) 

 

(14) LAT permeat ipsa pensio sub forma per prius recitata de Archiepiscope, 

videlicet, quod illæ quadringentæ libræ meæ donationis remaneant Veteri 

Monasterio Wyntoniæ. Ad eujus concessionis fulcimentum, sint omnes 

fideles in prædictis tribus comitatibus inhabitantes, in testimonium et testes. 

ModE the money shall remain under the conditions stated above (in the 

text) about Archbishop, that is, that the 400 hundred pounds given by me 

remain in the Old Monastery of Winchester. Concerning this grant, all 

trustworthy  inhabitants of the three previously mentioned shires shall 

support by testimony and be witnesses. 

 

This is obviously not what one would call a standard translation. Whereas 

the Old English text says ´as it says here´ the Middle English one specifies 

further where in the text ´it says so´. Another piece of information is about the 

number of shires that were related to the Old Monastery. The tendency to refer 

to other places within and without the text may be the translators stylistic effort 

to make the text more coherent and informative. 

Some of the remarks make references outside of the text itself. He specifies 

some of the things that he knew from his everyday life,  such as the 

neighbouring nunnery. Cf. King Eadred´s will, line 5 

 

(15) OE to nunan mynstrie Scealdeburnan, and Ðætham and Bradanford 

ME in to Nunne Ministyr of Mychens at Wynchester tre twnys that is to 

seye Selborn and Hamme and Bradford. 
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ModE to Nunnaminster Shalbourne, Thatcham and Bradford. 

 

The translation often seems like interlinear explanatory notes rather than a 

translation as such. Another feature that contributes to the ´explanatory feeling´ 

of the text is  the tendency to change the ´mode of narration,´i.e. change in the 

person, in which the will is narrated, cf. Athelwold´s will line 10 

 

(16) OE and ic gean þæm ealdormen anre crusnan and ic gean Loefwine oþere 

crusnan. 

ME and he gaf alle hys other meynys an haberion, and he gaf Leofwyn an 

other habergon 

ModE  And I give to the noblemen one fur coat and to Leofwyne another fur 

coat. 

 

3.4 The originator of the text 

Besides a very peculiar approach to translating documents the notion of a 

single translator is indeed potentially questionable. Not only does not the location 

of mistakes correspond between Latin and Middle English, but also translations of 

a single word are not consistent along the length of the text. Let us explore the 

issues of currency bequeathed in most contemporaneous wills. At the beginning 

of the manuscript, king Alfred bequeathes mancuses (line 42) 

 

(17) OE on hund teontigum mancusum (one hundred mancuses) 

ME twenty huderyd (sic!)3 mark (twenty hundred marcs) 

LAT centum marcas   (one hundred marcs) 

ModE one hundred mancuses 

 

So does king Eadred, but the currency is not the same in Middle English.Line 17 

 

(18) OE twa hund mancusa goldes, beo hund twelftigum 
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ModE two hundred mancuses of gold, reckoning the hundred at hundred 

and twenty 

ME to hundryd handfullys of goold, and twelfty hundryd(sic!) pund 

ModE two hundred handfuls of gold and twelve hundred pounds 

LAT duacentas mancusas auris, et mille ducentas(sic!) libras 

ModE two hundred mancuses of gold and one thousand two hundred 

pounds 

 

The Middle English text starts translating mancuses as ´marks´ but then it 

wrongly reinterprets the word as related to the Latin´manus´(hand) and 

therefore in King Eadred´s will we encounter ´handfuls of gold´ rather than 

coins. There are two explanations to this. Either there were more than one 

translator or the one translator was extremely careless and although it ´dawned 

on him´ that ´it was handfulls rather than mancuses´ he did not bother to 

reread and correct the already translated text.  

What is a worthier piece of evidence is the fact that the Latin text deals 

only with ´mancusas,´ which is not native to Latin. The Latin translator does not 

interpret ´mancus´ as related to ´manus´, which is a recurrent mistake in the 

second part of the ME text. Since the LAT text was perfected last and does not 

contain this mistake, we can conclude that the translator of the second part of 

the ME text and the LAT text was not the same person. Yet the translator seems 

very lax with inconsistencies and therefore it must be conceded that he perhaps 

did not want to correct the already finished part of the translation with his latest 

linguistic findings concerning the word ´mancusa´. 

Our search for clear examples of di-/similarity is exacerbated by 

translators´ all-permeating lack of desire for poignant translation. Therefore, 

agreeing  in with Rissanen that the translator was not of very “inquisitive mind,“ 

it must be added that he was not of very rigorous mind either. He freely added 

his parentheses wherever he felt that the original needed enhancement. On the 

top of that, at many instances he was well aware of the fact that he did not 

understand the text, but that did not prevent him from creating a ´plausible 

story´ to fill in the ´blank space.´ 
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3.4.1 Careless translator/compiler as a factor 

The problem we face while comparing the texts is basically twofold. Firstly, we  

often hit on the fact that the translator abandons the endeavour to translate 

correctly and writes in his words how he understands the text. Such carelessness 

is difficult to prove because we are never sure whether an obvious dicrepancy 

between the translation and the original is due to careless translation or a 

different source. Yet there are examples where carelessness can be spotted at 

first sight, cf. King Alfred´s will line 59 

 

(19) OE þe ic syllan mot 

ME to whem I gyve most 

ModE which I may give 

 

This is probably as clear an example as it can be. The translator clearly 

overlooks the letter <s> and never proofreads his work. The same lack of 

inquisitive drive can be encountered wherever the translator is not sure about the 

meaning, but invariably gives up on investigating the problem. It is questionable 

whether he had some sort of dictionary or at least some parallel texts to refer to 

or whether he was only left with his native linguistic instinct. Be as it may, the 

tendency to have this job finished as soon as possible permeates the whole of 

the text. 

3.4.2 Motivation for translating the manuscript 

Drawing on the previously stated chracteristics of the translation process it 

is a real mystery why the manuscript was translated at all. Surely, it was not 

linguistic curiosity because the translator is well aware of the fact that he often 

does not understand the text and he does not seem to be terribly interested in 

finding the correct meaning either. Additionally, he seems to be writing for 

readers, because he includes explanatory parentheses in both Middle English and 

Latin texts. Moreover, he often abandons translation and interprets the passages 

in third person narration. Therefore it seems unlikely that the translation was a 
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writing practice. The most plausible possibility is that a monk was assigned the 

task of translating the manuscript but he did not really want to do it.  

The last reason which has not been spoken about yet is the deliberate 

changing of old documents. Our research is strictly linguistic yet we cannot 

resikst presenting this as an interesting alternative. 

 

Eadred´will, line 25. 

(20) OE and gif hwæt hera ænigan getide, sette man þær oþerne to. 

ME and dele hem of my good al the whyle they on lyve ben 

ModE and if anything happen to any of them, another is to be appointed in 

his place. 

 

In this case the Middle English and Latin versions of the text differ 

remarkably from the original without any apparent linguistic reason for it. sette 

man þær oþerne to is a clause composed of elements well-known to the author. 

Either he never consulted the original or he was using a different version of the 

text otherwise he would have realized that such a translation formally rid the 

estates in the Hyde abbey of the duty to sustain twelve almsmen on their 

premises. The other factors that are interesting in this aspect is the fact that the 

passage about ´Crimes of Wulfbold´is not translated but barely summarized in 

Latin (note that this passage as the only one does not pertain to division of 

property). 

3.5 Hyde chartulary revisited 

While summarizing our findings we must say that there is little we can 

assume on the basis of linguistic signals. The only statements we can make with 

any degree of certainty are supported by factual evidence, i.e. by compiler´s 

parentheses in the text (see 3.2 and 3.3). We have found that the Middle English 

translation was done prior to the Latin one. The Latin version was probably 

compiled by means of consulting both previous texts and possibly some external 

sources. This is supported by the fact that not all mistakes in the Middle English 

version are translated into Latin. The external sources are necessary to account 
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for the fact that the translations expand on the original text considerably 

although compiler´s imagination cannot be neglected as a factor. 

Futhermore, the number of translators must be adressed. An argument for 

a separate translator of the Latin and Middle texts is provided by differences in 

accuracy of the translations. Yet, the translator sometimes consulted the Middle 

English version while translating into Latin and thus might have come to translate 

some mistakes accidentally. 

A solid piece of evidence is provided by the translation of the OE word 

´mancusa´ (currency of the time). It is translated consistently as ´mancusa´ in 

the Latin text and so it is in a part of the Middle English text, but in the process 

of translation it is reintepreted as related to the LAT ´manus´ meaning 

´handful´. This is persuasive evidence in support of the notion of two (or more) 

translators of the Middle English text, the second of whom was not the compiler 

of the Latin text.  

Another interesting issue is the actual motivation for the translation of these 

documents. It seems that the translator expected his work to be read because he 

employed a very explanatory mode of translation. Conversely, he did not 

consider accuracy a crucial factor, for the translation is not very well done. 

4 Introduction to 14th century English 

The primary concern of this chapter is the delineation of the development 

that took place in English between the time of writing down the documents 

contained in the manuscript and translating them for the purpose of compiling 

the actual Book of Hyde. For this reason a brief theoretical overview of what 

happened in English within that time seems inevitable. 

 It is not an exaggeration to say that the ´timing´ of the manuscript is very 

lucky. Major structural changes took place in that period. At the time of West 

Saxon superiority - when the OE documents in the manuscript were written down 

- English was still an inflectional language though in a state of decay. As regards 

vocabulary, it was still very Germanic. In contrast, the language of the translation 

is at first sight a peculiar mixture of French and English words with a very 
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idiosyncratic spelling and very different grammar. This could be generalized for a 

substantial part of Middle English texts.  

So what was Middle English? As the traditional philological name suggests 

it really stands in the middle and truly represents the transitory stadium between 

Old and Modern English. Typologically speaking, Middle English period seems to 

have been such an unstable, boisterous transitory stage between two more or 

less stable stages, cf (Roger Lass 1992: p92): ´Middle English saw a speeding up 

and virtual completion of a major typological change that had already begun in 

Old English.´  

This chapter serves as a theoretical departure for the following chapters 

containing the actual research of the language. This chapter provides us with 

some assumptions as to what we shall look for in the text. Additionally, it will 

provide the necessary theoretical background. Every example in the following 

chapters (3-6) is equipped with a brief introduction of the problem. If a larger 

background is needed, the explanation is contained in the present chapter so 

that the investigation of the language of the Book of Hyde is coherent and 

focused. 

4.1 Phonology 
Although phonology does not receive much of explicit attention in the 

research, it is the invisible hand without which this research would make no 

sense. This paper, although not exclusively, deals with mistakes of the translator. 

Many of them occur because the translator does not recognize a word or a 

structure as a result of the obscuration caused by sound change. In the following 

subchapter it will be attempted not only at description of the most basic 

phonological phenomena such as ablaut, i-umlaut etc but also description of the 

agents of the changes that took place on the verge of OE/ME, e.g. neutralization 

of final syllables etc.  

4.1.1 Ablaut 

Ablaut or vowel gradation is a pre-Germanic morphophonemic feature 

which, however, was still relatively regular in Old English. It was caused by the 

primitive Indo-Germanic system of accentuation (Wright, Wright 1908, p96). 
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Ablaut as a tool of word-formation or marking the past tense was no longer 

productive but its form had not been obscured yet as it was the case in later 

centuries. The systemic character of vowel gradation is still retained in Modern 

English irregular verbs, but the number of grades has been reduced. There will 

be further comments on ablaut in the section on morpohology of verbs in the 

present chapter. 

4.1.2 Umlaut 

Umlaut is, on the other hand, a North-West Germanic feature that concerns 

phonological modification of vowels in the stem. It was productive in both 

derivation (cf trum “strong“ → trymman “strengthen“) and inflection (cf 

long/lenger/lengest, tooþ/tēþ). Unlike ablaut umlaut was phonologically 

conditioned and was productive in the Old English period. The notorious example 

is the i-umlaut which is nothing else than a vowel harmony to the front vowel 

/i/ in the following syllable. Thus the Old English alternation lang-længra ´long´ 

originates in NWGmc lang-lang-iza  where the umlaut-triggering -i- wass still 

present. 

4.1.3 Neutralization of final syllables 

This is one of the most important phonological features for the present 

research. The OE final syllables were unstressed and thus phonologically weak. 

This is due to the change in the system of stress at the time of division of the 

Germanic branch from the Indo-European parent language. Since the endings 

were the primary bearers of the grammatical function of the words, their 

weakening caused a gradual disintegration of the inflectional system. In other 

words, endings became superfluous as they gradually became indistinct. The 

process happened in stages. Firstly, vowels in final syllables were weakend to 

such an extent that they were no longer distinctive /Ә/. Later the neutral vowels 

began to be deleted, cf the above mentioned cattes>cats. This had an immense 

impact on the endings which no longer could serve their purpose and thus began 

to fall off. This had such an impact on formal representations of grammatical 
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categories that the language ascended the path of a major typological 

restructuring. 

4.2 Morphology 

4.2.1 The noun phrase 

´Old English nouns were inflected for case, number and gender´ (Lass In: 

Blake 1992: 103). These categories were expressed by means of endings. Old 

English nous were divided into the categories strong and weak according to 

whether their stems originally ended in a consonant or a vowel respectively. 

Although Old English had a comparatively rich variety of morphological cetgories, 

it had a rather limited choice of morphological signals, i.e. endings, to express 

these. Therefore we may agree with Roger Lass that the system was ´ripe for a 

change (…) it was virtually imposssible for any single noun form to be uniquely 

marked for all three categories (gender, case and number)´ (cf Lass 1992:103) 

In other words, there was a great variety of inflectional patterns but there was 

very little distinction between them. The number of endings shrank further on the 

borderline between Old and Middle English as a result of neutralization of final 

syllables and later /Ә/ deletion. By the end of the Middle English period, only two 

parameters were normally marked: singular vs plural, and non-genitive (...) vs 

genitive. (Lass 1992: 103) See the following table for reduction of morphological 

signals in Middle English noun phrase. 
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Ø ---------------------- Ø ------------------------ Ø 

 

-u --------------------- -e ----------- 

 

-a ------------- 

 

-e ------------- 

 

-an -------------------- -en ----------------------- -en 

 

-um ---------- 

 

-as -------------------- -es ----------------------- -es 

 

-es ----------- 

Fig. 3 Reduction of nominal endings In: Lass 1992:105 

 

Clearly out of a number of endings only two endings survived into the 

Middle English period. Let us therefore deal with the particular morphological 

categories one by one.   

4.2.1.1 Gender 
Gender was a grammatical category in Old English. Yet gender as a 

concept, it is of Indo-European origin where the characteristics of the gender was 

not so clear: ´its original function appears to have been primarily semantic 

(though it had nothing to do with natural gender)´ (Čermák 2000: p16). More 

specifically, the masculine nouns were associated with a definite individual 

objects, while feminine gender had a more generic reference. Neuter was 

associated with the objective-collective function, cf (Prokosh In: Čermák 2000: 

p16-17) 

The function of gender in Old English was in turn purely grammatical. Its 

role was that of marking afiliation with a specific inflectional pattern rather than a 
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semantic one. Gender was marked by means of derivational suffixes, cf god-

gyden, fox-fyxen, otherwise it was mainly realised in concord and anaphora due 

to the homonymy of the endings in the idividual inflectional paradigms (Lass In: 

Blake 1992: p105) Its position was further reshaped by phonological factors such  

as  weakening of final syllables or morphological factors such as levelling within 

the inflectional paradigms. (cf Čermák 2000: 16) These two factors endangered 

OE endings that were the marking device of gender. Moreover gender 

contributed least of the grammatical categories expressed in OE nouns to the 

semantics of the sentence. (Čermák 2000:19) All in all, gender had become 

indistinct and rather purposeless category that the English noun had to part with.   

4.2.1.2 Number 
Number is a grammatical category that has retained its formal signal -s up 

to Modern English. This state of affairs has been valid at least since the 

compilation of the Book of Hyde. Plurals in the 14th century seem to have been 

predominantly marked by a final –s, often syllabic, cf. book-es, soul-es. However, 

this was not always so. There were several formal signals of plural in OE, 

according to the affiliation with a particular declension pattern.´-e´plural seems 

to have disappeared with reduction of final syllables. ´-en´plurals were a 

numerous group and many nouns from minor declension patterns shifted to this 

type of declension. (Lass In: Blake 1992: p111) The ´-s´ plural of a-stems 

proved to be the only survivor of the weakening of final syllables. The original 

plural stānas underwent the neutralization of final syllables > stānes and then 

/Ә/ deletion. The only position where the neutral vowel has been retained is 

when the noun itself ends in ´-s´, cf voice>voices.  

4.2.1.3 Case 
Case was another morphological category whose formal representation 

suffered a major reduction under the influence of weakening of final syllables. 

Although we say that the ModE noun reflects case, it means no more than a 

formal distinction of the genitive vs non-genitive form, the signal of which is the 

presence or absence of ´s. There were four cases in Old English. Their functions 

can be divided into grammatical, i.e. marking the subject, object, possessor, 
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experiencer and receiver (Lass 1994, p228) and prepositional (ibid.), i.e. 

adjusting the semantic relationship of the inflected word to the other words in 

the sentence. There were originally eight cases in Indo-European which were 

reduced to four in Proto-Germanic. Nominative became primarily the signal of the 

subject, genitive had the function of the possessor and partitive. Dative had apart 

from marking indirect object a whole variety of ´prepositional´ meanings. 

Accusative marked the direct object, though not always cf the verb unnan.  

One of the problems of the nominal declension was the above mentioned 

superfluous variety of inflectional patterns. Their abundance was not sufficiently 

justified by appropriate distinctions between the particular paradigms. Besides, 

most of them were unable to mark the fundamental opposition subject-object, cf 

(Strang 1970: p295) This alone would be a reason good enough for innovation. 

The development went as follows. Together with final-syllable weakening 

the dative and accusative merged establishing a set of three cases: nominative, 

genitive and oblique case. Since the semantic function of case was gradually 

transferred upon prepositions the oblique case disappeared and therefore the 

noun remained only with nominative-genitive and singular-plural opposition. 

4.2.2 Adjectives 

Old English had two distinct adjectival declensions: indefinite and definite 

(Quirk, Wrenn 1955: p68). The definite declension was used in reference to 

specific entities. It had a limited variety of formal signals of morphological 

categories, therefore it was used after inflected determiners that could carry the 

burden of morphological signalling. The indefinite declension, on the other hand, 

was used in predicatives and in non-specific refenrence. Unlike the definite 

declension, it was not used after a determiner and therefore had to have a larger 

variety of endings. However, as with nouns, the formal representation of 

morphological categories was situated in the unstable parts of words and was 

soon endangered by gradual weakening of final syllables. In EME most of the 

endings of the indefinite paradigm was still used, but  during the 14th century 

the adjectival forms were simply either with or without –e. The forms with –e 

were the definite ones and without –e the indefinite ones. 
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(21) Athelmere´s will, line 15 

OE And ic an minan yldan suna þæs landes æt Igeneshamme, and þam 

gyngran þæs æt Cottesmore, and þæs ñe ñær,  

ME Any I gyve to myn hyldyr sone the londys at Ygneshamme, and to the 

gonger, the londys at Cotysmore, and to that therto longyth 

ModE And to my older son the land at Inglesham and to the younger the l

 and at Cottesmore and all there is. 

 

The adjectives in this example are declined after a possessive pronoun and 

therefore the weak declension is implemented. It is clear that while the OE noun 

phrase in dative has all the necessary endings min-an5 yld-an sun-a, the Middle 

English equivalent is clearly without any endings whatsoever. 

4.2.3 Pronouns 

Pronouns form the only word class that retained its inflections up to Modern 

English. The reason may be that they have short, unanalysable forms in Modern 

English. Being opaque in this sense means that they conform to the preferences 

of the isolating language type. Yet it has not always been so. Many changes have 

taken place on the way from the 10th to the 14th century. Personal pronouns 

were inflected for dual which was completely lost in Middle English. The last 

remnants of dual in the pronominal paradigm are assumed to have gone out of 

the system by the end of the 13th century. The distinct OE dative and accusative 

forms merged on their way to Middle English, cf. OE dat. him/acc. hine – ModE 

him. The further developments that mark this period are the replacemenf of 

feminine pronoun hēo by schē, the English third person plural pronouns hē, hēo, 

hīe  by the Scandinavian imports þeir, þeirra, þeim. 

4.2.3.1 Hēo - schē 

The Old English form hēo was replaced by scho/sche. This means more 

than just a replacement of forms. The third person pronoun was originally a 

                                                 
5 the correct dative form is minum yldran suna 
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demonstrative pronoun related to the LAT hīc. Thus  hēo, hīe, hire  were 

derivations of one base form. By adding this foreign element to the paradigm, 

these pronouns are rendered (Wright 1908: p226) opaque and thus suitable for 

the isolating mode of denotation. There are basically two theories none of which 

is flawless. The first one tries to relate she to sēo, a nominative feminine singular 

article and the second one develops she from hēo by means of a rather 

convoluted phonological development, so called ´Shetland Theory´. As Roger 

Lass points out the article sēo dies out too early to be in good time for 

transformation into she and the phonological development underlying the 

´Shetland Theory´ (ON Hjaltland), i.e. the development from /hj/ over /ç/ to /∫/ 

is only attested in scarce place names. (Lass In: Blake 1992: p118)  

4.2.3.2 Hīe - þeir 
The old third person plural forms hīe, hira, him were replaced by a 

Scandinavian import þeir/þeirra/þeim. The motivation of both of these adoptions 

was probably phonological proximity of pronouns hē ´he´, hēo ´she´and hīe 

´they´. For details see the paradigm in the following table. Homonymical forms 

have been marked in bold. This concerns forms such as hira and hire which 

though perhaps distinct in script became homonymical due to neutralisation of 

final syllables. 

The homonymy was due to the common etymological origin. This is a 

perfect example of a reflection of the typological change in English. The forms of 

third person pronouns were derived from one base form and the differentiation 

was formally expressed by means of endings, formal representations of a 

formeme. As English was approaching the isolating language type, it showed 

preference for separate monomorphemic forms to indicate the distinctions among 

the forms. 
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nominative hē hēo hīe 

genitive his hire hira 

dative him hire him 

accusative hine hīe hīe 

  Fig. 4 Phonological proximity of OE personal pronouns. 

 

The genitive forms of personal pronouns became detached from the 

pronominal paradigm in the sense that they were used rather as possessive 

adjectives than real case forms. They could no longer occur as objects of verbs 

cf. fanda mín ´try me (my)´ or partitives cf. ān hiora ´one of them´ (Lass In: 

Blake 1992: p118) Thus a new parallel genitive was formed by means of –es, 

e.g. your(e)s, her(e)s etc which were used in constructions where the possessed 

noun did not directly follow the genitive of the possessor, cf. This is my book and 

that one is yours, cf (Lass 1987: p153). 

4.2.3.3 Dative + accusative syncretism 

The paradigm of the pronouns was on the verge of ME period subject to the 

syncretism of the dative and accusative case, cf dat. him + acc. hine = oblique 

him. The result is the opposition of nominative x genitive x oblique case. Such 

division has remained in the language up to Modern English cf he x his x him.  

4.2.3.4 The hardship of the OE dual 

The loss of dual is actually an OE innovation. It was a mere remnant at the 

time of Alfred. The dual was an old Indo-European category which at the time of 

Old English had already lived through its period of flourishment: ´more archaic 

categories like Greek and Gothic had it not only as a pronoun inflection but as a 

concord as well.´ (Lass In:Blake 1992: p117)  Old English, on the other hand, 

reflected dual number only in pronouns. Let us apply the notion of ´decaying´ 

dual to a clause from Alfred´s will, line 6 which for the purpose of comparison 

will be put in English and Gothic into both dual (22) and plural (21). The asterisk 

marks that the Gothic sentence is despite its correctness not attested. The 
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sentence is translated word-for-word from Old English, but it is possible that an 

original Gothic sentence would have had a different wordorder. The plural goes 

as follows. 

 

(22) OE þa we hit him othefaestan 

GO * than weis ita imma fragēbum 

ModE then we it him ceded 

 

As regards the tranformation to dual, only the form of the pronoun is 

changed in the English sentence while the Gothic sentence has to change the 

ending of the verb as well. The components in dual are presented in bold script. 

 

(23) OE þa wit hit him othefaestan 

GO * than wit ita imma fragēbu 

ModE then the-two-of-us it him ceded 

 

The disadvantage of the dual was its indistinct function. This asymetrical 

distribution of dual reflexive formal components, i.e. verbal endings or pronouns 

is very likely to have rendered dual unnecessary. Besides that, general recession 

of inflection probably put dual under pressure which it succumbed to. Today we 

have only relics of dual in English. We can say:It was bad news for both of us. 

but the pronoun both is also easily replacable by It was bad news for the two of 

us.  

We speak of collapse of the Old English dual, yet it seems that it was once  

fully established in Old English. It definitely shares the most important 

morphological features with the other numbers. For example the genitive forms 

of personal pronouns uncer, incer ´our, your´ (analogically to ūre, ēower ´our, 

your´) were used as possessive pronouns, cf. uncurne dael (Alfred´s will, line 5). 

Additionally, the forms of the dual took part in the merger of the dative and 

accusative in the form of the dative, i.e. dat ūs + acc ūsic = dat + acc ūs, 

analogically unc, uncit = unc. 
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As mentioned above, one of the triggering morphological factors seems to 

have been the asymetrical distribution of dual forms in the paradigm. Note that 

there were dual pronouns only for the first and second person not the third which 

was also the case in Gothic, see the following table. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Forms of Old English dual. 

 

The verbal paradigm was short of dual endings and therefore the endings of  

plain plural were used instead, cf. we begeaton – wit begeaton. Since the verbal 

endings of the plural took over the function of the dual there seems to have been 

no escape for the dual pronouns. 

 

4.2.4 Verbs 

As the noun proceeded towards the number being the main inflectional 

category, the verb was on a similar way towards preferring tense as the major 

morphological category reflected in its form. The only exceptions to this today 

are the third person singular –(e)s and subjunctive indicative ´If I were´. (Lass 

In: Blake 1992: p123) Similarly to the situation in nouns, the Old English verb 

had already lost much of its inflections in comparison with earlier prehistoric 

stages. There were, as well as in the other Northwest Germanic languages, no 

distinct inflections for dual number or passive forms. The situation was even 

further exacerbated by the levelling of unstressed syllables, whereby –en/-on –

eñ/-añ collapsed in –en, -eñ. Loss of final /Ә/ caused further homonymy in the 

 1.pers.pl. 1.pers.dual 2.pers.pl. 2.pers.dual 3.pers.dual 3.pers.pl 

nominative wē wit gē git 0 hīe 

genitive ūre uncer ēower incer 0 hira 

dative ūs unc ēow inc 0 him 

accusative ūs unc ēow inc 0 hīe 
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paradigm. There were still two kinds of verbal inflection, strong with inherited PIE 

vowel alternation in the stem and weak by means of a  dental suffix. 

4.2.4.1 The strong verb 
The marking of tense in strong verbs was organized around a set of vowel 

grades, so called ablaut. Their alternation in the stem and in the suffix was 

caused by the primitive Indo-Germanic system of accentuation. (Wright 1917: 

p45) Although it distinguished tense in OE, its original role in IE was that of 

marking aspect. The strong verbs are divided into six classes according to the 

quality of the alternating vowels and the seventh class containing the formerly 

reduplicating verbs, cf GO hāitan ´to call´ haīhāit, haīhāitum, hāitans (Wright 

1917: p147) 

4.2.4.2 The weak verb 

Weak verbs differ from the strong verbs in being the outputs of productive 

word-formation processes (cf Lass 1992). These verbs formed their past tense by 

addition of a syllable containing a dental. From the ME period on, weak verbs 

form an overriding majority of English verbs and if any verbs changed from one 

category to another it was from strong to weak creep-crēopan/crēap/cropen 

ModE ´creep´. 

4.2.4.3 Person and number inflections 
Old English suffered from a considerable paucity of inflectional material in 

verbal as well as in any other inflectional paradigm. The situation was to be 

further exacerbated by neutralisation of unstressed vowels and loss of the final 

/Ә/. The result of this are barely four inflexional endings Ø, -est, -eþ and –en. 

This obviously triggers a far-reaching homonymy in the whole verbal paradigm. It 

is worth noting that the third person inflections are a good regional indicator 3 

person singular –s is northern, -en is midland plural, -eþ southern plural. In mid-

fourteenth century the –eþ pattern began to yield ground to the midland –en. 

Thus both present and preterite had the –en ending (Wright, Wright 1928: p180) 
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4.2.4.4 The verb ´to be´ 

The forms of the verb be were a group of three unrelated suppletive stems: 

am, are, is is a cognate of Latin sum, be is a cognate to Latin fiō ´make´ and the 

past stem was from OE wesan → Skt vásati ´he dwells´. This paradigm was 

severely reduced through analogy and reduction of suppletion. The OE plural 

form sindon as well as subjunctive forms sīe were replaced by be/ben in EModE. 

The form of this verb in the manuscript forms the overriding majority ben as is 

clear from examples 24, 25. 

 

(24) Land boundaries of Mycheldefer, line 1 

OE Ðis syndon ña land-gemæra to Myceldefer: ærest on Hafochlinc, 

þonne swa andlang  

ME Thys ben the markys of the lond of Mychildefer: Fyrst, begyn at 

Hafoclynk, than so along 

ModE These are land boundaries to Micheldever: Start in Hawklynch, then 

go along 

 

(25) Alfred´s will, line 49 

OE Gif hit mare sy, beo hit him eallum gemene þe ic  feoh becweñen 

hæbbe;  

ME Yf yt more be, be hyt all demenyd as I to gyve have seyd.   

ModE If there is more, it is to be shared between all those to whom I have 

bequeathed money;  

 

The paradigm of to be was further modified, as the forms of be were to 

form infinitive and subjunctive exclusively. Also the forms ending in -en, e.g. ben, 

weren, were to be discontinued. 

4.2.4.5 Preterite-presents 
Preterite-presents are morphologically speaking one of the most interesting 

categories. The strong past forms of these verbs were reanalyzed as presents in 

the Germanic era and these verbs developed new regular past forms. This is a 

feature present not only in English but in all Germanic languages, cf the vowel 
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grade in infinitive and present form MHG können>Ich kann, DAN kunne>jeg kan. 

This is also one of the features that the translator was confused about, cf the OE 

verb witan>ic wāt (pres)>ic wiste (past). 

 

(26) Alfred´s will, line 8 

OE tha baed ic hine, beforan urum witum ealum, thaet-wit thaet yrfe 

gedaeldon. 

ME tho bade y hym, before all owre wyttenesse that he know te heritage 

to departe, 

ModE I prayed him, in the presence of the whole of our council, that the 

property should be divided between us 

 

The mistake here is primarily a misunderstanding of the OE dual form wit, 

but it yields very interesting information as regards translators undestanding of 

the verb witan. The singular present forms would have had the vowel grade wāt 

while the plural form would retain the infinitive grade wit but it would add the 

plural ending –on. The sentence is, however, in past tense and therefore the 

form of the verb would have been wiste. It is very likely that the translator would 

have recognized the forms, but apparently he was not able to consider the 

complexities of the verb systemically.  

Note also that the extreme formal differences between present and past led 

quite early to semantic dissociation between present and past. For example the 

past of owe > ought became formally so distant from its original base-form that 

the relationship between the two forms was completely obscured and it was 

already being used as a present in the earliest Middle English, cf (Lass In: Blake 

1992: p144). 

4.3 Syntax 
Syntax as such is a complex issue and particular sentence patterns cannot 

be related to their antecedent forms, i.e. a particular sentence does not have an 

ancestry as a words does. (Lass 1994: p216) Yet the development marked by a 

severe reduction of word order variation is clear. This was, generally speaking, 

due to gradual grammaticalisation of word order. The approach adopted here will 
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be a description of word order features that were extant in Old English and 

disappeared during the Middle English period. 

4.3.1 Free word order 

 Old English, as it may have become clear from the previous paragraph, 

had a free word order but its freedom should not be overestimated. There were 

some limitations to it, perhaps also due to the lacking distinction between 

nom/acc in most inflectional paradigms. Thus it was up to the context or the 

word order to make sure that the elements´ function was communicated. The 

dominant word order type in independent clauses was SVO/C, unless an element 

was fronted. Then the word order was VSO/C, cf (Quirk, Wrenn 1955, p92-93) 

Apparently, LOE/ME was in a transition stage where the word order had not been 

fully grammaticalized yet, but completely free word order was not possible either 

due to the indistinct inflectional endings. In another words the OE inflectional 

paradigms were not rich enough to provide marking of all grammatical categories 

and the word order was starting to take over this role. 

4.3.2 Change in word order type 

The tendency to unify the wordorder on its way towards analysis is clear. 

Only a unified wordorder can be grammaticalised. The reason for this unification 

is no doubt the decaying inflectional system which in many cases could not 

provide for the essential division between the subject and object. From the 

typological point of view, this is the case in all isolating languages and that is why 

isolating languages have the least word order variation.  

4.3.3 Embraciation 

Embraciation is one of the features that disappeared from English unlike 

from German, cf MHG Ich will damit etwas tun. Embraciation means that the 

auxiliary and the full verb form a brace around the clause. Therefore 

embraciation is conditioned by the development of the periphrastic tense forms.  
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(27) OE On twam þingum hæfde God þæs mannes sawle gegodod 

ModE with two things had the God endowed man´s soul 

 

(28) OE be ñæm we magan suiñe swutule oncnawan ñæt 

ModE By that we can perceive very clearly that 

 

The above mentioned examples are taken from The Syntax of Early 

English (Fischer et al, 2000). The arise of embraciation is explained by so called 

Wackernagel´s Law, which postulates that light elements such as auxiliary 

verbs tend to gravitate to the second position in the sentence. This works if we 

combine it with the finding that SOV was the prevalent word order type in OE 

subordinate clauses. Thus the full verb would stay at the end of the sentence as 

a heavy element and the auxiliary verb would be located in front of the object: 

SOVv>SvOV. 

4.3.3.1 Institutionalization of clausal brace in modern languages 
Embraciation was to a certain extent present in all Germanic languages, 

but it only became institutionalized in German, Dutch and Frisian. Gerritsen 

(1984) lists among other possible motives for cancellation of embraciation the 

frequent occurence of simple verbs in OE. He argues that when the Germanic 

languages started to institutionalize the clausal brace the English and the 

Scadinavian verb systems were more inflectional then those of Dutch, Frisian and 

German. Therefore English did not have a sufficient frequency of periphrastic 

forms to provide motivation for institutionalization of the clausal brace. 

4.3.4 V-2 constraint 

Apart from clausal brace there is another remarkable syntactic feature and 

that is the V-2 constraint, which triggers inversion. Inversion means switching of 

the subject-verb order in a clause on the basis of another fronted element. 

Inversion was present in Old English, but it is absent in Modern English. Fronting 

a clause element in ModE does not entail any change in word order. Inversion is 

very rare in Modern English (see 6.1.3)  
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V-2 constraint is a very common word order variation in Germanic 

languages, it is exhibited in German and in the Scandinavian languages. Yet 

English lost even this feature. This may have been due to the extreme paucity of 

overt morphological signals which made the unambiguous word order essential. 

Gerritsen explains this as a result of the creole character of Middle English, cf 

(Gerritsen 1984: pp116). He found out that creoles exhibit invariably SVO word 

order. Creoles as well as Modern English have very little overt grammatical 

marking, i.e. endings etc. Therefore it is believed that most word order types 

were simply abandoned so that the major word order type would be sufficiently 

transparent and suitable for grammaticalisation. 

4.4 Word-formation:  
Word-formation is a mechanism of a constant renewal and production of 

words. To obtain a new word, a language has got ´three basic ways: (i) to create 

the item from scratch, using available phonological material; (ii) create it by 

combining already existing items into new units, or otherwise using native 

resources; (iii) borrow an item from another language.´ (Lass 1987: 197) Out of 

these the latter two strategies seem more effective, since manufaturing words 

from scratch, cf Kodak produces completely unmotivated units that are difficult to 

promote unless they are for example trade names. The second strategy, i.e. 

combining already existing items, can be further divided into two major 

categories: compounding and derivation.  

The third strategy seems to have been determined by the contemporary 

political situation. Thus the Latin borrowings were prompted by christianization, 

the Scandinavian ones by the Viking invasions, and the French ones by the 

Norman Conquest. The impact of the systemic change of the language on 

wordformation should not be underestimated either, because borrowed words as 

inherently opaque items are more favourable to isolating rather than inflectional 

languages (see2.6.2).  

Conversion, i.e. wordformation by means of class change without any 

phonological change to the word, may serve as an example. It is one of the 

handiest means of wordformation in ModE but it was not so at OE times. The 

problem were inflectional endings (polyfunctional morphemes are inherent to 
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inflectional languages) that were symptomatic of wordclass, i.e. –līc – adjective, -

e – adverb,  -an – an infinitive (thus a verb). Nonetheless conversion was 

possible in Old English, cf OE eald ´old´ se eald ´the old man´, but not as easily 

as in ModE. Compare this with ModE word mouth. A mouth (n.) is a part of a 

human body, to mouth (v.) is a verb expressing speaking without making any 

sound. The grammatical characteristics of ModE is also favourable to conversions 

in multiple word expressions, such as´mouth related.´ This is a very handy tool 

of creating expressions for which there are no ready made terms whenever there 

is the need for it.  

In the OE period wordformation by means of native lexical units was most 

common. With the arrival of ME, foreign forms became established in English. 

The sudden influx of borrowings may have been due to the changing status of 

English and the subsequent preference for opaque denotation common to 

isolating languages. These do not mean only borrowings of words but also 

morphemes. By borrowing a word we understand the process that replaced the 

OE wolcen ´sky´ by a Scandinavism sky. By borrowing a morpheme, we 

understand for instance the import of French suffixes such as –ate,   -acy, -icity. 

These affixes entered English as parts of imported words. Some of such affixes 

remained only parts of the borrowed words, but some of them became 

productive in the wordformation process through re-analysis of the borrowed 

words. This is to say that the borrowed word began to be perceived as consisting 

of components which speakers later used to form new words. The degree of 

productivity of these imported units varied greatly. Some affixes only combined 

with Romance stems some were even further domesticated to combine freely 

with native English stems as we shall see later. Imported words were not always 

re-analysed correctly, sometimes inflectional morphemes were incorporated into 

the stem, e.g. syllabus – syllabuses. These mistaken re-analyses then led to 

some very interesting results. It is clear now that re-analysis played an important 

role in recycling phonological material for word-formation. Let us therefore 

devote some attention here. 
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4.4.1.1 Recycling words – onomasiological cycle 
Norman and French words that entered English at the time were 

completely opaque. Yet some of them were subject to re-analysis as was 

mentioned above. As soon as a word was analysed as being built up of 

components, these components could take part in word-formation themselves, 

cf ModE hamburg-er >re-analysed ham-burger>the latter component recycled 

in cheese-burger, vegi-burger etc. 

In keeping with the notion of the onomasiological cycle (Klégr, Čermák 

2006) the opaque borrowed words can either be re-analysed or their meaning 

may be modified (analysability puts a limit to modification of meaning). By re-

analysis the word is split into opaque components that can take part in word-

formation again. A product of such wordformation is analysable at first. 

However, it may become demotivated, i.e. its form may become opaque, non-

descriptive. Thus the output is the same as the input of the process and the 

cycle is locked. 

4.4.1.2 Demotivation of complex lexemes 
The above mentioned demotivation of complex lexemes is a very frequent 

agent in obscuring the language of the document in the Book of Hyde. Two 

processes will be referred to in this paper. The first one is lexicalization. It 

produces ´words that are or were earlier morphologically analysable but which 

could not be formed with their present meaning by the current rules of word-

formation are said to be lexicalised.´ (Plag In: Klégr, Čermák 2006)  

The second process is the obscuration of compounds. Compound word are 

inherently descriptive as they are composed of two or more morphemes. Yet a 

compound can become demotivated through obscuration. It is a process of 

obscuring the multiple structure of the word through sound change, cf (Čermák 

2005) 

4.4.2 Wordformation using available phonological material 

4.4.2.1 Derivation 
Derivation, as it has been said earlier, is a wordformation strategy 

consisting of combining free and bound morphemes. It usually pertains to 
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change in a wordclass. Many new derivational suffixes were imported from 

French into English. These can be divided into three groups according to whether 

they stayed only parts of the borrowed words or were re-analysed and further 

combined with Romance stems or freeely combined with any stems (for detail 

see Blake 1992: p449)  

On balance, it must be pointed out that there were not only suffixes but 

also prefixes in Old English. These were a very powerful source of new words in 

Old English, but they did not usually cause change in the word class. Old English 

had a stock of prefixes that was reduced drastically on the way to Middle English, 

e.g. a-, be-, for-, to-, ge-, ymb-. The productivity of word-formation by means of 

prefixes fell remarkably in frequency on the dawn of Middle English. This seems 

to be a by product of the changing status of English. Although derivation as such 

is a tool of agglutinating languages, it is used by other language types too. It 

seems that while derivation by means of suffixes stayed a part of the English 

wordformation processes, the functions of prefixes were overtaken by isolating 

means of expression such as particles.  

4.4.2.2 Compounding 
Compounding basically means putting together at least two free 

morphemes in order to form a new compound unit which has one meaning, one 

main stress and is subject to grammatical rules as one unit, i.e. sg. boyfriend→pl. 

boyfriends not *boysfriends. Compounding was an extremely powerful source of 

new words in Old English. The number of compounds decreased markedly on the 

transition to Middle English.  

The reasons why the frequency of compounds decreased temporarily at 

the dawn of Middle English are various. Sometimes compounds were replaced by 

a simplex borrowing from another language, usually French. A typical example 

would be OE Þēodscip which was later replaced by the French borowing nation. 

Another reason was the obscuration of compounds which renders the compounds 

unanalyable through phonological change etc, i.e. a bi-/polymorphemic 

compound is perceived as monomorphemic (cf Čermák 2005). Let us use the 

compound hlāford  as an example. This word is an ancestor of the nowadays lord. 

Originally, it is a compound composed of hlāf  + wearñ, i.e. ´bread guardian´ 
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which is no longer clear from the OE obscured form hlāford, not to speak of 

ModE lord. Thus although bimorphemic originally, this word has been perceived 

as monomorphemic since OE times. This is in compliance with the isolating 

languages´ inclination to expression by means of monomorphemic units. 

What significance does this bear for our research of the translated 

manuscript of the Book of Hyde? Obscuration of compounds and borrowing of 

foreign words is a clear sign of the language trying to gain monomorphemic 

words. A clear sign of an isolating language type. 

4.4.2.3 Productivity 
The productivity of other patterns of wordformation changed too. Noun 

compounds were reduced in productivity, especially in poetry which traditionally 

made use of them. Sauer lists three reasons for the decline of compounding in 

Middle English and they are 1) numerous French borrowings, 2) change in poetic 

style and 3) reduction in the number of loan translations. (Sauer 1992:p720) 

The reason for the above mentioned decrease in the number of compounds 

can be deduced. It went hand in hand with a reduced rate of using the native 

material in word-formation. Viking invasions as well as the Norman conquest 

caused a language contact in many parts of the country. These political events 

occured on the background of the ongoing change in the language type which 

gradually rendered English more favourable to opaque lexemes, i.e. among other 

borrowings. This applies also to loan translation because they were descriptive as 

well. The opacity is preferred since isolating languages do not favour combining 

of several meanings, i.e. polyfunctionality in morphemes.  

The Anglo-Saxon dictionary (Clark-Hall) contains fifteen compounds 

containing yrfe as their first element: yrfebēc ´testament´, yrfefyrst ´delay 

before entering on an inheritance´, yrfegedāl ´division of an inheritance´,  

yrfegeflit ´dispute about an inheritance´, yrfegewrit ´testament´, yrfehand 

´natural successor´, yrfelāf ´bequest, inheritance:heir´, yrfeland ´inherited 

land´, yrfelēas ´unprovided with cattle´, yrfenama ´heir´, yrfestōl ´hereditary 

seat´, yrfeweard ´heir´, yrfeweardian ´inherit´, yrfeweardnes ´heritage´, 

yrfeweardwrītere ´testator´. This tendency to cope with the existent material 

when describing new features in reality is not dissimilar to Icelandic, cf. 
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farfuglaheimilin (far-fowles´-home) ´hostel´, heimsækja (to home-seek) ´to 

visit´. Yet it must be born in mind that Icelandic was for the most of its history 

extremely isolated and nowadays this exclusively native vocabulary is the 

hallmark of the Icelandic language policy. 

Generally speaking, it is a tendency of isolating languages to have opaque 

words and combine them with separate formemes to generate phrases, cf 

(Popela 2006: p26) These phenomena will be illustrated in examples in the 

subsequent chapters.  

 

5 Morphology  

As regards morphology, one general observation can be made. We have 

stated above that this research shall trace language change with a steady regard 

to the language type. Speaking in very general terms, the period of transition 

between Old and Middle English is marked by a massive abandonment of 

inflectional system based on endings and a commencement of the progress 

towards isolating means of expression. This means that inflectional endings were 

gradually, and the gradual character of this progress must be stressed, replaced 

by suppletive morphemes, auxiliary words, prepositions etc. Let us see the 

particular examples in individual word classes. 

5.1 Nouns 

5.1.1 Inflectional endings 

It is a truism to say that the OE noun had a variety of inflectional endings 

though they were perhaps not as distinct as one would like to imagine (see 

4.2.1).  

The main event in the history of nouns in this period is abandonment of these 

endings as a formal means of expressing grammatical categories in accordance 

with the above postulated change in the language type. Therefore the endings 

are somewhat meaningless for the translator. This is not to say that there were 

no endings at all. The plural –s has remained productive until today, but the 
                                                 

6 Þ-Vowel-rf, i.e. þearf, þurf, þorf etc. 
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translator clearly prefers prepositions to express fine semantic relationships 

between the individual clause elements. Sometimes he is ´deceived´ by the 

homonymical endings, such as in the following sample. 

 
(29) Ethelgard´s will line 1  

OE Ic Ethelgard an þæs landes at Stottanwelle 

ME I Athelgard gyve these londis at Schotwell 

ModE I Athelgard grant the land at Sotwell 

 

The example above show an incorrect translation of the gen. sg. þæs 

landes as acc. pl. these londis. This mistake is caused by the proximity of the 

gen. sg. –es and the plural ending –is which became homonymical due to the 

weakening of final syllables. It is a pseudo-homonymy in this case because the 

original OE plural of land was formed by means of a zero morpheme þæt land-þā 

land , i.e.´this land-these lands´. But the noun land in the meantime went over 

to the productive a-stem declension or more precisely began to form plural with 

a-stem –s >londis.  

Another factor that plays a role here is the valency of the OE verb unnan 

which took a genitive object, e.g. ic ann þæs hāmes, i.e. ´I grant this estate.´ 

The  ME verbs were significantly simplified in terms of valency, because the verb 

usually preceded the object and there were prepositions to mark  the semantic 

function of the object.  

The concurrence of the simplification of valency and inflection must be 

commented upon. While verbs in inflectional languages such as Latin or Czech 

take objects in various cases, the verbs in an isolating language such as Modern 

English take only accusative objects (the form is only distinguishable with 

pronouns). Therefore we often say object case rather than accusative.  

The following example show a rather interesting divergence from the 

standard paradigm.  
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(30) Athelnoth´s will line 1 

 OE mid ealra þæra landes þæt me cining Edmund sealde 

ME with alle the londys that kyng Edmund hath me gyve 

ModE with all the lands that King Edmund has given to me  

 

We shall disregard the mistaken translation of þæra landes in this example 

and concentrate solely on the OE text. The expression ealra þæra landes7  clearly 

does not follow the grammatical concord. The correct plural genitive would have 

been ealra þæra landa where the concord becomes transparent. 

We can conclude that the Old English gen. pl. landa had become indistinct  

due to the neutralisation of final syllables /landӘ/. Similarly to the example with 

children (see 2.3.1) the genitive plural was re-analysed as the base form of the 

plural and the originally singular ending –s was added to it. In other words this is 

a case of extension of –s genitive rule to other paradigms. Note that the result of 

this extension is the present-day ´s genitive which applies to all nouns in English.  

The next example is yet another case of translator simplified interpretation 

of the expression. The original OE sentence goes as follows ælcan (acc.) þære 

oþerra (gen.) preosta (gen.) while all the components of the nominal phrase in 

ME are in the dative. It would be more appropriate to call it a prepositional case 

because the whole phrase is directed by the preposition. We would have to insert 

another preposition in order to achieve a faithful translation, cf ModE to each of 

the other priests.  

 

(31) Eadred´s will line 20 

OE and ælcan þære oþerra preosta 

ME and to alle other prestys 

ModE And to each of the other priests 

 

As regards the OE text it contains accusative ælcan which would otherwise 

mark the nominative or the accusative so we can assume that it is an 

idiosyncratic orthography of the phonologically weakened dative form ælcum.  

                                                 
7 The conventional spelling of the gen. pl. of the demonstrative was ealra þāra landa. 
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5.1.2 Umlaut 

Umlaut was a morphonological vowel alternation that was caused by a 

harmony to the vowel in the following syllable. Since this syllable was usually the 

final one, the stem vowel alternated due to the change in the morphological 

category. Thus a morphophonemic alternation was created. It must be pointed 

out that such an alternation is, besides endings, regarded as a typological signal 

of an inflectional language, cf (Vachek 1981). There were many of these 

alternation in Old English, but many of them did not survive due to the effect of 

analogical recreation. The following excerpt is an example of an extension of the 

–s plural to the word ModE book. 

 

(32)  OE man agife þam hiwum æt Domria-hamme hyria land-bec 

ME men geve to the hows at Domrahamme here land-bok 

ModE the community at Damerham be given their charters 

  

The Germanic word bok formed plural by means of suffix -iz.  The front 

vowel -i caused an i-mutation of the preceding vowel. In other words -o- shifted 

its articulation from the back of the mouth to the front where /i/ was pronounced, 

so that both vowels in the word became front vowels /*bek-iz/. Now the velar 

consonant /k/ became palatalized because of the preceding front vowel (cf. 

<ic>/č/ vs <ac>/k/). Later the suffix /-iz/ was deleted and thus the phonological 

conditioning of the alternation disappeared. Therefore the noun bok was 

inherited into Old English with morphophonemic alternation bok-bec. However, 

this morphophonemic alternation was nullified under the influence of analogy and 

book later started creating plural with the a-stem suffix -s. The translation 

indicates that the extension took place in the fourteenth century. 

5.2 Verbs 

The situation in OE verbs was similar to that of nouns. There were many 

verbal endings many of which were homonymical. Besides there was an Old 

Indo-European way of forming past tense by ablaut. The progress confirmed by 

the texts in the Book of Hyde concerns a reduction of endings, simplification of 
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verbal valency and analogical recreation of strong verbs according to the weak 

pattern. 

5.2.1 Strong verbs becoming irregular  

Old English had a stock of strong verbs, a distinctive feature of which was 

preterite formed by means of vowel alternation in the stem, a so-called 

ablaut. Ablaut was a way of forming past tense in IE. Phonologically speaking, it 

was an alternation due to the variations of stress, pitch and intonation, cf (Quirk, 

Wrenn 1955: p129) As the characteristics of the accentuation changed when 

Proto-Germanic separated from IE, the ablaut became obsolete.  

Strong verbs are therefore of Proto-Indoeuropean origin and the ModE 

irregular verbs are direct descendants of these. Despite the number of such verbs 

in OE, this was an unproductive, though perhaps regular, pattern of forming past 

tense. The transfer of many verbs to the weak pattern of inflection contributed to 

the isolation of strong verbs as well as the fact that the number of vowel grades 

within the paradigm was reduced from four to three. 

 There are many examples of strong verbs in the text but their ablaut past 

form does not cause any problems in the translation, especially because the 

translator often uses a completely different verb, i.e. no changes in the stem 

vowel are traceable. The following sample contains the verb of the sixth class 

slēan-slōh-slōhon-slægen. The verb is correctly translated into ME with modified 

spelling. It has stayed in the lexicon until today slay-slew-slain. 

 
(33) Crimes of Wulfbold, line 14 

þa ferde his laf to, mid hyre cilde and ofsloh Eadmer, 

hys wyf, with here sone, went in to the forseyd lond and slow Edmer 

his widow went with her child and killed Eadmer 

5.2.2 Preterite-present verbs  

Preterite-present verbs were originally strong verbs that re-analysed their 

Indo-European past forms with an ablaut (2) as present and developed new 

regular past forms with the Germanic dental suffix (3).  
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1)witan (inf) – 2)he wāt (pres) – 3)he wiste (pret). ´know, knows, knew´ 

 

The upshot of this is that there is an alternation of the stem vowel within 

the infinitive and present indicative, cf cunnan-ic cann ´can´, analogically witan, 

ic wāt. The strong origin of these verbs allows them to be classified according to 

their ablaut series. The ModE modal verbs are descendants of the preterite-

presents and that is the reason for their divergent third person indicative form,  

he can x he speaks. Let us now turn our attention to an example of such a verb 

in the text. 

 

(34) Alfred´s will, line 9 

OE tha saede he me thaet he naht eathe ne mihte todaelon 

ME Tho seyd he to me that he nawgt scholde ne mygt hyt departe  

ModE Then he told me that he could not easily divide it  

 

This example contains the form mihte which is a past form of the preterite-

present verb of the fifth class magan ´can´. The forms of this verb were ic mæg, 

þū meaht (later miht) and past mehte (later mihte). Unfortunately the past and 

present forms became nearly homonymical in this example. Therefore we will 

devote our attention to another verb of this kind. 

 

(35) Alfred´s will, line 29 

OE aeriest ic an Eadwearide minan yldrian  suna these landes aet 

Striaetneat on Truconscire  

ME Fyrst, I grawnte to Edward, my yldiste sone, the londes at Stratnet, in 

Triconschyre, 

ModE In the first place, I give to Edward my elder son, the estate at 

Stratton in Triconshire (part of Cornwall) 

 

There used to be many more preterite-present verbs in OE than there are 

modal verbs in ModE. The verb unnan (class III) has got the forms ic ann 

(present)>ic ūþe (past). The addition of the preterite suffix is clear in this 
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example. The indicative forms of this verb (unnan>ann) usually confused the 

translator. Besides that the genitive object that the verbs takes was an 

omnipresent problem, cf 5.1.1. 

5.2.3 Verbal endings 

Endings truly suffered the most destructive impact from sound changes. 

Their vowels were first neutralized so that they lost their distinctiveness and thus 

their function. As a result of this, the endings started to fall off.  

 

(36) Alfred´s will line 24. 

OE hy tha ealla gerehton 

ME they all to the ryht consentyd 

ModE Then they all declared 

 

The above mentioned example is a case of a correct translation yet it yields 

a considerable amount of information about the change in the morphology of 

verbs. The Old English weak verb reccan ´say´ has got the form gereh-t-on 

where the dental suffix -t- marks the preterite and the ending –on marks the 

third person, plural number and the preterite as well (x present form –en).  

The Middle English verb ends in -d which marks merely past tense. This 

means that the second OE component –on fell off and the semantic function of it, 

i.e. marking person and number, went completely over to the subject which by 

this change became an obligatory part of each sentence. In terms of typology, 

the modification of one form by adding formemes to it was replaced by a 

combination  

of the word and of one of the separate formemes (personal pronouns). 

Admittedly, this is presented more clear-cut than it was, because the OE endings 

were not as effective as to render personal pronouns unnecessary. The ME verb 

still marked the tense by means of an ending as well. Although we never find 

these languages in pure form, the rate of the inflectional:isolating means of 

expression clearly indicates a radical shift toward the isolating language type. 

                                                 
8 sic in MS, nime 
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5.3 Pronouns 
As regards pronouns there are three phenomena that mark the period of 

Middle English and therefore are relevant to the research of the Book of Hyde. 

Firstly the disappearance of the dual forms. Secondly, a so-called syncretism of 

dative and accusative occurred, i.e. the semantic functions of both cases became 

cumulated in one, being represented by the dative form of the pronouns. Last 

but not least the third person paradigm became formally split by the adoption of 

the Scandinavian forms þei, þeirra, þeim and by the arise of the feminine singular 

pronoun schē. 

5.3.1 The disappearance of the dual 

There are copious examples of the dual number in the testaments that are 

in the Book of Hyde. These are to be found especially in those wills concerning 

the division property, for example between brothers (Alfred) or a husband and 

his wife (Æthelmare, Æñelwold ). The presence of the dual in the texts 

importantly signals its geographic origin, because dual forms of pronouns git, wit 

were used in poetry and in dialects, namely in West-Saxon, cf (Svoboda 2004). 

However, the dual was on the verge of collapse as early as Alfred´s time and it 

was completely lost at the time of the translation of the Book of Hyde:´After 

1200 number became a two-way opposition in all categories.´ (Lass In: Blake 

1992: p117)  

One reservation must be made before proceed to the particular examples. 

The dual forms, cf pl. wē>dl. wit, pl. uncer>dl. incer  were similar in form and 

the meaning was very close. Thus the translator often achieved a successful 

translation, not being aware of the fact that he was translating the dual. In other 

words, the context played an important role as regards understanding. In the 

following example, the translator managed to deduce the pronominal meaning of 

wit.  

 

 

                                                 
9 This suggests that the numeral had in traslator´s time the same pronunciation as today, 

i.e. without /w/. 
10 The correct form of genitive plural for all genders is ´þāra´. 
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(37) Alfred´s will, line 14. 

OE the wit sylfe begeaton 

ME that we (sic!) owresylf gate 

ModE which we had ourselves acquired 

 

The accuracy of such translation may be subject to criticism, because the 

number of referents of the pronoun wē is unspecified (x wit). Nonetheless the 

translation conveys the rough meaning of the original sentence. In the following 

example, however, the context fails and the translator assumes a similarity 

between the pronoun wit and the verb witan ´know´. 

 

(38) Alfred´s will, line 6. 

OE tha wit hit him othefaestan  

ME when he hyt knew  

ModE when we(sic!) entrusted it to him 

 

Here, we encounter a mistranslation of wit as a form of the verb witan. The 

forms of the verb witan have been dealt with separately (see  0) The original 

sentence has a wordorder of S- Od - Oi – Vb. Thew translator derived the 

subject he from the form him, probably being conscious of his linguistic 

deficiency, because the form him must have been perfectly transparent for him 

as it has been ever since.  

The following example (39) shows that dual was not always 

misunderstood by the translator. While the nominative form wit  was always 

obscure for him the genitive form uncer (uncurne) and the dative unc are 

perfectly understood throughout the manuscript. This may well serve as a proof 

of how important a role the context played in the translation! 

 

(39)  Alfred´s will, line 5. 

OE (wyt Æthered) uncurne dael othefaestan Ethelbirt cinge uncrum maege 

ME (than Ethered) of owre partye the tyme of Ethelbyrt kyngys 

coronacion, wt all owr power 
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ModE Me and  Æthered gave our share in trust to our kinsman 

 

In the example above, the dual genitive form uncer ´our´ was correctly 

understood as owre. Genitives of personal pronouns were inflected as strong 

adjectives and thus gained the status of possessive adjectives, cf (Quirk, Wrenn 

1955, p38) It must be pointed out nonetheless that the ´understanding´ means 

translating dual by means of the plural (wit=wē) which is obviously not perfect. 

Therefore it is highly dubitable that the translator actually realized the 

significance of dual forms such as wit, uncurne.  It seems more feasible that he 

had insight into what the referents of the pronouns in question were, but he is 

unlikely to have understood the function of the dual forms as such. 

Although the ModE pronouns only distinguish two numbers today, there are 

still remnants of the dual forms in the lexicon. Both classifies as a numeral yet we 

will deal with it here for the purpose of coherence. Confer the following example. 

 

(40) Æþelwold´s will, line 8 

OE for heora begra sawle 

ME for here bothe sowles 

ModE for the souls of both of them  

 

 The form both signifies ´two´ in ModE, thus both of us = the two of us. 

The example above illustrates its development. The OE form is in genitive, i.e. it 

has an inflectional ending of the genitive, cf nom. begen > gen. begra. The 

previously alternating stem vowel of the word was levelled, cf begen 

(nom.masc.sg.), bā (nom.fem.sg.), bæm (dat.sg.) > ME bothe. Besides the 

inflectional endings were replaced by prepositional phrases OE beg-ra > ModE of 

both. The levelling as well as the replacement of the inflectional endings by 

prepositions are signs of the shift from the inflectional to the isolating means of 

expression. 
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5.3.2 hēo > schē 

The following sample (41) illustrates the second phenomenon which is to be 

mentioned in this subchapter, i.e. the substitution of hēo by shē. The arrival of 

schē in English is still a matter of dispute which we cannot decide here (see 

4.2.3.1) , yet the results of it in the Book of Hyde are clear. 

 

(41) Eadred´s will line 16 

OE þœnne an ic minre meder þœs landes (…) and ealra þære þe hio ær 

hæfde 

ME Also y gyve to my modyr the londys (…) and all that I there inne have 

ModE Item, I give to my mother the estates (…) and all those which she 

has previously had. 

 

The example above illustrates a non-recognition of the OE pronoun hēo, 

because the form had been replaced by she. From this example, it seems that 

this form was out of use in the fourteenth century. Yet in words of Roger Lass 

´For most of the Middle English period scho is restricted to the north and sche to 

the east midlands.´(Lass In: Blake 1992: p119) Besides that the preterite form of 

hæfde was disregarded by the translator, but that was just a case of 

carelessness, insignifant for the purpose of this research. 

Additionally, it is quite unclear what induced the translator to use I-subject. 

Possibly he was using a different original text than us. However, such an 

explanation does not seem very feasible, because it is unimaginable that various 

versions of the same will would relate property to different people.  

The following example is clearer in the sense that we can ascertain why the 

translator was wrong. The translator interpreted hēo as hē on the basis of 

phonological proximity. Therefore we can conclude that the forms hē x schē  in 

the opposition masculine x feminine had become institutionalised in translator´s 

English. 

 

(42) Alfred´s will, line 65 

OE fori þā friynd þe heo forieþingode 
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ME for here frendys that he ys bownd to 

ModE for the friends for whom she interceded 

 

5.3.3 hīe, hire, him, hine > þei, þeirra, þeim 

The following example (43) demonstrates the import of the Scandinavian 

forms of the third person plural pronouns. This mistake concerns interpreting OE 

hy ´they´ as ME hē ´he´. This mistake is made on the basis of the phonological 

proximity as well. It has been commented upon earlier (see 4.2.3.2) that the 

third person paradigm, cf sg. hē, hēo, hit, pl hīe were of the same etymological 

origin and the above mentioned oppositions were achieved predominantly by 

means of inflectional endings. Apparently, these endings became indistinct 

through final syllable weakening and thus phonologically proximate. Therefore 

the language resorted to alternation of the whole stems. For typological 

significance of this see the closing paraghraphs of this chapter.  

 

(43) Alfred´s will line 31 

OE ic eom fyrimthig to þam hiwum œt Ceodrie that hy hine ceosan 

ME and I conferme to the keper at Ceodre that he hyt have 

ModE I request of the community at Cheddar that they choose him 

 

Moreover the mistake in the example above supports the view that the 

pronoun hē was no longer pronounced /he:/ but rather as it is today /hi:/ which 

reinforced the similarity with hy. The phonological proximity between OE hē /hi:/ 

and OE hīe /hi:Ә/ is more likely to have caused the mistake, rather than not 

knowing the pronoun þei, because the translator used the old Anglo-Saxon 

pronoun hi as well as the Scandinavian þei  (see below), i.e. he was familiar with 

both forms.  
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(44) Alfred´s will, line 62. 

 OE þæt hy (sic!)11 nan man ne briocie 

ME that them no man wythsey 

ModE that no man put pressure upon them 

 

(45) Alfred line 12 

 OE uncre bearn, thaet hy sumre are bethorftan 

ME owre chyldryn, that evereyche of hem mygt after other take owre 

londys 

ModE our children´s future, how they would need some maintenance 

 

The variation in usage of pronouns, cf them/hem is in compliance with the 

expected arrival of the Scandinavian pronouns in the south: ´So þei appears in 

London in the fourteenth century(…) London texts of the fifteenth century vary 

between her(e) and their, and towards the end of the century their begins to 

take over,´ (Lass In: Blake 1992: 120) 

5.3.4 Dative, accusative syncretism 

The following example illustrates the above mentioned syncretism of the 

dative and accusative. This can be no more than a tentative explanation, but it 

seems that as the inflectional paradigms were receding in nouns, adjectives and 

numerals, four forms were no longer needed in the pronominal paradigm either. 

The three-way opposition is similar to the present situation subject-case x 

object/prepositional case x adnominal/possessive case. 

 

(46) Alfred´s will, line 8 

OE tha baed ic hine, beforan urum witum ealum, 

ME tho bade y hym, before all owre wyttenesse 

ModE I prayed him, in the presence of the whole of our council, 

                                                 
11 Þæt him nan man ne briocie 
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 This example illustrates the syncretims of the formal representations of the 

dative and accusative. The OE third person masculine pronoun hē stands as a 

direct object of the verb OE biddan ´to ask, pray´ in this sentence. The OE text 

has the accusative form while the Middle English one has the dative form hym in 

the same function. 

The ´split´ of the pronominal paradigm mentioned in this chapter deserves 

to be commented upon in broad terms. Phonologically speaking, it is a case of 

weakened endings that ceased to be distinguishable one from another. As 

regards morphology, inflectional endings were replaced by several alternating 

stems. From the typological point of view, this is a clear transition towards 

isolation. Originally, there was only one stem which was modified by adding 

grammatical morphemes, i.e. endings. These endings were weakened by a sound 

change, i.e. final syllable weakening. Meanwhile, the language became more 

favourable to borrowings. As a result, two other forms were added to the 

paradigm to retain the formal oppositions among the categories, e.g. singular x 

plural, masculine x feminine. Such alternation of unrelated forms is clearly an 

isolating features although part of the original inflection was retained, cf ModE 

they x their x them. 

5.3.5 Numerals 

Numerals have already been spoken about yet they probably deserve being 

dealt with separately. It is important to note that numerals in Modern English are 

dvandva (i.e. copulative) compounds (Lass 1987, p 200). In other words our 

numerals enlist the numbers that need to be added together, i.e. 123 is one 

hundred and twenty and three. This was also the productive pattern of forming 

numerals in Middle English. Therefore the translatoir interprets the OE numerals 

like that, but because a language rule has changed on the transition from OE to 

ME he made several blatant mistakes. 

  

(47) Eadred´s will, line 18 

OE hund eahtatig mancusa goldis 

ME syxthi hundryd handfullys of goold 
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LAT octo mille mancusas auri 

ModE eighty mancuses 

 

What happened here is that the translator failed to recognize the standard 

form of OE numerals 70-100. The numbers in this example seem to have nothing 

in common. It is possible that they come from different manuscripts, i.e. we have 

a different OE version of the document than the translator. Yet there seem to be 

traceable footprints of a bad translation. The OE and LAT versions share the 

numeral eight although OE has hundreds and LAT thousands. The relationship 

between ME sixteen hundred and OE eighty seems a bit more dificult to account 

for, but the failure could be possibly ascribed to an oversight. Before we proceed 

to subsequent examples, let us consider the change that the system had 

undergone. 

´In Old English numerals only up to sixty were dvandva compounds, the 

following compounds as if lean to the hundred ´hundseofontig´-seventy, 

´hundeahtatig´-eighty, ´hundnigontig´-ninety, ´hundtēontig´-one hudred´ 

(Mitchell 1968: p 36). The Middle English numerals, as mentioned above, are 

dvandva compounds and therefore are the result of adding up the parts. This 

obviously lies at the core of the problem. Arguably the translator interpreted 

hundeahtatig as ´a hundred and something´, because that is how the system 

works in his contemporary  English. The transition between syxthi and eahtatig is 

nonetheless difficult to account for linguistically. The logic in the Latin translation 

is ´a hundred multiplied by eighty´. In other words ´a hundred of eighties´ but 

then the Old English form would need a genitive ´*hund eahtatiga´. Nonetheless 

this numeral composition has never been implemented in English.  

The lines in the following example (81) have no doubt been translated from 

the same original. Yet the results are widely different due to various 

understanding of the numerals. 

 

(48) Eadred´s will, line 17 

OE twa hund mancusa goldes, beo hund twelftigum 

ME to hundryd handfullys of goold, and twelfty hundryd(sic!) pund 
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LAT duacentas mancusas auris, et mille ducentas(sic!) libras 

ModE two hundred mancuses of gold, reckoning the hundred at hundred 

and twenty 

 

It is clearly visible that the translator of the ME and LAT text had basically 

the same understanding of the problem. Whereas the real amount was a 

hundred and twenty the translator(s) then understood it as hundred times twelve, 

probably being led astray by the dative form twelftigum. This is a very clear 

example of how one language rule, i.e. composition of numerals, had become 

obsolete and therefore is no longer understood. The mistranslation is then 

caused by means of approaching the old ´products´ with a new set of rules 

which are not compatible.  

 

(49) Alfred´s will line 41 

OE him feowrum feower hund punda 

ME to hem fowr, fowr hundyrd pund 

ModE four hundred pounds to the four of them 

 

The translator seems rather helpless against the OE endings. He invariably 

guesses number, person, tense and word class from the context which often 

leads to ludicrous results. Yet in one of the few strokes of genius the translator 

realised that endings need to be taken into account. In this example, he is faced 

with the numeral feower in indirect and direct object. The OE excerpt signals 

these cases by means of endings whereas the ME numerals have only the base 

form fowr. Having two numerals fowr standing next to each other in the 

sentence, it was hard to make clear which refers to people and which refers to 

pounds. The endings being no longer analysable, the translator had to resort to 

punctuation to separate the clause elements from one another, i.e. he put a 

comma as a borderline between two clause elements. However, he was not so 

ingenious on other instances. 
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6 Syntax 

6.1.1 Delineation of the scope of the research 

The syntactic research of the Book of Hyde must be made several 

comments upon. Firstly, the whole research must be taken with a certain 

scepticism, because the syntax of the translation is very likely to have been 

influenced by the language of the original text. Especially features like word order 

are very likely to be conservative, i.e. influenced by the OE original. It is a 

general feature of bad translations that they are done word for word. Such 

approach ´bulldozes´ many fine distinctions between the language´s respective 

stages. 

The second comment that must be made is the fact that the syntax of the 

Old English text very rarely caused a significant misunderstanding. Therefore 

many examples will be rather banal illustrations of the known phenomena or 

assumed developments in the language. This is further exacerbated by the fact 

that a significant part of the texts exploits recurrent and not very sophisticated 

structures such as ´and I grant to…´. Most wills start as is the case in the 

following example: 

 

(50) Athelwold´s will, line 1 

OE Ðis is Aþelwoldis cwyde: þæt is ærest, þæt he bitt his cynehlaford for 

godes  

 lufon,  

ME Thys ys the testament of Athelwold, that he bade his cosyn, for Godes 

love, 

ModE This the testament of Æthelwold, namely first he asks his king, for 

the love of  God 

 

The introduction of the will is extremely concise. All documents start with a 

statement of what kind of document it is and then most of them start with the 

actual act of donation. The verb of granting is usually unnan (ic ann) and the 

objects of granting are expressed in genitive.  
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(51) Añelgard´s will, line 1 

OE Ic Æñelgard an þæs landes æt Stottanwelle, ofer mine dæge, minra 

wifan hera dæge, 

ME I Athelgard gyve these londis at Schotwell, aftyr my day, my wyf to 

have here day, 

ModE I Athelgard grant the land at Sotwell after my days to my wife as 

long as she lives and after her days 

 

These recurrent formulae cause recurrent mistakes. The language of the 

translation exhibits almost no inflexional endings, unlike the language of the 

original. By the end of the Middle English period, only two parameters were 

normally marked: singular vs. plural and non-genitive vs. genitive. (Lass In: Blake 

1992:111) The translator not being familiar with the OE inflexional paradigm and 

the valency of the verb unnan translates OE þæs landes gen.sg. as ME these 

londis acc.pl. (LAT istas terras) consequently throughout the manuscript. Further 

fomulae have usually religious context in common. The topics are redemption 

and the love of God. 

 

(52) Donatio Alfredi, ministri de villa Stanham, line 3 

OE uncer begea sayla þearfe,  

ME for the helpe of owre bothe sowlys,  

ModE for the good of the souls of both of us,  

 

Therefore despite the bulk of the manuscript, the amount of text suitable 

for syntactic research is rather limited, the most interesting documents being 

Alfred´s and Eadred´s will and the story of the Crimes of Wulfbold. These are the 

only texts that besides formulae and lists of property contain a significant amount 

of prose, cf (Rissanen, p 593). 

6.1.1.1 Introductory remarks 
As it has been stated previously, Old English had a relatively free word 

order, inflectional verbal paradigm and heads of noun phrases were usually 
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preceded by their modifiers that were in grammatical concord with them. These 

will be milestones in our research from which we will proceed to more minute 

details wherever possible. 

As regards word order patterns there was a wide variety at the time of 

Alfred. In order to gain some focus, several well-known and thouroughly studied 

phenomena that have disappeared from English will be shown. The development 

of the periphrastic tenses seems to be closely interconnected with the 

abandonment of some of the word order patterns. Therefore it will be the second 

focus our investigation. Last but not least we will demonstrate the influence that 

French exercised on the arrangement of constituents of a noun phrase in English. 

6.1.2 Syntactic constructions 

In spite of the statement saying that syntax did not confuse the translator 

very much, the following excerpt (53) from Ælfsige´s will is a simultaneous 

misunderstanding of two phenomena. Firstly, the translator disregards the 

construction ægþer ge....ge, i.e. ´both… and´. Secondly, he fails to recognize or 

perhaps only fails to translate the subjunctive form sien. 

  

(53) Ælfsige, line 13 

OE Ðonne bidde ic minnan leofan freond Ælfheah þæt (þu) be wite ægñer 

ge þa land ge þa þe mine magas sien. 

ME Than I charge the my dere and welbeloved frend Elfeche that thu be 

wytnesse to eythyr of my cosyn whyche that here londys ben. 

ModE Then I beseech my dear friend Ælfheah that (you) be the witness to 

both the lands and those who my kinsmen should be (subj.) 

 

As regards ægþer ge....ge, the problem lies in translator´s inability to see 

the complexity of the phrase. Therefore he translates ægþer as if it was on its 

own in the sentence, i.e. ægþer truly is a ancestor of ModE either, which it bears 

resemblance to.  However, OE ægþer engaged in many syntactic constructions as 

well the ModE either does. The translator fails to appreciate this and thus comes 
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to interpret the final passage as ´witness to each of my cousins which it is, that 

are their lands.´  

As regards the second point, the Middle English form ben is the third 

person plural indicative of ´to be´. Though there is only a slight difference in 

meaning, we find it necessary to use a modal verb to ensure the same kind of 

modality in ModE. The subjunctive is used here to mark a potential future action. 

Although simple present is enough in Modern English, the above mentioned 

auxiliary should  must be used to achieve a faithful translation, cf. ModE Let me 

know if you should hear some more news. (Quirk et al, 1985: 234) ´In this use 

(…), should + infinitive is often equivalent to the mandative subjunctive (…). In 

using should, the speaker entertains, as it were, some ´putative´world, 

recognizing that it may well exist or come into existence.´(Quirk et al, 1985:234) 

6.1.3 V-2 constraint 

The last point of interest is shared with example (2). The OE sentence 

exhibits so called V-2 constraint. This means that the verbal phrase always 

stands as the second element in the clause. Inversion is triggered by any element 

standing at the first position in the clause. These are, as a rule, fronted adverbs 

or object which are known from the context or the previous co-text, cf example 

(54). An adverb such as ñonne takes the first position in the clause whereafter 

the verb bidde follows and the subject ic emerges on the third position in the 

senteces. The other elements follow in an unchanged order. Such a pattern is still 

productive in German or the Scandinavian languages, cf.  

 

(54) MHG Dann bitte ich meinen geehrten Freund  

DAN Så beder jeg min kære ven.  

ModE Then ask I my dear friend 

 

The result of the V-2 constraint is an inversion of the subject and the verb 

whenever a different clause element takes the first position in the sentence. 

Many inverted sentences in the manuscript adopt the neutral S-V wordorder 
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already in Middle English. Stabilization of the subject-verb arrangement was a 

major step towards the fixed word order of Modern English. 

 Inversion is very rare in Modern English. It can be classified in to two 

types: subject-verb inversion and subject-operator inversion, operator being the 

first auxiliary in a sentence (cf Quirk et al 1985:p79-80). Subject verb inversion 

usually occurs so that the thematic element is removed from the focal position 

(final position in the sentence), cf *Especially remarkable her oval face was. 

(Quirk et al 1985:1379). Subject-operator inversion occurs in ´elliptical clauses 

with initial so or the corresponding negatives neither or nor.´ (ibid.) Secondly, 

inversion is triggered when the first place in a sentence is taken by a negative 

phrase, cf At no time must this door be left unlocked. (ibid.) Thirdly, subject and 

the operator are inverted in comparative clause when the subject is not a 

pronoun, cf Oil costs less than would atomic energy. (ibid.) Finally we have 

inversion in subordinate clause of condition or concession, cf Were she alive 

today, she would grieve at the changes. (ibid.) 

V-2 constraint seems to be very resistant. It exists in languages where 

other word order variation is rather limited, such as Danish. Danish is a language 

with very little flexion yet inversion seems to flourish there. The reason why V-2 

is such a die-hard seems to be the communicative dynamism of the utterance. It 

is actually very usual for a fronted adverb to be the topic of the sentence, i.e. the 

starting point from which the message of the sentence develops.  

 

(55) Ælfsige´s will, line 13 

OE Ðonne bidde ic minnan leofan freond Aelfheah 

ME Than I charge the my dere and welbeloved frend Elfeche 

ModE Then I beseech my dear friend Aelfheah 

 

The second example described above represents a sentence with a fronted 

topical (scene-setting) adverb. Apart from adverbs, objects were extremely 

frequent in this position. The fronted element may have been of rather 

respectable weight as in the following example (56). Note that the fronted object 

spans as far as the verb agyfe. 
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(56) Alfred´s will, line 33 

OE And ealle pa boc-land þe ic on Cent habbe, and æt þam Nyñerian 

Hysseburinan and æt Cyseldene, agyfe man in to Wintanceastrie,  

ME all the frelond that I in Kent have,' and  at Nether Hysseburn, and at 

Kyseldene, I gyve my chef servant at Wynchester 

ModE All the booklands which I have in Kent, and at the lower Hurstbourne, 

and at Chiseldon, are to be given to Winchester 

 

It is interesting to compare the ME and ModE translations. The Me 

translator was able to keep the fronted object, yet he thought it necessary to 

switch to the subject-verb arrangement to S-V. The ModE translator had to resort 

to a more complex modification. By transposing the sentence into the passive 

voice, he changed the object into the subject. Thus he was able to keep the 

communicative dynamism of the original sentence and also comply with the SVO 

wordorder of ModE. 

6.1.4 SOV-SVO 

Another problem that concerns history of English is the change of the 

prevalent syntactic pattern from SOV to SVO. By the end of the fourteenth 

century the SOV arragement had become very rare, cf. (Fischer et al : 

82):´(…)by 1450, object-verb order was found in no more than 1 per cent (in 

prose) to 6 per cent (in verse) of all possible cases.´ Some interesting 

conclusions can be drawn from the samples that have been picked from the 

manuscript. 

 

(57) Alfred´s will, line 54 

OE ic wille (...) þæt hy(S) hit(O) ne asyllan(V) of minne cynne oferi heoria 

dæg 

ME I wyll (...) that they(S) gyve(V) hyt(O) nat from my kynne over here 

day 

ModE I desire they should not alienate it from my family after their death 
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The pattern of the subordinate ´þæt-clause´ is SOV whereas the pattern of 

the ME as well as the ModE sentence is SVO. The SOV pattern was prevalent in 

OE subordinate clauses. Nonetheless the SOV wordorder seems to have been 

almost a rule in Proto-Germanic. Roger Lass analyzed a body of runic inscriptions 

from between the 3rd and 7th centuries and the SOV wordorder appears in as 

many as 70% of the clauses, cf Lass 1994:220. 

Interestingly, the SOV pattern remained for example in German where it 

marks the subordinate clause, e.g. Sie sagen, dass sie davon nichts wissen. The 

Old English syntax seemed to be heading in the same direction, i.e. using the 

verb-final  position to mark a subordinate clause, cf (Strang 1970:349). 

Nonetheless this word order variation disappeared from the language during the 

Middle English period. The verb-final word order could be also found in 

independent clauses. It seems that the patterning never reached such a 

regularity which would make it legitimate to mark various grammatical features. 

The following example also exhibits the SOV word order. What makes it 

special is the fact, that it contains a complex verb.  

 

(58) Ethelnoth´s grant, line 3 

OE Ic Æþelnod an þæs landes (…) minra sawla þearfe æc to fremdon and 

mæge ut to seallan, mid ealra freogdom þæt me(Oi) cining Edmund(S) 

giefan habban(V). 

ME I Athelnod grawnt these londys (…) for the helpynge of my sowle, they 

evyr for to have hem and nevyr to do hem a wey with alle the fredom that 

me(Oi) kyng Edmund(S) hath gyve(V) 

ModE I Ethelnoth (give) this land (…) for the benefit of my soul, to sell it 

to the strangers as well as relatives with all the freedom that king Edmund 

had given me.  

 

The OE sentence contains  the genitive object þæs landes. The verb was 

not expressed in these formulaic expressions that initiated every will. The final 

subordinate that-clause has the structure of Oi –S-V-v. The reason why two verbs 
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are needed here is probably temporal, i.e. to mark which grant took place first. 

The function of complex verbs will be discussed later. Theoretically this would be 

an ideal input for Wackernagel´s Law whereby the finite verb habban would 

shift to the second position in the sentence and a clausal brace would arise. Note 

the ordering of the verbs in the verbal phrase in the following excerpt from  

 

(59) Alfred´s will, line 49  

OE Gif hit mare sy, beo hit him eallum gemene þe ic feoh becweñen 

hæbbe 

ME Yf yt more be, be hyt all demenyd as I to gyve have seyd 

ModE If there is more, it is to be shared between all those to whom I have 

bequeathed money 

 

 Example (6) is very interesting, but its value is diminished by the fact that 

the translator failed to translate it properly. The Old English pattern is SOVv, 

Middle English seems to be restructuring the order to SvV with an infinitive in-

between the subject and the verb (the object is missing due to mistranslation). 

The re-arrangement from SOVv to SvVO should be due to the operation of two 

language laws. The first one is the already mentioned Wackernagel´s Law, which 

says that the clitics, i.e. the light elements, tend to gravitate to the second 

position in a clause. The following development is caused by so called 

Behaghel´s Law, which claims that all clause elements tend to stand contiguous 

in a sentence. This would result in the full verb retreating from the outpost at the 

end of the sentence and leaning against the light auxiliary on the second 

position. Nonetheless let us go back to Wackernagel´s Law and let us see some 

of its results in the manuscript. 

6.1.5 Embraciation 

Embraciation is an element that is closely connected to Wackernagel´s 

Law and the development of complex verbs. As soon as we have a complex verb 

the lighter part of can be a subject to Wackernagel´s Law. Thus we obtain a 

clause with elemens encapsulated within a clausal brace of verbs.  
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(60) Alfred´s will, line 50 

OE þonne hæfde ic ær on oñre wisan awritan ymbe min yrfe, þa ic hæfde 

mare feoh, and ma maga, and hæfde monegum mannum þa gewritu 

oñefæst, and on þas ylcan gewittenesse hy wæron awritene 

ME ne on none other wyse than I have wryte by fore, to fore my heyr to 

wham I have most gyve and most mygt. And  monymen han at thys tyme 

ther to wryte, and to fore all thys wyttenesse thes yyftes were i-wryte 

MOdE Now I had made other arrangements in writing concerning my 

inheritance, when I had more money and more kinsmen, and had 

committed the documents to many men, with whose cognisance they had 

been drawn up. 

 

The example above demonstrates two clausal brace hæfde-awritan, hæfde-

oñefæst. While the first brace is not perfect with the prepositional object ymbe 

min yrfe standing outside the brace, the second one hæfde oñefæst forms a 

perfect borderline within which the whole clause spans. Clausal brace exists in 

MHG, but it does not in ModE. It is assumed that the operation of the Behaghel´s 

Law caused the verbal phrase to stand contiguous at the second position in a 

clause. 

6.1.6 Modification  

Modification of the noun phrase underwent significant transformation. 

Modification can be further divided in to pre- and postmodification. 

Premodification are ´all items placed before the head other than determiners.´ 

(Quirk et al 1985:1239) Postmodification can be provided by finite clauses, cf The 

news which we saw in the papers this morning was well received. By non-finite 

participle and infinitive clauses, cf The person writing reports is my colleague. 

The time for you to go is July. (ibid.) And finally by prepositional phrases, such as 

The course on English grammar starts tomorrow. (ibid.) Modifiers in OE usually  

stand between the noun and the determiner se gōda mann ´the good 

man´(Quirk, Wrenn 1955: 88) but it is also possible for them to stand after the 
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noun, cf freoñoburh fægere ´fair stronghold´(ibid.) This relative freedom of 

location of the modifiers was enabled by the grammatical concord of the 

inflectional endings. Conversely, the absence of grammatical concord puts certain 

limitation on the ModE usage, cf. *man tall. The Romance mode of modification 

consisted of putting the modifier behind the noun. With the loss of inflexional 

endings these postposited attributes had to be equipped with appropriate 

prepositions. Note the way in which features are attributed to swords and crosses 

in both ME and OE in the following example. 

  

(61) Eadred´s will 2 

OE he an to þære stowe þær he wile þæt his lic reste twegra gyldenra 

roda and twegra gyldenhiltra sweorda 

ME he gyvyth yn to the place where hym plesyth hys body for to reste 

aftyr hys day to croysys of goold, wyth the ymagys of goold, and to 

swerdys the hyltys of goold. 

ModE he presents the foundation wherein he desires that his body shall 

rest two golden crosses and two swords with hilts of gold 

 

This is one of the numerous passages where the verb unnan is 

disregarded and considered to be a spelling variety of the proposition in. 

Considering what was said above, the OE attribute gyldenhyltra stands in front of 

the noun and its relation to the other elements is expressed by means of 

concord, i.e. compliant inflectional endings of genitive plural, cf. tweg-ra 

gyldenhilt-ra sweord-a. The identical noun phrase in ME places the modifier 

after the noun and the relation to it is expressed by means of the preposition of. 

The replacement of the endings by a preposition is an example of a shift from 

flexive to the isolating means of expression. Note that both word orders are 

possible in Modern English, cf. a powerful man – a man of power.  

6.1.7 The principle of heavy elements 

Clause elements in English are arranged in such a manner that the 

sentence starts with the light elements such as pronouns and proceeds to the 
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heavy ones, such as clauses or a prepositional phrases. The principle of end-

weight states that the heavy elements are preferably located at the end of the 

sentence. This is in compliance with the theory of end-focus, because new 

information, which is preferably located at the end of each sentence, needs to be 

stated more fully than the given (Quirk et al 19895: 1361) The principle of end-

weight seems to have been present since the OE era and the following example 

demostrates a rearrangement of clause elements due to transformation of means 

of expression, i.e. substitution of inflexional endings by prepositions etc. In other 

words, due to the change in typological characteristics of the language some light 

elements have become heavy and vice versa which is reflected in the linear 

arrangement of the clause elements in the ME translation. 

 

(62) Alfred´s will, line 58  

OE gif ic ´if I´(S) gesealde ´have given´(V) aenigrie wifahanda ´to any 

woman´(Oi) þæt he gestrinde ´what he acquired´(Od), þonne forigyldan 

mine magas ´then pay should my kinsmen´and gif hy ´and if they´(S) hit 

´it´ (Od) be þan libendan ´by them living´ (Cs) habban willan ´will 

have´(V) 

ME than yf I (S) take (V) hyt (Od) on eny degre to wommenys hond (Oi), I 

wyll that aftyr here day, he to gelde hyt to my mawlys kyn, the whyche 

comen of here. And yf they (S) by here lyf lyvynge hyt (Od) will have 

ModE If, then, I have given to any woman what he acquired, 

and my kinsmen wish to have it in the lifetime [of the holders], they are to 

buy it back. 

 

The first OE if-clause exhibits S - V - Oi - Od wordorder. The direct objects 

is arranged in the final position because it is expressed by a clause, i.e. it is a 

heavier element. The ME wordorder is S - V - Od - Oi  because the recipient 

function of the indirect object is expressed by a prepositional phrase, thus a 

prepositional phrase is heavier than a pronoun. 

The second if-clause presents another problem. The word order in the OE 

clause is SOV and so is the ME one. Such an arrangement would be exceptional 
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but not impossible in ME. The arrangement of the elements in the original text 

presumably played some role here. Notably the translation was perfected word-

for-word which not only caused many mistranslations but also forced the 

translator to retain the original word order. Thus if the translator had changed 

the wordorder we can assume that the original wordorder would have been 

possible in ME. 

In addition, the OE phrase be þan libendan ´be them living´ deserves 

some attention. It reminds of the dative absolute with the exception that 

relationship to the rest of the clause is expressed by a preposition. Dative 

absolute was based on the Latin construction of ablative absolute, cf him 

sprecendum, hī cōmon LAT eō loquente veniunt ´(while) he (was) speaking, they 

came´. It was a condensed participial clause whose relationship to the main 

clause was expressed by the dative case, cf hē wæs sprecende > him 

sprecendum. It expressed either a concurrent or a precursory action according to 

whether it was formed with a present or a past participle. Note that participles 

were inflected in Old English. 

Absolute constructions were rarely found in other texts than translations of 

Latin, cf (Quirk, Wrenn 1955: p66). The construction in question is not a true 

dative absolute either, because of the preposition that takes over the function of 

the dative. The Latin version of the document does not contain any participle at 

all since it is a misunderstood translation of the OE text. It has only the ablative 

form of vitā which is semantically similar to ME by here lyf. 

 

(63) LAT si ita fuerit quod ipsae has terras vita comite in propriis manibus 

retinere voluerint. 

ModE if it be so who of them in their lifetime will keep those lands in their 

own hands  

6.1.8 Periphrastic tense 

The development of periphrastic tense is one of the key processes that 

took place within the Middle English period. While the OE verb forms were 

synthetic in nature, i.e. marked grammatical categories by means of endings, the 
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MOdE verb relies heavily on auxiliary words, such as have, be, will. Complex 

verb forms were existent since Old English times but they became regularized 

and grammaticalized as late as in EModE.  

It is very often difficult to determine whether a certain verb formation is a 

periphrastic tense or not. By definition, the periphrastic tense is composed of an 

auxiliary verb carrying markers of grammatical categories (formeme) and a full 

verb carrying the lexical meaning (semanteme). Such cases where for instance 

the possessive content of the word have has been emptied can be found even in 

Alfred´s English as we shall see. Yet we will abstain from calling it tense for it 

had not been institutionalized in the language of the time. 

 

(64) Eadred´s will, line 19 

OE And ælcan minra massepreosta  þe ic gesette hæbbe in to minum 

reliquuium fiftyg mancusa goldes 

ME and to all my masseprestys that I ordeynyd have for to praye for me 

fyfty handfullys of goold 

ModE And to each of my chaplains whom I have put in charge of my relics, 

fifty mancuses of gold 

 

 The example above is precisely such a case. The use of a complex verb is 

no doubt motivated by the need to denote a finished action. Thus one could 

argue that the auxiliary serves as a marker of aspect. The problem with such a 

statement is that the aspectual function of hæbbe is a one off occasion, thefore 

such a statement cannot be generalized. Furthermore, this construction is rather 

similar to the causative function of to have in ModE I had them put in charge, cf 

(Dušková 1994: p178), because Eadred probably initiated the action of putting in 

charge, but did not meet the priests himself. 

This excerpt is rather interesting in the sense that it is a border example 

where the verb have can act both with or without the possessive meaning. The 

immediate co-text contains noun phrases such as gesettan hræglñene and 

gesettan biriele where the participle operates as a modifier of the nominal phrase, 

i.e. as an adjective, cf below. 
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(65) Eadred´s will, line 18 

OE and ælcan gesettan discñegne and gesettan hræglñene and 

gesettan biriele hund eahtatig mancusa goldes 

ME and to all my gymen and to myn horsmen and to my botelerys syxthi 

hundryd handfullys of goold 

ModE and to each of my appointed seneschal, chamberlain and butler one 

hundred and eighty mancuses of gold. 

 

Thus the nominal phrase gesettan hræglñene ´can be had´, i.e. ´I have 

mass priests – who have been appointed.´ The verbal interpretation is possible 

too: ´I have appointed the priests´. Note that the translator avoids translating 

the participles gesettan in the excerpt above. This is perhaps due to his lacking 

awareness of the function of inflectional endings that were still a fixed part of 

participles. It is believed that complex verbs forms developed analogically from 

participial constructions like the one above. The following example is one of the 

formulaic expressions that are found at the end of each will in the manuscript. In 

this example have moved a little bit further towards being an auxiliary. In this 

case where it would already be very difficult to account for the possessive 

function of have.  

 

(66)  Donation Alfredi ministrii, line 4 

OE and nan man hit on enig oþer wænde giwan þonne ic heafan giwan 

ME and no man hyt on eny wyse other turne but as I gyve have 

ModE and no man shall reverse this in any way than I have given it. 

 

It seems that heafan is only used here to denote the completeness of the 

action. This is because there is not a suitable object that could possibly be a part 

of a nominal phrase that could ´be had´, cf * I have a given it. Apparently, it 

was a gradual process by which ´have´ lost its lexical meaning and started 

denoting grammatical categories instead. The following excerpt shows a similar 
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tendency, hæfdon in this instance definitely does not have the meaning of 

possess. 

 

(67) Alfred´s will, line 31 

OE and ic eom fyrimthig to þam hiwum at Ceodrie thaet hy hine ceosan on 

tha geriad the we aeri gecweden haefdon 

ME and I conferme to the keeper at Ceodre tha he hyt have, after the 

puyngtyng that we erst seyde hafe 

ModE and I request the community at Cheddar that they choose him on 

the terms which we have already agreed upon 

 

In this case the OE sentence resorts to using a temporal adverb aeri to 

ensure that the meaning of a completed action is communicated, cf (Quirk, 

Wrenn 1955: p78) while the Modern English sentence could easily do without it. 

The OE equivalent of ModE past perfect was usually signalled by the past 

participle of the verb ´to be´ wæs in case of intransitive verbs, while the 

transitive verbs took the participle of habban (ibid.),  a situation not dissimilar to 

MHG. Thus a state (a result of a completed action rather than an action itself) in 

the past was communicated which is not unlike what past perfect does today. 

 

 (68) Alfred´s will, line 50 

OE þonne hæfde ic ær on oñre wisan awritan ymbe myn yrfe, þa ic hæfde 

mare feoh, and ma maga, and hæfde monegum mannum þa gewritu 

oñefæst, and on þas ylcan gewittenesse hy wæron on awritene  

ME ne on none other wyse than I have wryte by fore, to fore my heyr to 

wham I have most gyve and most mygt. And  monymen han at thys tyme 

ther to wryte, and to fore all thys wyttenesse thes yyftes were i-wryte  

ModE Now I had made other arrangements in writing concerning my 

inheritance, when I had more money and more kinsmen, and had 

committed the documents to many men, with whose cognisance they had 

been drawn up. 
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(69) Crimes of Wulfbold, line 13 

 OE and he hæfde eall þis ungebet oþþ he forñferde þa he was forþfaran 

 ME and aftyr he was ago above all thys byfore 

 ModE and he had all of this unamended until he died when he had died 

 

This example (68) above contains many mistakes that are typical for the 

translator, i.e. he is confused by words that are not what they seem to be. Thus 

he confused comparative and superlative of  manig, i.e. OE mare is not an 

equivalent of ME most. Furthermore, he translated maga as if it was related to 

magan ´may´ rather than mæg ´kinsman´. 

What is more interesting is another use of what was to become past 

perfect. Although hæfde oñefæst is by no means precursory to hæfde mare feoh 

in temporal sense, the difference is that the latter expresses state of having 

something in the past whereas the former a completed action in past. Therefore 

it may be assumed that  hæfde (oñefæst)  operates as an indicator of verbal 

aspect rather than a full verb meaning ´to possess´. That the function of past 

perfect was far from consolidated is also proved by the fact that the first clause 

which contains a precursory action ic hæfde on oñre wisan awritan needs an 

adverbial ær to ascertain that it happened before the action expressed by the 

rest of the clause. 

6.1.8.1 Will 
Having commented upon periphrastic tense in general let us make a few 

comments on particular would-be auxiliaries used in the text. The OE verb willan 

meant ´to desire´ and scullan ´be obliged to´ in the Old English period, but they 

were sometimes found translating Latin futures forñǽm gé sculon…wēpan 

(quoniam flēbitis) ´because you will weep´ (Quirk, Wrenn 1955: p78). OE had a 

two-tense opposition and future was expressed by several means such a 

subjunctive in the meaning of potentiality or temporal adverbs such as 

´tomorrow´. It was only later that the semantic load of willan and scullan was 

emptied in order to have the verbs free for marking future tense. Yet the 

breaking point, when they became an auxiliaries is difficult to decide upon since 

the meaning of ´desire´ or ´obligation´ inherently implies future. 
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(70) Eadred´s will, line 1 

OE in to þære stowe þær he wile þæt his lic reste 

 ME yn to the place where hym plesyth hys body for to reste 

 ModE the foundation wherein he desires that his body shall rest 

 

The development of the verb will has never been discontinued in the 

history of English and it was arguably always a part of the core vocabulary. 

Therefore it is impossible that the translator would not recognize will . The fact 

that he consciously did not transfer it into the translation but rather substituted 

OE wile with ME phrase hym plesyth is a signal of things being in motion. 

Apparently, will no longer had the meaning of ´desire´ at his time. This means 

that by translator´s time the verb had been emptied of its semantics and was 

ready to engage in forming future tense 

6.1.8.2 Magan 
The following example illustrates the previously stated argument that 

although certain verbs began to engage in complex verbal phrases, the structure 

was not regularized. This did not happen overnight. The process commenced in 

the Old English period and finished on the dawn of Modern English. 

 

(71) Eadred´s will, line 7 

OE þæt hi mege magan hungor and hæþenne here him fram aceapian.  

ME that they may suffyr none hungyr. And he here aschwsyth that thys 

summe of good on that entent 

ModE that they may be able to purchase for themselvesrelief from want 

and f rom the heathen army 

 

In this example the verb magan is used twice, once as an auxiliary mege 

and once as a full semantic verb. ´that they may be able to (...) buy off´. 

Unfortunately the translator completely misunderstood this passage so we cannot 

compare with Middle English. Yet  the fact that the author was not sure about 

the usage is another indicator of the status of these verbs being in motion. 
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6.1.8.3 Subjunctive 
In the following subchapter, we are going to deal with the usage of 

subjunctive, i.e. verbal mood that signified potential or optional action. Modern 

English has no formal means of expressing subjunctive, in the sense of a 

separate set of verb forms, but the function of subjunctive is expressed for 

instance by a base form of the verb, cf They recommend that this tax be 

abolished. (Quirk et al 1985: p156). This form is more common in American 

English, British English prefers to use clauses with should, cf The employees have 

demanded that the manager should resign. (ibid.). Compare the following 

example  

 

(72) Alfred´s will line 25  

OE thu it becuethe and sylle swa gesibre handa swa fremdre swaether the 

leofre sy. 

ME now beqwethe hyt and yyf hyt to thy next kyn or frend whether the 

lefyst ys. 

ModE do thou bequeath and give it to kinsman or to stranger whichever is 

most agreeable to thee.  

 

The OE sentence contains a subjunctive form of the verb ´to be´sy. Here 

it is clear that there is no longer need for subjunctive in the ModE clause. The 

closest Modern English translation is ´whichever should be most agreeable to 

you.´ The frequency of subjunctive decreased gradually on its way from Old 

English. It needs to be said that from the phonological point of view, the 

subjunctive had the weakest position among the OE verb forms. Its endings -e, -

en due to the neutralisation of final syllables and /Ә/ deletion collapsed with the 

endings of first person singular present and past plural. The next example 

illustrates that Modern English often developed special constructions that 

inherently contained potential character of an action 
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(73) Alfred´s will, line 49 

OE Gif hit mare sy, beo hit him eallum gemene þe ic feoh becweñen 

hæbbe 

ME Yf hyt more be, be hyt all demenyd as I to gyve have seyd.   

ModE If there is more, it is to be shared between all those to whom I have 

bequeathed money 

 

This example illustrates the transformation of the means of expressing the 

subjunctive. Here the OE subjunctive form sy is translated by the indicative form 

of the verb ´to be´ in ModE, because the potentiality of the following utterance 

is expressed by the conjunction if.  The form beo ´be´in the next clause is 

translated by means of a copula with an infinitive it is to be shared. The same 

meaning would have been achieved by means of a auxiliary verb ´should´, i.e. 

´it should be shared´.  

A rather curious mistake is contained in the following two extracts from 

Alfred´s will. The OE sentence in both examples does not contain any 

subjunctive. It is a sentence in indicative mood with an initial adversative 

conjunction ac which the translator interprets as a clause of condition for reasons 

unknown. 

 

(74) Alfred´will, line 4 

OE Ac hit gelamp thaet Athelbolde gefore12  

ME And yf hyt happe that Ethelbold fyrst be dede  

ModE But it came to pass that Aethelbald died  

 

(75) Alfred´s will, line 11 

OE Ac hit gelamp thaet we ealle on haethenum folce gebrucode waeron 

ME And yf hyt happyd that we alle were had and take to hethyn folke 

ModE But it came to pass that we were all harrased with the heathen 

invasion 

 

                                                 
12 sic in MS, gefor 
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It is hard to estimate what led the translator astray in this sentence. 

Possibly it could have been the –e in gefore, which is a mistake in the 

manuscript. The correct form of the third person singular would have been gefor. 

This, however, does not account for the fact that the past subjunctive of strong 

verbs was formed by means of -en whereas -e was the ending of present 

singular subjunctive, therefore gebrucode wæron could have hardly been 

interpreted as a subjunctive. Nonetheless, in general, it indicates that the 

translator considered conjunctions a signal of potentiality rather than the verbal 

endings. Typologically this is a signal of a formeme becoming an independent 

word. The following example illustrates a complex misunderstanding of a 

syntactic construction wherein the subjunctive plays its role. 

 

(76) Eadred´s will, line 10 

OE þænne to Dunstan abbod to twam hund pundum and healde at 

Glastingabirig Sumorsæton and Defenum and gif him hwæt tide, beo hit  

swa hit her bufan cwiñ.  

ME Also Dunston abbot to hundryd pund and to the monastery of 

Glastynbyry an hunderyd pund of Sumersereschyre and an hunderyd pund 

of Deveneschyre and aftyr hys day be that fee dysposyd aftyr the forme as 

h e by fore hathe byqweythyd. 

ModE Item, Abbot Dunstan is to receive two hundred pounds and to keep 

it at Glastonbury for the poeple of Somerset and Devon; and if anything 

happen to him, arrangements similar to those above shall be made. 

 

 

There is no verb in the first clause of the OE sentence as it was a custom 

not to mention the verb unnan ´grant´ in testaments. It was assumed but not 

expressed. The second clause saying that the granted money should be kept at 

the monastery of Glastonbury is also left without a verb in the translated text. 

The reason may be the subjunctive form of healde. Possibly, he was not sure 

which part of speech healde is or he lacked the subject in order to ascribe healde 

verbal value.  
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6.1.9 Man 

Another feature that no doubt changed and caused many problem in the 

translation is the indefinite pronoun man. Man is an indefinite pronoun that is 

unparalleled in ModE. It was used when the agent of the action was not known 

or not important, i.e. instances when ModE passive is used. ´Instead of this 

periphrastic passive in general OE usage, however, we find the indefinite 

pronoun man as in þe mon hǽt ´which is called´, a formula often used to 

translate Latin vocātur, dīcuntur, and other passives. (Quirk, Wrenn 1955:73) 

Confer the following examples. 

 

(77) Alfred´s will, line 43 

OE twa hund punda agife man him and dæle man him betweoh, 

ME I take too hunderyd pund that man to gyve and that man to partye 

betwyxt 

ModE two hundred pounds are to be given and divided between them 

 

The indefinite pronoun man which is common in Modern German 

disappeared from English at the close of Old English period. It causes severe 

problems to the translator since he attempts to assign it a particular meaning 

somehow connected to ´man´. In other words he makes impersonal 

constructions personal which forces him to invent details that none of the texts 

actually contains.  

The verbal form agife in Alfred´s will, line 43 is a singular subjunctive. The 

translator did not understand the function of ´man´in the sentence, but could 

see the ending -e which (apart from subjunctive singular) signals first person 

singular of present indicative. Therefore he added ´I´ which would have been 

legitimate as long as man  had not been the subject of the clause. The easiest 

thing to do with man then was to understand it as an object. The singular-plural 

opposition was too minute an affair for the sweeping quill of our translator. Thus 

his version rendered in Modern English words is ´I take – two hundred pounds – 
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to those men – to be given.´ The following example goes even further in 

specifying the subject man.  

 

(78) Alfred´s will line 33  

OE and ealle þa boc-land þe ic on Cent habbe agyfe man in to 

Wintanceastrie 

ME And all the frelond that I in Kent have I gyve my chef servant at 

Wynchester 

ModE and all the book lands that I have in Kent are to be given to 

Winchester 

 

The misunderstanding is a complex one. The translator is led astray by the 

no longer productive V-2 arrangement of the clause, i.e. the postverbal position 

of man assures him that it is an object rather than a subject. Therefore he adds 

´I´ as a subject and because it was improbable for a king to grant his lands to 

an unspecific man in Winchester, the translator was forced to invent chef servant 

for the OE expression man. However, he did not worry about translating man as 

´a man´ in the following example which leads to a ludicrous transformation of 

the reference of the sentence. 

 

(79) Aelfsige´s will line 2 

OE þæt is þonne ærest, þæt ic wile þæt man gefreoge ælcne witeþeowne 

mannan þe on þam biscoprice sie, 

ME That ya thanne, fyrst, that I wyll that every fre man and servant, the 

whyche ben in the byschopryche, 

ModE namely first I will that every enslaved man that should be in the 

bishopric, be set free 

 

No only does he fail to understand man but he also takes the subjunctive 

gefreoge as postposited attributive adjective ´free´ and puts it in front of the 

noun in Middle English. It is rather typical of Romance languages to locate 

attributes behind their heads. This can be ascribed to the influence of Anglo-
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Norman. Thus an OE clause man gefreoge witeþeowne mannan  ´one should set 

free all the enslaved men´ became two noun phrases fre man and servant 

coordinated by the conjnunction and.  

6.2 Negation 

The use of negation has changed remarkably. Despite the one-negation rule 

in Modern English, Old English used to have negative concord as we have it in 

Czech now, i.e. all elements in a negative sentence had to be negated, which is 

only possible in substandard ModE, e.g. Don´t tell me no lies! The fact that the 

translator had problems decoding the polarity of the sentences shows that 

negation was yet another rule that in motion within the period in question. 

 

(80) Alfred´s will line 48 

OE ne ic nat þeah his mare sy, butan swa is wene 

ME ne I trow that there ys no more as I wene 

ModE nor do I know whether there is more, but I think that there is. 

 

In example (80) the negations confuse the translator to such an extent 

that he creates a sentence with the opposite meaning, i.e. ´I do not think that 

there is any more than I guess.´A very interesting feature existed in Old English, 

namely that negation and a verb could form a compound such as ne + habban – 

næbban, ne + willan – nellan. The relic of this is ModE willy-nilly. Its use is 

illustrated in the following example. 

 

(81) Eadred´s will line 27 

OE and gif þis hwa done nelle þonne gange þæt land in þær mi lic rest 

ME and aftyr here day that of my be quest levyth go hyt in to the place 

there me lystyth my body for to reste 

ModE and if anyone refuses to carry it out, his estate is to revert to the 

place where my body shall rest. 
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The misunderstanding is caused by the negative form of the verb willan 

(nelle) and the reference of the indefinite pronoun hwa ´anyone´. The translator 

uses a specific pronoun here ´their´ to which there is no antecedent in the text. 

Presumably, he based his understanding on the similarity to gif him hwæt tide ´if 

anything happened to him´, a formula repeated several time in the previous text, 

and translated accordingly aftyr here day. Note also the compounds of ne + ænig 

and ne + other in examples (82), (83). 

 

(82) Alfred´s will line 26 

OE hit and hyra hand setene that,  be hyra life, hit naenge mannan 

naefre waende on nane other wisan 

ME and wt here honde a-seled that by here lyf nevyr hyt to eny man 

nother other wyse torne nother gyfe 

ModE (they gave me) their sign-manual that as long as they live no man

 should ever make change in the arangements 

 

(83) Alfred´s donation line 6 

OE and nan mannan hit on enig other waende giwan þonne ic heawan 

giwan, foran ic hit self on nother waende giwan 

ME And no man of the Newe Monasterye of Wynchester hyt do or gyve 

awey on eny wyse 

ModE and no man shall give it  any other way, than I have given it, unless 

I myself give it in another way 

 

These negative constructions do not transfer into Middle English although 

the forms such as nelle and nother existed at the time of translation. The 

translator, being familiar with the forms, transferred them into the ME text, but 

did not realized that the negative concord which makes them compulsory in the 

OE sentence is no longer productive in English of his time.  
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7 Word-formation 

The Old English word-formation was significantly transformed at the 

transition to Middle English. As it has been pointed out earlier OE word-formation 

bore typical signs of an inflectional language, i.e. words were formed 

predominantly by means of compounding and derivation. The polymorphemic 

structure of words was transparent and thus the words were descriptive.  

This characteristics changed rapidly at the beginning of the Middle English 

period. English adopted many borrowings from French and other languages, the 

word-formation by means of derivation and compounding receded temporarily 

and the words had a general tendency to become opaque and monomorphemic. 

7.1.1 Compounds 

First of all, the compounds found in the manuscript should be made some 

comment upon. As mentioned earlier, compounds were becoming obscured 

rapidly in the beginning of the ME period. Some interesting results of this 

unstable period were aso found in the Book of Hyde. 

 

(84) Ælfsige´s will line 3 

 OE and (ic gean) minum cynehlaford mine heregeatya 

 ME any my kynrede that I myn heretage 

 ModE and to my king my war equipments 

 

The compound in example (1) consists of here (m.) ´army´ + geatwa (f.). 

´trappings.´ The translator tends to see similarity between OE heregeat and ME 

heretage ´heritage´ instead of ME heriot ´war gear.´ This is in itself is not 

surprising since the word heritage can be expected to occur in testament.  

What is more interesting is the development of the compound as such. It 

is composed of the words here and geatwa. The form of this compound at the 

translator´s time was heriot. Therefore this is a patent instance of obscuration 

where the ME form heriot does not allow for interpretation of the form as a 

composition of here and geatwa, but is perceived as a monomorphemic 

formation unconnected to heregeat. 
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The development of the compound is interesting semantically as well. It is a  

tatpurusa compound, i.e. the determinant of the compound restricts the range 

of reference of the determinatum, i.e. heregeatwa was a kind of geatwa. Yet in 

the course of years the meaning of the compound underwent a narrowing of 

the range of its reference, i.e. specialization of its meaning to a specific kind of 

war gear. Namely it began to mean ´military service consisting of weapons and 

horses, restored to a lord on the death of his tenant.´(OED) Later, at the time of 

translator, the military meaning of the word was emptied, i.e. the word 

underwent a semantic shift which resulted in the meaning of ´a render of the 

best live beast or dead chattel of a deceased tenant due to by legal custom to 

the lord of whom he held.´ (OED) This reveals that even if the translator had 

recognized heregeat as the ancestor of the obscured heriot he would have 

misinterpreted it nonetheless. 

Yet another misunderstood compound can be found in Alfred´s will, line 35. 

It consists of wēal + cynn. The first component is a denominal adjective, cf. 

Wēalas  ´the Welsh´ while the second is a common noun cynn (n.) – ´kin´ often 

found in compounds, e.g. cinge (Alfred, line1), cynehlāford (Æþelwold, line1) etc. 

Again this is a tatpurusa compound that is the Welsh are a kin. A very curious 

misunderstanding takes place in this case. 

 

(85) Alfred´s will, line 35 

OE þe ic on wealcyne haebbe 

ME that I under hevyn have 

ModE that I have among the Welsh 

 

It is caused by a similarity between wealcyn and wolcen (m.) ´cloud´. 

Admittedly, the translator has got a tendency to misunderstand compounds with 

cynn such as cynehlāford - *cosyn, cf example (86). 
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(86) Æþelwold´s will, line1  

OE Þæt he bitt his cynehlāford for godes lufon 

ME that he bade his cosyn, for Godes love 

ModE he asks his king for the love of God 

 

The question is what made the word cynehlāford unrecognizable for the 

translator. It can be the form of the component cyn or perhaps the linking 

element   -e- between the components in cyn-e-hlāford. The second component 

of the compound might have posed some challenge too. It is an obscured 

compound as mentioned previously. Moreover its form at the time of translaton 

was already lord which prevented the translator from making any conections 

between the two words.  

In the following example (87) the problem is reversed. The translator re-

analysed the word fultume.  However,  he did not manage to deduce the correct 

meaning. 

 

(87) Eadred´will, line 8  

OE þænne to se ercebiseop æt Cristercirican to feower hund pundum 

Cantwarum (...) to fultume 

ME Also he gyvyth to the Erchebyschop of the Crystyschyrche, fowr 

hundryd pund, of thyse fowr schyrrys, that ys to sey Caunterbyryschyre an 

hundryd pund (...) to rejoyce the tyme of hys lyf 

ModE Of this the Arcbishop at Christchurch is to receive four hundred 

pounds for the relief of the people of Kent 

 

The OE word fultum (m.) means help or support. Yet the translator 

interpreted it as an obscured compound of words full (adj.) + tīma (m.). 

However, that was a wrong analysis of the compound which actually originated 

from a verb. However, this verb seems to have been an obscured compound as 

well. This is assumed on the basis of existence of other verbs with the same 

prefix full, cf. folgian ´to follow´.  The assumed original components were full 

(adv.) and tēon (v.) ´to draw´ and the compound meaning was ´to assist, help´. 
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In other words, the form fultum was treated as an obscure nominal compound, 

but it actually is a deverbal noun, originating from a compound verb fulltēon ´to 

assist´. The following example from Ælfsige´s will is not a mistake, yet it yield a 

lot of information about OE compounding. 

 

(88) Ælfsige´s will, line 6 

OE minum mægcnafan þæs landes æt Anne his dæg 

ME to my cosyn mawle these londys at Anne hys days 

MOdE this Land at Abbot´s Ann to my young kinsman as long as he lives 

 

The OE compound mægcnafa is a typical tatpurusa compound meaning a 

´young man´ cnafa who is one´s ´kinsman´ mæg. This compound mœgcnafa 

was substituted by a descriptive syntactic unit cosyn mawle. Both of these 

contain semantic components male-relative, but the feature ´young´ is missing 

from the semantics of cosyn mawle. Moreover, cosyn is actually a hyponym to 

mæg, i.e. cosyn is a ´specific relative´ while mæg is a general term for any 

relative, ´kinsman´.  

The interesting feature of the expression cosyn mawle is the fact that the 

modifier mawle  ´male´ stands after the head cosyn, which is an ordering 

typical of Romance languages, such as French or Latin. It is a proof of influence 

of Anglo-Norman on the ME wordorder. 

The translator encountered the OE word mæg  in other contexts. In the 

following line of Ælfsige´s will the translator misinterprets the third person plural 

pronoun hyre ´their´ as ´her´(sic!). We deduce this from the fact that he 

translates minre magan as my cosyn femal.  

 

(89) Ælfsige´s will, line 7 

OE þæs landes at þan twan Worþigum minre magan þah wile þe hyre lif 

biñ 

ME to my cosyn femal these londys at too Wrthys al the whyle that hee 

lyvyth 
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MOdE and the land at two Abbot´s Worthy to my kinsmen for the time of 

their life 

The decidedly feminine translation cosyn femal is not legitimate here, 

because the reference of mæg as far as gender is concerned is unclear. The 

pronoun hyre (third person plural) does not mark gender either and therefore the 

reference of magan applies to relatives of both sexes. 

Nonetheless the development of reference of the word mæg cedes some 

interesting details about the develoment of gender. Although it denoted ´male´ 

as well as ´female´ in Old English, the latter gave way to the former. This could 

be an interesting case in point when discussing gender. As mentioned above, 

gender was a purely grammatical category in Old English, therefore the fact that 

mæg was a masculine noun had nothing to do with the natural gender of the 

objects it referred to. It seems that as the gender ceased to be a grammatical 

category, the grammatical ´masculinity´ of the word affected the range of its 

reference, i.e. it became limited to persons of male sex. Although natural gender 

had no influence on the grammatical gender, it seems that at times of transition, 

the genders could clash. ´The major systemic reasons for this replacement are 

phonological (…), morphological (…) and those often labelled ‘psychological’ (i.e. 

the conflict between gender and sex in nouns such as wif, ‘woman’, classified as 

of neuter gender).´(Čermák 2000) 

 
(90) Alfred´s will, line 56  

OE min yldria faderi hæfde gecweden hys land on þa speriehealfe 

ME Myn yldyr fadyr hys lond, on the same wyse (sic!), be-qweythyd to the 

mawlys. 

ModE My grandfather bequeathed his land in the male line 

 

This example is yet another case of the language trying to cope with the 

native means. Speriehelafe is an easily analysable tatpurusa compound. It is 

composed of spere ´spear´ and healfe ´line of descent´ and it denotes the male 

line of descent, cf CZ po meči, or identical OE spinelhealf  ´po přeslici´.  
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Before the line of descent could become an obsolete concept and 

speriehealfe an anachronism, the influx of French words provided the same 

service. The handy French expressions mawle/femal began to be used as an 

adjective distinguishing gender. Old English tended to create compounds of a 

gender-related determinant, e.g. spere, wīf and a determinatum related to 

the field where the distinction was necessary, e.g. wīfmann, sperehealf.  

 

 (91) Alfred´s will, line 43 

OE þe ic nu on eastertidum feoh sealde 

ME wyth wham at Estyrtyd I covenaunt made 

ModE to whom I have made gifts this Easter 

 

Example (91) shows a very interesting development of one particular word. 

The question to be asked is why an OE compound was replaced by only one of 

its components in Modern English. The compound was easily analysable to the 

Old English speaker easter ´Easter-related´ + tid ´time´, i.e. ´the time of 

Easter´. Later, the word tīd underwent a semantic shift and became connected 

solely with rising and falling sea-level, ModE tide (Berndt 1982:89). It seems that 

as the temporal meaning of the component –tid was emptied, this part of the 

compound was dropped and the first component of the compound became 

established as a word denoting the celebration of Easter. Although this cannot be 

more than a tentative evaluation the fact that the compound did away with one 

of its components and thus became monomorphemic speaks in support of our 

assumption that ME was gradually changing to the isolating language type. 

7.1.2 Ablaut  

Another example of wordformation which leaves the translator at loss is 

wordformation by means of ablaut. Ablaut as such is an old PIE means of 

expressing change in tense. It is in principle an alternation of vowels in the stem 

and it was also productive as a means of wordformation in the prehistoric period. 
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(92) Eadred´s will, line 7. 

OE and hæþenne here him fram aceapian gif hie beþurfen 

ME And he here hym aschwsyth that thys summe of good on that  entent 

he gyvyth to the powr pepyll. 

ModE that they may be able to purchase for themselves relief from want 

and from the heathen army, if they need. 

 

The problem in the passage above is the translation of the OE word 

beþurfen as ME powr pepyll. We deduce that beþurfen is a verb, because it has a 

verbal ending of subjunctive mood plural –en. The translator is short of this 

reasoning and therefore guesses at the grammatical meaning while the lexical 

meaning (related to poverty) is apparently known to him.  

As mentioned above, the translator is aware that the root þ-V-rf 13 signifies 

´need´ or ´poverty´. However, there is a number of words derived from the OE 

strong verb ´ñurfan´ (ñearf-ñurfan-ñorfte), which the translator clearly fails to 

appreciate and whenever insecure, he shows a remarkable tendency to ascribe 

the unknown word the meaning ´the poor´, cf example (93). 

 

(93) Eadred line 7  

OE þænne an he his sayla to onliesnesse and his ñeodscipe to þearfe 

ME Ferthermore he grauntyth, for relesyng of the paynys of hys sowle and 

for hys deth rewardynge, to the pwre pepyll 

ModE Item he gives (sixteen hundred pounds) for the redemption of his 

soul and for the good of his people 

 

 Here the phrase to Þearfe is a formulaic expression, meaning ´for the 

benefit of´. It has got a different ablaut grade, but the translator interprets it 

similarly to beÞurfen, i.e. ´the poor people´. The fact that the translator does not 

                                                 
13 Þ-Vowel-rf, i.e. þearf, þurf, þorf etc. 
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try to analyse the morphological structure of the words is a witness to the status 

of word-formation in ME which no longer relied to such an extent on word-

formation from the native phonological material.  

(94) Wulfbold line XI 

OE þā þœt micel gemot wœs æt Lundene Þa wæs Æñelwine ealdorman 

Þar 

ME At the conseyl at Londone, they sent aftyr hym, he wolde not come 

ModE Then there was a great meeting at London, there was Æthelwine 

the nobleman 

 

Métan ´to meet´ is an OE strong verb of fifth class whose principale parts 

are as follows (přes/pret sg/pretpl/pp) metan, mæt, mǽton, gemeten. Gemot is 

then a noun meaning ´a meeting´. Compare the Old English mode of word-

formation by means of an alternation of a stem vowel e/o and the Modern 

English one by means of a suffix –ing. This was also a productive way of 

wordformation in Old English, cf. þeahtian ´to consider, take counsel´ and 

geþeahtung ´counsel. 

A similar case of derivation by means of ablaut is to be found in 

Æthelwold´s will. The word bēah or bēag a ´ring´ is derived from the OE strong 

verb of second class būgan ´to bow, twist´.  

 

(95) Athelwold line 5 

OE he gean (…) his cynehlāford him to heregeatewan anne beah on xxx 

mancusas 

ME he by qwethyth (…) hys cosyn xxx marke to kepe hym wele on hys 

sykenesse 

ModE he gives (…) his king for his military equipment one ring for 30 

mancuses 

 

Unfortunately the translator misunderstabds this passage completely, and 

therefore little can be gained from the analysis of the ME text. The obscuring 
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factor beyond ´beah´is no doubt the compound heregeat  ´war gear´ mentioned 

above.  

 

 

(96) Crimes of Wulfbold, line 1 

OE þis sind þa forwyrhto þe Wulfbold hine wiþ his hlaford forworhte:  

ME These ben the forfetys that Wlfbold gyman with alle hys kynred havith 

y forfetyd. 

ModE These are the crimes by which Wulfbold himself with his lord ruined. 

 

This example illustrates the wordformation by means of the alternation of 

the stem vowel between forwyrht (n.)  and forwyrcan (s.v. I, foworhte, foworht). 

What is even more interesting is the translation. The only indicator of the word 

class between the ME words are the endings –s and –yd which have been 

productive up to ModE. The significant difference is that the stem vowel stays 

unchanged. The ME words exhibited comparatively less morphological variation 

than their OE antecedents, which is another typologically significant feature. 

7.1.3 Prefixes 

It can be said very generally that while suffixes changed grammatical 

categories, i.e. wordclass, prefixes usually changed the meaning of the word. 

The following example from Alfred´s will illustrates narrowing of meaning (Lass 

1987, p 198), i.e. the original two meanings ´give, forgive´ are reduced to one. 

 

(97) OE and swa hit eac geriysne sy, and swa ge me forigyfan willan. 

ME and that hyt be to me in forgyvenesse, and so I desyre me to be 

forgeve  

  ModE and also becoming, and as ye are willing to grant me. 

 

The translator recognizes the familiar word forgiefan but fails to realize 

that the meaning of the words has changed remarkably. Forgiefan used to mean 

both ´grant´ and ´forgive´ in OE. However, the scope of its meaning was 
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narrowed down so that it only means ´forgive´ in ModE. Apparently the word still 

held the meaning ´grant´in the translator´s time, cf. ´, The grettist tresoure that 

j hadd j forgafe the (1483:Vulgaria abs Terentio).´(OED online, www.oed.com)  

The development of forgiefan illustrates another interesting issue. As 

mentioned above, prefixes were much more frequent in Old English. Most of 

them were lost in Middle English or they became lexicalized. The latter is also the 

case with forgiefan.  

The following example shows another complete misunderstanding of the 

text by the translator. This time he cannot tackle the OE verb forigyldan ´pay 

for´ and interprets it as ´yield´.  

 

Alfred´s will, line 58 

(98) OE gif ic gesealde aenigrie wifahanda þæt he gestrinde, þonne forigyldan 

mine magas and gif hy hit be libendan habban willan 

ME yf I take hyt on eny degre to womennys hond, I wyll that aftyr here 

day, he to gelde hyt to my mawlys kyn, the whyche comen of here. 

ModE If then I have given to any woman what he acquired and my 

kinsmen wish to have it in the lifetime, they are to buy it back. 

 

The OE verb forgieldan means ´to pay for something´. The ending –an 

signifies a subjunctive in the meaning of potential future action although the 

mainstream form of it would have been forigylden but this graphics was usual in 

Late Old English due to weaking of final syllables. 

What is more important in the context of this subchapter is the fact that he 

interprets forigyldan as ´yield´. The OE gieldan meant both ´yield´ and ´give in 

payment´. The problem with gieldan is the same as with forgiefan. The translator 

disregards the meaning of the prefix because he is not used to such analysability 

in his variety of English. 

 

(99) Alfred´s will, line 44 

OE and dæle man him betweoh œlcum swa him togebyrian wille 

ME and that man to partye be twyxt  all tho ther hym to be byryd lykyth 
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ModE and divided between them, to each as much as will fall to him 

 

This word is composed of the prefix to- and the verb byrian ´to fall, 

belong´. The reason for misunderstanding is not only in the form of prefix to- but 

also in the ablaut grade of byrigean. The different vowel grade blurred the 

connection to the verb beran which would have presumably been more 

transparent. Both the ablaut and the prefix were no longer productive, barely 

inherited linguistic signals.  

7.1.4 Suffixes 

Suffixes are from the typological point of view a feature of agglutinating 

languages. Yet no language type exists in a pure form so suffixes can be found in 

many other languages. Note that the translator has fewer problems recognising 

these in the morphological structure of the words. 

 
(100) Alfred´s will, line 48 

 OE and ic nat naht gewislice hvœñœr ñœer feor swa micel is 

ME I not nat trewely weyther ther ys more than these gyftys ys 

ModE I do not know for certain whether there is as much money 

 

The adverb gewislīce was derived from the adjective gewis ´certain, sure´ 

by means of a suffix –līce. The point of curiosity is that neuter form of gewis was 

used adverbially in Middle English, too. As is clear from the form ME trewely, the 

translator had no problem with the morphological structure of this word. 

Apparently, he was familiar derivation by means of suffixes, which is a productive 

way of adding to the vocabulary in ModE too. 

The suffix –lice is interesting in itself. Note that the ModE reflex –ly can be 

used to form both adjectives and adverbs deadly adj. / clearly adv. The adverbial 

suffix –e presupposes the existence of an adjective ending in –līc. Yet it seems 

that the whole formation -līce became lexicalised as an adverbial suffix, creating 

adverbs from plain adjectives, e.g. beald ´bold´ bealdlīce ´boldly´. The 

formation gewīslice is of the same kind.  
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7.1.5 Zero derivation 

Technically speaking, zero derivation is a change of wordclass without a 

change in the morphological structure of the word, e.g. a mouth, to mouth or OE 

eald adj./n. ´old man´.  The character of zero derivation in ModE and OE was 

essentially different. It is more natural for ModE which has no endings. OE had 

endings which signalled the grammatical categries and thus could have 

prevented zero derivation. In example (101) Alfred is writing about his old wills 

which he burned and considers no longer valid.  

 

(101) Alfred´s will, line 51 

OE (ic) hæfde monegum mannum þa gewritu oþefæst (…) þonne hæbbe 

ic nu foribærmed þa ealdan 

ME And  monymen han at thys tyme ther to wryte (…) than have I now 

forchargyd the pryncys of my reeme 

ModE and had committed the documents to many men (…) I have now 

burned the old ones 

 

OE adjective þa ealdan refers to ´yrfegewritu´. It is rather an ellipsis ´þā 

ealdan (yrfegewritu)´ which is expressed as the old ones in the Modern English 

translation. However, the translator interprets it as a deadjectival noun ´the old´, 

meaning ´noblemen´. Note that both modes of expression are possible in 

Modern English. Deadjectival nouns are formed similarly, cf. the rich, the 

damned. Ellipsis is of the head of the noun phrase is also possible, cf. Although 

Helen is the oldest girl in the class, Julie is the tallest. (Quirk et al 1985: 901) Yet 

it is often replaced by cataphoric indefinite pronoun one, cf. Have you got any 

knives? I need a sharp one. (Quirk et al 1985: 869)  

Having established that the translator interprets þā ealdan analogically to 

OE ealdorman, i.e. ´nobleman´, it is interesting to find that instead of using 

similar native formation he preferred to use the French opaque borrowing 

pryncys. Such a preference reflects the preference of the isolating language type. 

As regards word-formation it can be concluded that there are strong 

tendencies of an isolating language type. The indices of them are a massive 
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influx of borrowings, the replacement of polymorphemic forms by 

monomorphemic ones or the obscuration of polymorphemic ones by means of 

sound change and lexicalizatio. Last but not least it is the translator´s inability to 

regard the complex forms at all which serves as a subjective evaluation of the ME 

word-formation. 

8 Conclusion 

8.1 Approach 

We have analysed the translations of the Old English documents in the 

Book of Hyde. The research has been carried out on three plans of the linguistic 

research, i.e. morphology, syntax and word-formation. The research yielded 

specific results, i.e. cases of erroneous translations, on all of these plans. These 

mistakes were collected in order to support the overarching assumptions of the 

research, i.e. that every mistake is a signal of a discrepancy between the two 

languages. The analysis went as follows. Firstly, all cases of mistranslation were 

scrutinized in order to unveil the reason for the mistake. Secondly, this reason 

was projected on the background of the assumed change in the language type so 

that its relations to it could be ascertained.  

Thus, for example, when OE fori þā friynd þe hēo forieþingode ´for the 

friends for whom she interceded´ was rendered by the ME translator as ME for 

here frendys that he ys bownd to, we can conclude: Firstly, we can comment on 

the fact that the translator used the pronoun ME hē on the basis of its formal 

similarity to the OE hēo. He did not recognize this pronoun because it had been 

replaced by the pronoun ME schē in his English. Secondly, we can comment upon 

the etymologically homogenous OE pronominal paradigm as being contamined by 

an alien form. Thus the formal representation of the grammatical categories 

developed from the typologically inflectional paradigm, i.e. one base form was 

declined by adding different grammatical morphemes to it into an isolating 

situation, where grammatical categories were represented by a separate form 

each. In other words the opposition masculine-feminine was no longer marked by 

derivations of one base form but by unrelated stems hē-schē. 
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The approach adopted was that of the Prague School of typology as 

reflected in the work of Vladimír Skalička, cf (Popela 2006). The results will 

presented in two separate batches with regard to the aforesaid procedure of 

scrutiny. 

8.2 Factors of change 

The first section summarizes the results that the texts yielded on the 

assumption that mistakes, i.e. cases of misunderstanding an obscure form or an 

unproductive rule, were considered reflections of a language change. In other 

words, a mistake was a marker of a feature that had been changed since the 

documents were written. By categorizing the mistakes we have identified a 

number of factors of change. These major ones were: sound change, 

lexicalization, obscuration of compound words, re-interpretation of opaque words 

and analogical reformation. 

Sound change represents a factor that caused irregularity in the system 

(Antilla 1989: p94). It disseminated morphonological variation in the paradigms, 

i.e. not only the morpheme representing the grammatical categories, but also the 

morpheme carrying the lexical meaning was changed in the paradigm, cf OE 

lang, lengra ´long, longer´. Furthermore, it obscured the the structure of 

compound words and rendered them incomprehensible to the translator, i.e. he 

does not recognize ME heriot in OE heregeatwa ´war gear´. Moreover, it 

destroyed the OE system of inflectional endings through neutralisation of final 

syllables, cf OE minan yldran suna ´to my younger son´(Athelmere´s will, line 

15) as opposed to the correct minum yldran suna.  

Lexicalization is a process whereby a word is rendered opaque because the 

word-formation rule that it has been based upon is no longer productive, cf OE 

thearfe ´need, poverty´ and bethurfan ´need, desire´ were not perceived as 

related since ablaut was no longer productive, i.e. no new ablaut forms were 

formed. 

Obscuration of compounds happened due to the operation of sound 

change. The compound structure and thus the descriptive nature of such words 

had been obscured, which rendered them suitable for re-usage in word-
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formation, cf OE hlāford ´lord´<EOE hlaif weard ´loaf guardian´, later used in 

OE cynehlāford ´king´. 

Re-interpretation was a tendency to ascribe the opaque words a new 

meaning, the demonstration of which is for example folk etymology. There are 

several examples of this in the Book of Hyde, because the old language of the 

original documents was perfectly opaque for the translator and therefore he was 

forced to re-intepret all the time, cf OE fultume ´help´ was re-interpreted as 

composed of *ful tīma ´full time´ which the reason why he translated ME *the 

tyme of hys lyf. 

Analogy or analogical reformation is one of the major restructuring forces in 

language. It tries to create new forms similar to already existent ones or to have 

only one formal representation of every grammatical category. On a more 

abstract level it tries to minimize the number of language rules. Thus many 

strong verbs have become re-modelled upon the regular paradigm or the ´-

s´plural has become a rule for an overriding majority of English nouns. 

8.3 Findings  

8.3.1 Mistranslation in the light of Prague School of typology 

We shall now consider the findings of the research against the background 

of the adopted typological framework. This means that the following results have 

been arranged due to their relevance to the above postulated change in the 

language type. The division is according to the plans of linguistic research. 

8.3.2 Morphology 

As regards the morphological plan of the language, the main 

morphological issue was the total cancellation of the OE system of inflectional 

endings due primarily to sound change. The endings in the original text did not 

represent grammatical categories for the translator anymore and he had to guess 

from the context, since isolating means of expression of grammatical categories, 

which were gradually being grammaticalized in ME, were not available in the OE 

text, cf the erroneous translation of genitive singular OE þæs landes as 

accusative plural ME *these londis. (Grant of Alfred, the minister, line 1)  
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Typologically speaking, the inflectional paradigm where various endings 

were added to one base was decomposed. The burden of expressing the 

functions of cases, i.e. location, receiver, was transferred to prepositions. Thus 

words became monomorphemic and the differentiation morpheme:word was 

blurred. We can conclude that such a separation of the lexical and the semantic 

morpheme is a sign of the shift to the isolating language type. 

Another typologically significant event was the rise of divergent forms of 

the third person personal pronouns. The forms hē, hēo, hit, hīe were originally 

derived from one base form which was related to the Latin demonstrative 

pronoun hīc. This etymologically homogenous paradigm was split apart by the 

Scandinavian third person plural import þei, þeirra, þeim and the rise of the 

feminine singular pronoun schē. Thus the oppositions in the pronominal 

paradigm were no longer distinguished solely by means of adding a different 

grammatical morpheme to one base form but also by suppletion of completely 

unrelated, i.e. typologically isolating forms. 

8.3.3 Syntax 

Syntactic research also yielded some interesting results. One of the 

assumptions of the Prague School of typology is that while the inflectional 

languages have the most variable word order, the isolating languages tend to 

show the most fixed word order. Since it is difficult to trace the antecedent form 

of a specific sentence, we tried to trace the development of certain syntactic 

phenomena that were existent in Old English. 

One of the features was so called V-2 rule. This rule was apparently no 

longer present in the language of the translator, because he shows a remarkable 

tendency to regard subjects located postverbally as object, cf OE twā hund 

punda agife man him and dǽle man him betweoh ´ two hundred pounds are to 

be given and divided between them´ > ME I take too hunderyd pund that man 

to gyve and that man to partye betwyxt ´I take two hundred pounds to that man 

and divide them among those men (sic!)14 (Alfred´s will, line 43). Abandonment 

                                                 
14 The translator apparently considered man to be a plural since singular did not suit his 

interpretation of the sentence. 
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of this rule meant a shift towards more fixed and thus typologically more isolating 

word order. 

Another significant event in the language history of the period was the 

formation of periphrastic temporal forms. The verbal forms in OE were formed in 

accordance with the typological status of the language, i.e. by means of endings, 

although the range of endings had been relatively impoverished in comparison 

with Proto-Germanic. Needless to say, the category of aspect was usually 

expressed by the form of the verb itself, usually in the form of a prefix. These 

prefixed forms began to disintegrate. Concurrently, verbal particles and 

periphrastic verb forms gradually ascended the progress towards 

grammaticalisation. The tendency to replace adverbs by periphrastic verb forms 

was clearly traceable in the text, cf while the adverb aeri is compulsory in the 

sentence OE tha geriad the we aeri gecweden haefdon due to missing 

grammaticalisation of the periphrastic verb form gecweden haefdon the ModE 

adverb before in  ModE the terms which we have agreed upon (before) is 

optional because the precursory nature of the action is inherent to the verb form. 

8.3.4 Word-formation 

Word-formation is a field of language that changed significantly in the ME 

period. While OE vocabulary reminds of German or any other Germanic language, 

the ME vocabulary is widely different. This is due to the changing typological 

status of ME and the isolating nature of its word-formation. 

The OE vocabulary was relatively homogenous and of Germanic origin. 

The amount of descriptive words in Old English was significantly higher than in 

Middle English and word-formation by means of recycling the native morpological 

material was very frequent, cf OE þēodscip> ME nation ´nation´(Eadred´s will, 

line 7). This is in accordance with the above postulated shift from inflectional to 

the isolating language type. Isolating languages prefer monomorphemic, i.e. 

opaque words. On the dawn of Middle English period, borrowing became a major 

means of adding to the vocabulary, cf OE þegen>ME servawnt ´servant´(Crimes 

of Wulfbold, line 14) and compounding receded temporarily.  
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Furthermore, the processes of lexicalization and obscuration were strongly 

supported by the ongoing typological change, i.e. isolating languages´ inclination 

to opaque forms, cf lexicalized ablaut formations OE þearfe, beþurfan ´need, to 

need´ (Alfred´s will, line 2, 12). The compound forms such OE cynehlāford 

´king´ were similarly opaque for the translator ME *cosyn ´cousin´ (Æþelwold´s 

will, line 1). The compound cynehlāford is itself composed of an obscured 

compound form hlāford (+cyne) which is an illustration of the above-mentioned 

statement that obscuration renders compound forms ready for re-usage in word-

formation. 

From the typological point of view, the field of word-formation exhibits 

significant isolating tendencies such as obscuration of polymorphemic words, 

adoption of borrowings, i.e. monomorphemic words and recession of 

compounding and derivation. 

8.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we can state that the language was found in a perpetual 

motion wherein relentless and counter-current tendencies cause eternal change 

and thus constant renewal and recyclation of the language material. This takes 

places on all plans of linguistic research. The date of writing and compilation of 

these document proved to be rather favourable for linguistic research since the 

above mentioned processes gained strength and rapidity due to the external 

linguistic history (Norman Conquest-the political dominance of the Romance 

languages) as well as the internal restructuring of the formal representations of 

the language due to the ongoing typological change.  
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9 Resumé 

9.1 Cíl práce 

Cílem této práce je diachronní rozbor překladů staroanglických dokumentů 

obsažených v rukopise Book of Hyde (viz níže). Jedinečnost dokumentů pro 

lingvistický výzkum spočívá v jejich nedokonalém překladu do angličtiny střední, 

jímž byly na přelomu čtrnáctého a patnáctého století opatřeny. Předkládaná 

diplomová práce tento překlad považuje za svébytnou dobovou vnitřní analýzu 

středoanglického jazyka jeho neznámým mluvčím – překladatelem na základě 

tušených souvislostí s angličtinou starou. Mnohé chyby a nesrovnalosti 

v překladu, které jsou tudíž dle našeho předpokladu vnějším projevem 

strukturních změn jazyka, nám posloužily jako východisko ke konrétním 

jazykovědným zkoumáním.  

9.2 Postup výzkumu 

Pro potřeby rozboru textu bylo nejprve nutné pořídit přesný paralelní 

překlad zmíněných dokumentů. Následným porovnáním s překladem 

středoanglickým jsme vyvtořili soupis chyb. Na základě tohoto soupisu byl 

načrtnut vnitřní, subjektivní obraz střední angličtiny z doby vzniku rukopisu. Ten 

byl následně porovnán s objektivním obrazem na základě historicko-lingvistických 

a filologických poznatků. Výsledky výzkumu na třech lingvistických rovinách: ve 

slovotvorbě (četnost kompozit a derivací, výpůjčky, afixace a její vývoj), v 

morfologii (především pokud jde o změny ve formálním vyjádřování gramatických 

kategorií) a v syntaxi (slovosled, inverze, složené slovesné tvary) byly 

vyhodnoceny na základě přihlédnutí k typologickému východisku práce.  

9.3 Typologický rámec 

Celý tento postup byl veden s neustálým ohledem na jazykový typ, neboť 

s přechodem angličtiny staré v angličtinu střední se urychlil typologický přechod 

od jazyka flektivního k typu izolujícímu, tudíž velké množství chyb lze vysvětlit 

jako strukturní projevy poměrně dramatického přechodu od flexe k izolaci.  
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Nastiňme si základní projevy tohoto posunu doložitelné v textu. Stará 

angličtina, coby jazyk flektivní vykazovala bohatý rejstřík flektivních koncovek a 

také hojnou slovotvorbu pomocí derivace a kompozice. Angličtina střední byla 

pouhým stadiem přechodu, přesto již vykazovala některé zřetelné izolační rysy. 

Ve slovní zásobě se začala prosazovat značková pojmenování ve formě vyšší 

frekvence výpůjček, urychleného procesu lexikalizace a znejasnění slovotvorné 

struktury slov složených. V gramatice naopak došlo k téměř úplnému zrušení 

systému koncovek, jenž byl procesem gramatikalizace postupně nahrazován 

předložkami a pomocnými slovy.  

9.4 Rukopis 

Rukopis Book of Hyde byl nalezen v roce 1861 v Shirnburnském zámku 

v hrabství Oxfordshire a vznikl v tzv. Novém Klášteře - ´þæt niwe minster´ - ve 

Winchesteru, někdejším centru západosaského království (Wessex). Obsahuje 

sedmdesát osm stran textu, jehož větší část je v latině. Text je rozdělen do 

dvaceti tří kapitol. Úvodní kapitola dokládá původ Anglosasů na základě legend. 

Následujících sedm kapitol popisuje sedm anglosaských království tvořících tzv. 

Anglosaskou heptarchii. Pro naše účely jsou důležité kapitoly dvanáct až dvacet 

tři, z nichž každá popisuje dobu vlády jednoho panovníka, a to počínaje Alfrédem 

(871-899) a konče Knutem (1016-1035). Ke každé z těchto kapitol jsou připojeny 

dobové dokumenty ve staré angličtině (v rukopisu označované jako lingua 

Saxonica) a opatřené překladem do angličtiny střední (lingua Anglica)  a latiny 

(lingua Latina). Jak již bylo řečeno, jedná se o překlady velmi neumělé, jež do 

značné míry odhalují proměnu tehdejší angličtiny oproti angličtině původních 

textů.  

Ačkoli celková délka dokumentů je značná; Rissanen udává více jak 7000 

slov pouze pro středoanglický text (Rissanen 1986, p592), velkou část textů tvoří 

výměry hranic pozemků, které jsou pro svou syntaktickou, lexikální a stylistickou 

chudost z lingvistického hlediska málo zajímavé. Pro srovnání je v příloze 

přeložen text výměry pozemků v Micheldeveru (Hampshire). Kromě pozemkových 

dokumentů jsou zde však přiloženy také závěti a darovací listiny. Těch je celkem 
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jedenáct a zejména tři z nich (závěť Alfrédova, Eadredova a popis zločinů jistého 

Wulfbolda) obsahují větší množství jazykově různorodého textu.  

 Datace jazyka původních dokumentů je zřejmá z doby panování králů, o 

nichž se píše, otázkou však zůstává doba vzniku celého rukopisu. Víme jistě, že 

se tak stalo po roce 1354, neboť je v rukopise zmíněno stěhování Oxfordské 

university v tomtéž roce. Podle druhu výzdoby rukopisu se naopak předpokládá, 

že byl manuskript vyhotoven nejpozději na přelomu čtrnáctého a patnáctého 

století, (viz Edwards 1866:xix)  

 Co se týče zdrojů jednotlivých dokumentů, je zřejmé, že středoanglický 

překlad vznikal přibližně ve stejné době jako překlad latinský, neboť oba obsahují 

podobné, i když ne vždy totožné chyby. Naopak lze často předpokládat, že 

zdrojem překladu středoanglického byla jiná verze textu než ta, jež byla 

k rukopisu posléze připojena. Tak lze soudit dle textových nesrovnalostí 

(nevysvětlitelných mylným překladem) mezi původním a přeloženým textem, 

např. v desáté řádce Zločinů jistého Wulfbolda, jež v staro- a středoanglickém 

verzi popisuje zcela odlišné události. 

9.5 Činitelé změny 

Průzkum se opíral převážně o analýzu chyb, jež byly způsobeny změnami 

v jazyce během doby uplynulé mezi sepsáním a překladem dokumentů. Rozbor 

konkrétních chyb vedl k vytýčení základních činitelů jazykové změny, jež byly 

příčinou chybovosti. Z nich můžeme jmenovat především: hláskovou změnu, 

lexikalizaci, znejasnění slovotvorné struktury složených výrazů, reinterpretace 

značkových slov a analogické přetváření formálních prostředků vyjadřování 

gramatických kategorií.  

 Hláskovou změnou je míněno postupné přetváření fonologické formy slova 

na základě proměny výslovnosti. Mezi takové změny patří například i-přehláska 

nebo v pozdní staré angličtině obzvláště výrazné oslabování koncových slabik. 

Každá z těchto změn přispívala jiným způsobem k zastření původní 

analyzovatelné formy slov. Oslabení koncových slabik například narušilo 

funkčnost koncovek, což byl ve staré angličtině hlavní prostředek formálního 

vyjadřování gramatických kategorií, srov. posun od OE minum yldran suna 
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´mému mladšímu synovi´ k morfologicky nepřesnému minan yldran suna. Toto 

oslabení vedlo k značné homonymii a synonymii koncovek. I-přehláska, jež 

později pozbyla produktivity, naopak morfologicky vzdálila etymologicky příbuzné 

formy, viz např forma singuláru a plurálu slova OE bōk>bēc ´book´. Tyto změny 

vedly ve svém důsledku k zneprůhlednění slov pro překladatele, a tudíž k jejich 

chybné interpretaci. 

 Znejasnění slovotvorné struktury složených výrazů probíhá taktéž na 

základě hláskových změn, jejichž působením se zneprůhlednila původně složená 

forma slov. Tím se ztratila jejich popisná charakteristika a jednalo se nadále o 

pojmenování značková: viz např. posun v transparentnosti slovotvorné struktury 

od OE hlāfweard ke LOE hláford. Jak se mj. konstatuje v následujících kapitolách, 

jazyky izolačního typu preferují značková pojmenování, a proto získalo znejasnění 

slovotvorné struktury složených výrazů na počátku středoanglické doby na síle, 

srov. ME heriot ´zbraně´ a jeho složenou staroanglickou předlohu OE 

heregeatwa (Æþelwoldova závěť, řádka 5) 

 Reinterpretace (Antilla 1989:92) je proces, jímž pojmenování značkové 

znovunabývá popisnosti, případně nového významu. Reinterpretace nacházíme 

v hydském rukopise často. Jedná se buď o reinterpretace úplné, v nichž bylo 

původně složené slovo opět, byť chybně,  interpretováno jako slovo morfologicky 

složené, viz OE fultume ´pomoc´>ME the tyme of hys lyf ´čas jeho života´. 

Původ slova byl chybně interpretován jako: *ful tíma ´celý čas´(Eadredova 

závěť, řádka 8) Nebo zde nacházíme reintepretace částečné, kdy bylo slovo 

původně složené pomýleně interpretováno jako slovo morfologicky jednoduché, 

např. OE Wealcynne ´Wales, Cornwall, western parts´>ME hevyn ´nebe´ na 

základě podobnosti se staroanglickým slovem  *wolcen ´mrak´ (Alfrédova závěť, 

řádka 35). 

 Analogie je proces, jímž se obnovují nebo posilují zastřené vztahy zejména 

mezi morfologicky spjatými tvary. K takovému zastření dochází velmi často 

hláskovou změnou. Vazby mezi takto zneprůhledněnými tvary (např. jednotlivé 

tvary v paradigmatu) mohou být analogicky obnoveny, srov analogicky 

obnovenou kvalitu kmenového vokálu  v ModE book (sg.)>books (pl.) ze 
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staroaglického bōk (sg.)>bēc (pl.).  Případně může dojít  k reintepretaci podle 

jiného vzoru. Tak byly například oslabením koncovek, jež rozrušilo původní 

kmenovou strukturu staroanglického substantiva, rozkolísané tvary plurálu 

sjednoceny pod koncovkou –s, viz OE preosta>ME prestys ´kněží´. 

9.6 Zjištění 

9.6.1 Východiska  

Následující zjištění, jež byla učiněna během rozboru překladů, shrnujeme 

s ohledem na nastíněný typologický rámec. Při kategorizaci chyb tedy vycházíme 

z předpokladu, že to jsou vnější projevy vnitřní, strukturní přestavby jazyka. 

Z typologického hlediska přitom platí, že jazyk flektivní upřednostňuje polyfunkční 

morfémy a polymorfematická slova, tzn. slova ve flektivním typologickém 

systému sestávají z více částí a jednotlivé části, např. koncovky zpravidla 

kumulují více funkcí. Jazyk izolační naopak dává přednosti monomorfematickým 

slovům a monofunkčním morfémům. tzn. upřednostňuje pojmenování značková, 

jejichž gramatické kategorie jsou určeny kontextem, např zasazením do sousloví, 

viz (Popela 2006: p17) 

9.6.2 Morfologie 

Všeobecný ústup tvarů složených, tzn. s polymorfematickou strukturou, 

postihl také morfologii tehdejší angličtiny. Výsledkem bylo vydělení formálních 

prostředků vyjadřování gramatických kategorií z morfematické struktury slov a 

jejich přetvoření na samostatné jednotky, např. částice, předložky, pomocná 

slova. Flektivní koncovky staré angličtiny podlehly fonologické redukci a 

prudkému narůstu koncovkové homonymie a synonymie, jež byla jednak 

projevem právě fonologické redukce, jednak následného analogického 

vyrovnávání. Tím se otevřela cesta izolačnímu vyjadřování gramatických 

kategorií. Zatímco Alfrédova angličtina měla celý rejstřík koncovek rozlišující čtyři 

pády, tři čísla atd., angličtina střední si zachovala pouze protiklad singulár - plurál 

a tvyrový protiklad genitivu a pádů ostatních. Vinou neznalosti koncovek, resp. 

povědomí o flektivním paradigmatu, se překladatel opakovaně dopouští chyb, 
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jako např þæs landes ´of the land´ (gen.sg.) překládá jako plurál a naopak plurál 

þā land ´the lands´ (nom.pl.) překládá jako singulár. 

 Z typologického hlediska je zajímavé i rozštěpení paradigmatu třetí osoby 

osobních zájmen. Původně etymologicky jednotné paradigma, jehož formy se 

lišily převážně koncovkou (byť původně analyzovatelné tvary byly již částečně 

zastřené), bylo rozštěpeno importem skandinávských tvarů s kořenem þe- a 

nahrazením ženského zájmena hēo zájmenem schē (viz Eadredova závěť, řádka 

16). K tomuto rozštěpení došlo mj. kvůli oslabení koncových slabik, jímž se 

jednotlivé tvary staly téměř homonymy, srov. hē, hēo, hīe ´on, ona, oni´. 

Diferenciace singulár–plurál a femininum–maskulinum–neutrum nebyla již 

výlučně otázkou flexe zájmen, nýbrž také úkolem alternace celých kmenů za jiné. 

 Na obecné rovině dochází tedy u sloves a podstatných jmen k vydělení 

gramatického morfému ze struktury slova a u zájmen k lexikalizaci stávajících 

tvarů, jež jsou doplněny tvary cizími, za účelem uchování funkčnosti 

paradigmatu. Obě tyto tendence jsou  v souladu s typologickým předpokladem o 

monomorfémní struktuře slov v izolačních jazycích. 

9.6.3 Syntax 

V neposlední řadě jsme se věnovali i syntaktickému rozboru zmíněných 

textů. Zde bylo možné sledovat zánik volného slovosledu, způsobený postupně se 

prosazující (nikoli však ještě plně proběhnuvší) gramatikalizací slovosledu. Z jevů, 

které doznaly změn, lze jako významné uvést např. zrušení pravidla V-2 

určujícího, že sloveso, případně pomocné sloveso (je-li ve větě přítomno), stojí ve 

větě vždy na druhém místě, což při umístění jakéhokoli větného členu na začátek 

věty vede k inverzi přísudku a podmětu. Posuny tohoto druhu překladatel ne vždy 

pochopil. V takovém případě podmět stojící napravo od slovesa často považoval 

za předmět, viz OE twā hund punda agife man him and dǽle man him betweoh 

´ two hundred pounds are to be given and divided between them´ > ME I take 

too hunderyd pund that man to gyve and that man to partye betwyxt (Alfrédova 

závěť, řádka 43).   

Dalším jevem, jenž v překladu zůstal z důvodu své nepřítomnosti v 

angličtině střední nepochopen, byly např. neosobní konstrukce s podmětem 
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výjádřeným pomocí neurčitého zájmena man, viz OE ic wile þæt man gefreoge 

ælcne witeþeowne mannan ´I will that every enslaved man should be set free´> 

ME I wyll that every fre man and servant. (Alfsigova závěť, řádka 2).  

 Dalším typologicky zajímavým projevem byl rozvoj složených slovesných 

tvarů. Ačkoli ještě nebyly gramatikalizované, jejich vyšší výskyt byl jasným 

znamením započatého vývoje, srov. staroanglické tha geriad the we aeri 

gecweden haefdon ´dle úmluvy, již jsme dříve uzavřeli´, kde příslovce aeri 

´dříve´jasně naznačuje, že uzavření úmluvy předcházelo ději ve větě hlavní. 

Naopak současná podoba věty příslovce vůbec nepotřebuje. Jeho význam je plně 

obsažen v složeném tvaru slovesa, srov. ModE the terms which we have agreed 

upon.  

 Z typologického hlediska dochází ve středoanglické syntaxi ke dvěma 

důležitým jevům. Jmenujme především ubývání variací slovosledu a s tím 

související zrušení pravidla V-2. Slovosled bude v pozdější době gramatikalizován 

za účelem identifikace větných členů. Dále je třeba zmínit rozrůstající se oblibu 

složených slovesných tvarů, jež však budou gramatikalizovány teprve později. 

Tento vývoj nicméně ilustruje pozvolný přesun gramatického morfému z 

koncovky do pomocného slovesa. Ačkoli byly na syntaktickém plánu shledány 

pouhé tendence i ty jsou v souladu s naším předpokladem o přibližování se 

izolačnímu jazykovému typu. 

9.6.4 Slovní zásoba 

Slovní zásoba ve staroanglických textech vykazovala značnou 

homogennost, neboť převážná část lexika byla germánského původu. Průvodním 

znakem tohoto byla značná popisnost staroanglických slov, protože hlavním 

prostředkem slovotvorby byla kompozice a derivace. Jedním z projevů 

typologického přechodu angličtiny k izolaci byla naopak zvýšená obliba 

značkového pojmenování. Ta se projevila nejen větším množstvím výpůjček 

v angličtině střední, např. OE þegen>ME servawnt ´sluha, vazal´(Popis zločinů 

jistého Wulfbolda, řádka 14), OE þeodscip>ME nation ´národ´ (Eadredova závěť, 

řádka 7), ale také např. znejasněním tvarů složených a jejich náhradou slovy 

jednodušší  slovotvorné struktury (jakkoli jde často o slova cizího původu) a ne 
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vždy odpovídajícího významu, např. pro překladatele patrně nejasné OE 

cynehlāford ´král, lenní pán´> ME *cosyn ´bratranec´ (ME kyng) (Æþelwoldova 

závěť, řádka 1). Neprůhledné jsou pro překladatele například i slovotvorné tvary 

číslovek, viz OE hund twelftigum ´a hundred and twenty´> ME twelfty hundryd 

(Eadredova závěť, řádka 17). 

V souvislosti s výše zmíněnou oblibou značkových pojmenování se urychlil i 

proces lexikalizace a znejasnění složených výrazů, čímž angličtina získala kromě 

výpůček další zdroj značkových slov, např ME heriot ´vojenská služba´. U těchto 

slov často po ztrátě popisnosti docházelo k posunutím významu. Tak tomu bylo i 

u výše uvedeného příkladu původně EOE heregeatwa ´vojenská výbava, výzbroj´ 

(Æþelwoldova závěť, řádka 5).  

Z typologického hlediska slovní zásoba střední angličtiny vykazuje značný 

posun směrem k vlastnostem izolačního jazykového typu. Jmenujme např. 

stoupající počet značkových slov a urychlený proces lexikalizace. Nadto dochází 

k ústupu derivace a kompozice  a nová slova přicházejí zejména ve formě 

výpůjček. 

9.7 Shrnutí 

V souhrnu je třeba říci, že zjištění našeho výzkumu potvrdila neustálý pohyb 

jazyka, v němž protichůdné tendence, jako je např. hlásková změna a analogie, 

stojí v komplementárním vztahu. Hlásková změna mimo jiné zastírá nejen 

formální podobnost mezi slovy příbuznými, ale také jednoznačnou povrchovou 

strukturu gramatických morfémů, srov. ztrátu jednoznačnosti koncovek vinou 

oslabení koncových slabik. Analogie pak vyrovnáváním tvarů (např. v 

paradigmatech rozkolísaných i-přehláskou, srov. pl. OE béc>ME bok ´books´) 

tuto podobnost obnovuje, případně obnovuje jednoznačnost gramatických 

morfémů jejich rozšířením na úkor morfémů jiných, srov. ModE plurál -s oproti 

OE -as, -u, -a, -an. Výsledkem činnosti těchto komplementárních procesů dochází 

k neustálé obnově a recyklaci jazykového materiálu, což se děje na všech 

rovinách jazykového výzkumu. S ohledem na dobu svého vzniku byly zkoumané 

dokumenty z lingvistického hlediska obzvláště vhodné, neboť neboť v době, jež 

uplynula mezi vznikem staroanglických dokumentů a pořízením jejich 
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středoanglických překladů, nastalo rapidní urychlení těchto procesů jak v 

důsledku událostí externího jazykového vývoje (Normanský zábor), tak v 

důsledku vnitřní typologické přestavby jazykového systému. 
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11 TEXTS 

11.1 KING ALFRED´S WILL 
(translation F.E. Harmer 1914 Select historical documents of the ninth and tenth 
centuries Cambridge: Cambridge University Press) 
 
1. Ic Aelfred cinge, mid Goddes gyfe, and mid getheahtunge Aetheredes 
ercebisceopes, and ealra Westseaxena witena gewittenesse,  
I Alfred Westsaxene kyng thorw Goddys gyft, and by ordenawns of Ethered 
erchebyshop, and of alle Westsaxene nobylte, wytenesse be they 
I king Alfred by the grace of God, and with the advice of Archbishop Aethelred, 
and the cognisance of all the West Saxon council, 
 
2. smeade ymbe minre sawle thearfe, and ymbe min yrfe thaet me God 
and min ildran forgeafon, and ymbe that yrfe  
schull of the intent, for my sowle powerte, of the herytage that God and my 
pryncys have y gyfe me, and of the herytage 
have been deliberating about the good of my soul, and about the inheritance 
which God and my ancestors granted to me, and about the inheritance 
 
3. thaet Athulf cinge, min faeder, us thrim gebrotherum becuaethe, 
Ethelbolde, and Etherede, and me,  
that Athulf kyng, my fadyr us thre bretheryn be-qweythyd, Athelbold, and 
Ethered, and me 
which my father, King Aethelwulf, bequeathed to us three brothers, to 
Aethelbald, Aethelred and myself 
 
4. and swylc ure swylc lengest waere, thaet se fenge to aellum. Ac hit 
gelamp thaet Athelbolde  gefore,  
that ho of us, the wyche lengist lyvyd, schold have all the kyngdom. And yf hyt 
happe that Ethelbold fyrst be dede,  
[with the proviso that] whichever of us lived longest was to succeed to 
everything. But it came to pass that Aethelbald died;  
 
5. and wyt Æthered, mid ealre Westseaxena wytena gewittenesse, 
uncurne dael othefaestan Ethelbirt  cinge uncrum maege;  
than Ethered,wyht all the nobylte of West- sexene to be wyttenesse of owr 
partye, the tyme of Ethelbyrt kyngys coronacion, wt all owr power 
and Aethelred and I with the cognisance of all the West Saxon council, gave our 
share in trust to our kinsman  
 
6. on tha geraedene the he hit eft gedyde unc swa gewylde swa hit tha 
waes tha wit hit him othefaestan.  
aftyr the sewerte; that he made to us, that he so wolde hyt be as hyt was when 
he hyt knew, to fore the tyme of hys coronacyon, 
King Aethelberht, on condition that he restored it to us in the state in which it 
was when we entrusted it to him; 
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7. And he tha swa dyde, ge thaet yrfe, ga thaet he mid uncrum 
gemanan begeat, and thaet he sylf gestrynde.  
whan he hys sewerte made of the herytage the whyche he wt owre help and 
men getyth, and that wherto is bore.  
and he did so, [leaving to us] the inheritance [belonging to us jointly], and what 
he had acquired by the use of our share, and what he had himself acquired.  
 
8. Tha hit swa gelamp, thaet Ethered to fenge, tha baed ic hine, beforan 
urum witum ealum, thaet wit thaet yrfe gedaeldon, and he me ageafe 
minne dael;  
And hyt so happyd that Ethered fenge to the kyngdome; tho bade y hym, before 
all owre wyttenesse that he know the heritage to departe, and he to gyfe me my 
part, 
When it came to pass that Aethelred became king, I prayed him, in the presence 
of the whole of our council, that the property should be divided between us, and 
that he would give me my share. 
 
9. tha saede he me thaet he naht eathe ne mihte todaelon, for thon he 
haefde ful oft aer ongefangen  
Tho seyd he to me that he nawgt scholde ne mygt hyt departe, for so myche that 
he hyt so long holl hath y holde,  
Then he told me that he could not easily divide it, for he had many times already 
attempted to do so 
 
10. and he cuaethe thaes the he on uncrum gemanan gebruce, and 
gestrynde, aeftyr his daege he nanum menn sel ne uthe thonne me.  
but he seyde thus that the londys that he thorow help of owre pepyll hat gete, 
and the lyfelode that he was bore to, to no man, aftyr hys day, to have and for 
to rejoyse hys herytage take wolde, but onlyche to me. 
and he added that there was no one to whom he would rather give it after his 
time than to me-both the property of which he was in possession, but which by 
right belonged to both of us, and also the property which he had himself 
acquired. 
 
11. And ic thaes tha waes wel gethafa. Ac hit gelamp thaet we ealle on 
haethenum folce gebrocude waeron;  
And tho was y wel plesyd. And yf hyt happyd that we alle were had and take to 
hethyn folke, 
And with this I was at that time well content. But it came to pass that we were all 
harassed with the heathen invasion; 
 
12. tha spraece wit ymbe uncre bearn, thaet hy sumre are bethorftan 
saelde unc on tham brocum swa unc saeld.  
than knowe we to ordeyne for owre chyldryn, that evereyche of hem mygt, after 
other, take owre londys, and to rejoyse as they were take to us. 
then we discussed our children's future-how they would need some maintenance, 
whatever might happen to us through these disasters. 
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13. Tha waeron we on gemote aet Swinbeorgum; tha gecwaedon wit, 
on Westseaxena witena gewittenesse,  
We therfore gaderyd at Swymborn, where we seyden; in knowleche of alle 
Westsaxene lordys, that they ber wytnesse 
When we were assembled at Swanborough, we agreed, with the cognisance of 
the West Saxon council 
 
14. thaet swather uncer leng waere, thaet he geuthe otheres bearnum 
thara landa the wit sylfe begeaton,  
that wheyther of us lenger lyve, that he beqweythe otherys chyldryn tho londis 
that we owresylf gate, 
that whichever of us survived the other, was to give to the other's children the 
lands which we had ourselves acquired 
 
15. and thara land the unc Æthulf cinge forgeaf  be Athelbold  
lifiendum, butan tham the [he] us thrim gebrotherum gecuathe;  
and tho londis that kyng Adulpfus yafe by Ethelboldys lyfday, wt owte that the 
wheche to us thre bretheryn he beqwethyd. 
and the lands which King Aethelwulf gave us in the lifetime of Aethelbald, 
excepting those which he had settled on us three brothers jointly 
 
16. and thaes uncer aegther othrum his wedd sealde swather uncer 
leng lifede, thaet se fenge aegther ge to land ge to madumnu,  
And so of us eythyr other hys sewerte that whether of us lenger lyved that he 
fong to otherys lond and lordschyp, 
And we both gave each other security, that whichever of us lived the longer, 
should succeed both to lands and to valuables and to all his estate 
 
17. and to eallum his aehtum, butan tham daele the uncer gewhaether 
his bearnun becwaed. Ac hit gelamp thaet Ethered cinge gefor,  
and to all hys good, wt owte that part that eyther of us otherys chyld be 
qweythyd, and hyt so happe that Ethered kyng dye before me 
and to all his estate with the exception of that portion which either had 
bequeathed to his children. But it came to pass that King Aethelred died. 
 
18. tha ne cydde me nanan mannum nanan yrfegewryt, ne nane 
gewittenesse, thaet hit æenig other waere  
than wt owte me ys no man none eyre by wrytynge, ne by no wytnesse, that eny 
other were 
Then no one informed me that any testament had been made or witnessed, 
 
19. butan swa hit on gewittenesse aer gecwaedon; tha gehyrde we nu 
manegu yrfegeflitu;  
wt owte that he hyt by wyttenesse the rathyr sey. Tho y hyrde that my kynnys 
folke was passed owt of the wordele, 
beside the one to which we had formerly, before witnesses, agreed. When now 
we heard of many suits about the inheritance, 
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20. nu tha laedde ic Æthulfes cinges yrfegewrit on ure gemot aet 
Langandene, and hit man araedde beforane eallum Westseaxena 
witum.  
so than was y kyng Athulphys eyr, thorw wrytynge and owre cownseyl at 
Langdene. And a man hyt redde byfore wyttenesse of alle Westsexene 
I produced King Aethelwulf's will in our assembly at Langandene, and it was read 
before all the West Saxon council. 
 
21.That hit araedde waes, tha baed ic hy ealle for minre lufan, and him 
mine wedd bead, that ic hyra naefre maenne ne oncuthe,  
When hyt redde was, tho comawndyd  y hem all, for my lofe, and to hem y made 
sewrte, that y nevyr hyrde of man ne of coude 
When it was read, I prayed them all for love of me, offering them surety that I 
would never bear a grudge against any of them, 
 
22. for thon the hy on riht spraecon, and thaet hira nan ne wandode ne 
for minan lufan ne for minan aege, thaet hy thaet folcriht arehton;  
that of my lyflode eny ryth claymyd, and that y nevyr hyrd contrarye. And no 
man, for my lofe, nother for myn hatered, Hey a-yens ryth 
on account of any conscientious expression of opinion that none of them for love 
or fear of me should hesitate to declare what was the common law in such a 
case 
 
23. thy laes aenge man cuethe thaet ic minn maeegecyld, otthe yldran 
otthe gingran, mid tho fordemde,  
nother untrewthe sey, that y my cosynnys chyld, olde or yonge, not desheryte. 
lest any man should say that I had wronged my kinsfolk, whether of the older or 
younger generation. 
 
24. and hy tha ealla to riht gerehton and cuedon, that hy nane rihtre 
riht gethencan ne myhtan, ne on tham yrfe-gewrite gehyran:  
And they all to the ryth consentyd, and seyden that they knew no rythtyr eyer, 
nother bethenke coude ne mythte no other of othyr eyr here eny wrytynge, but 
of me 
Then they all duly declared and stated that they could not devise a more just 
title, nor find one in the will. 
 
25. “nu hit eall agan is thaer on othe thyn hand, thon thu it becuethe 
and sylle swa gesibre handa swa fremdre, swaether the leofre sy"  
“now thw hast hyt all a-yen in thyn bond, now beqwethe hyt and yyf hyt to thy 
next kyn or frend, whether the lefyst. ys." 
"Now everything therein has passed into thy possession, do thou bequeath and 
give it to kinsman or to stranger, whichever is most agreeable to thee." 
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26. and hy ealle me thaes hyra weodd sealdon, and hyra hand setene, 
that, be hyra life, hit naenge mannan naefre waende  
And they all to me here sewerte made, and wt here honde a-seled that by here 
lyf nevyr hyt to eny man, 
And they all gave me their surety and their sign-manual, that no man, so long as 
they lived, 
 
27. on nane other wisan, butan swa swa ic hit sylf gecuaethe aet tham 
nyhstan daege. 
nother other wyse torne nother gyfe, but so as y myself hyt beqwethe at the 
nexte day. 
should ever make any change in the arrangements which I should decide upon at 
my last day. 
 
28. Ic Alfred, west-seaxena cinge, mid Godes gife, and mid thisse 
gewittenesse, gecwede hu ic ymbe min yrfe (wille) aeftest minum 
daege: 
I Alfred, Westsaxene kyng, wyth Goddys gyft, and by thy wyttenesse I seye 
nowe the intention of my last wylIe to be fulfyllyd aftyr my day 
I Alfred, King of the West Saxons, by the grace of God, and with the cognisance 
of the persons mentioned above, declare what are my wishes concerning the 
disposal of my property after my lifetime. 
 
29. aeriest ic an Eadwearide minan yldrian  suna these landes aet 
Striaetneat on Truconscire, and Heoritigtunes, and tha boc-land ealle  
Fyrst, I grawnte to Edward, my yldiste sone, the londes at Stratnet, in 
Triconschyre, and Hortyngtune, and all the frelond 
In the first place, I give to Edward my elder son, the estate at Stratton in 
Triconscir15, and Hardington, and all the booklands 
 
30. the Leof-heah hylt and tha land aet Earumtune, and aet Cylfantune, 
and et Burinhamme,and aet Wedmori  
that Leof-hath hold, and that lond at Carumtune, and at Kylfantune, and at 
Burnham, and at Wedmore 
held by Leofheah, and the estates at Carhampton, Kilton (?), Burnham and 
Wedmore 
 
31. and ic eom fyrimthig to þam hiwum aet Ceodrie thaet hy hine 
ceosan on tha geriad the we aeri gecweden haefdon,  
and I conferme to the keper at Ceodre tha he hyt have, after the puyngtyng that 
we erst seyde hafe 
and I request of the community at Cheddar that they choose him, on the terms 
which we have already agreed upon 
 
 
 

                                                 
15 Unknown in Modern English 
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32. mid tham land aet Ciwtune, and tham the thaer to-hyriath  and ic 
him an thaes landes aet Cantuctune, and aet Bedemdan, and aet  
Fefesige, and Hysseburinan, and aet Suttune, and Leodrudan, and æt 
Apeltune.  
wt that land at Kyntune, and that therto longyth. And I to him grawnte the londis 
at Kantintune, and at Bedewynde, and at Pefesy, and at Hysseburn, and at 
Suttune, and at Leodridan, and at Aultune. 
with the estate at Chewton and those belonging thereto. And I give him the 
estates at Quantockshead, Bedwin, Pewsey, Hurstbourne, Sutton, Leatherhead, 
and Alton 
 
33. And ealle pa boc-land þe ic on Cent habbe, and æt þam Nyñerian 
Hysseburinan and æt Cyseldene, agyfe man in to Wintanceastrie,  
And all the frelond that I in Kent have, and  at Nether Hysseburn, and at 
Kyseldene, I gyve my chef servant at Wynchester 
And all the booklands which I have in Kent, and at the lower Hurstbourne, and at 
Chiseldon, are to be given to Winchester 
 
 
34. on þa geriad the hit min fæderi æri gecyeñe, and þæt min sundori 
feoh þæt ic Egulfe oñfæste on þam Neoñerian Hysseburinan.  
after the synement that hyt my fadyr er beqweythyd, and myn other fee that I to 
Egulfe gafe un to, at certeyn tyme at the Nether Hysseborne. 
on the conditions laid down by my father, together with my private property at 
the lower Hurstbourne which I have entrusted to Ecgulf. 
 
35. And þan gingrian minan suna þæt land æt Eaderungtune, and þæt 
æt Dene, and þæt æt Meone, and æt Ambriesbyrig, and æt Deone, and 
æt Sturie-mynsteri, and æt Gifle, ænd æt Cruiærin, and æt Hwitan-
cyrucan; and æt Axanmuñan and æt Briancæscumbe and æt 
Columtune; and æt Twyfiride, and æt Mylenburnam and æt 
Exanmynsteri; and æt Suñeswyriñe, and æt Liwtune, and þa land þe 
þæri to-hyrian; þa Sind ealle þe ic on wealcyne haebbe, butan 
Truconstirie.  
And that my gongyr sone have that lond at Ederingtune, and that at the Dene, 
and that at Mene, and at Ambresbury, and at Deone, and at Sturemynster, and 
at Zeule, and at Kruerne, and at Whytchyrche, and at Axamuntham, and at 
Branescumbe, and at Kolumtune, and at Twyfyrd, and at Myllenburn, and at 
Exanmynster, and at Sutheswyrthe, and at Lyntune, and the lond that there to 
longyth, the whyche be all that I under hevyn have, uttake Trikonschyre. 
And to my younger son the estates at Arreton, Dean, Meon, Amesbury, Dean, 
Sturminster, Yeovil, Crewkerne, Whitchurch, Axmouth, Branscombe, Cullompton, 
Twyford, Milborne, Exminster, Sutheswyrth and Luton, and the lands belonging 
thereto, namely all that I have among the Welsh except Triconscir. 
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36. And minrie yldstan dehteri þæne ham æt Welepe and þærie 
medemestan æt Clearian; and æt Cendeferi; and þærie gingestan þone 
ham æt Welig, and æt Æschune, and æt Cippan-hamme;  
And to my ilderyst dowthter, I grawnt the twune of Welewe; and to the mydmest 
dowther, I graunte the twune of Klere, and of Kendevere; and to my gongyst 
dowthtyr, I graunte the twune of Welyg, and of Ascktune, and of Schyppenam. 
And to my eldest daughter the residence at Wellow; and to the second, those at 
Clere and Candover and to the youngest the residences at Wellow, Ashton and 
Chippenham. 
37. and Æñelme, mines brioñeri suna, þone ham æt Ealding-hurinan, 
and æt Cumtune, and æt Crumdellan, and æt Beadingum, and æt 
Beadinga-hamme, and æt Burinham, and æt Thunresfelda, and æt 
Æscengm;  
And to Athelme, my brotherys sone, I grawnt the twune of Eleyngburn, and of 
Kumptune, and of Krundele, and of Bedyngum, and of Bedyngham, and of 
Burnham, and of Thunresfeld, and of Aschengum. 
And to Aethelm, my brother's son, the residences at Aldingbourne, Compton, 
Crondall, Beeding, Beddingham, Burnham, Thunderfield and Eashing. 
 
38. and Aþelwolde, mines brioñori suna, þone hamme æt Godelmingum 
and æt Gildeforida, and æt Steningum  
And to Athelwold, my brotherys sone, the twune of Godelmynge, and of Gylford, 
and of Stemugum. 
And to Aethelwold, my brother's son, the residences at Godalming, Guildford and 
Steyning. 
 
39. and Osferiñe, minum mæge, þone ham æt Beccanlea, and æt 
Hryñeriam-felda, and æt Diccanlingum, and let Suñtune, and æt 
Lullinge-minsteri, and æt Angemæringum, and æt Felh-hamme, and þa 
land þe þær to-hyrian.  
And to Osferthe, my cosyn, I graunte the twune of Beccanle, and of 
Rytherhamfeld, and of Dyccanlyngum, and of Suttune, and of Lullyngarynster, 
and of Angemeryngum, and of Felthham, and the lond that there to longyth. 
And to my kinsman Osferth those at Beckley, Rotherneld, Ditchling, Sutton, 
Lyminster, Augmering and Felpham, and the lands belonging thereto. 
 
40. And Ealhswiñe þone ham æt Lambburinam, and æt Waneting, and 
æt Eñandune.  
And to Alswythe, the twne of Lamburne, and of Wantyngh, and of Ethandune. 
And to Ealhswith the residences at Lambourn, Wantage and Edington. 
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41. And minnum twan sunum an þusend punda, ægñrium fif hund 
punda; and minrie yldstan dehteri, and þærie midemestan, and þærie 
gingstan, and Ealhswide, him feowrum feower hund punda, ælcum an 
hund punda;  
And to my twey sonys, I beqweyth a thwsund pund, eythyr fyf hundryd pund. 
And to myn ilderyst dowgter, and to the myddelyst, and to the gongyst, and to 
Alswythe, to hem fowr, fowr hundyrd pund, everyche of hem an hunderyd pund. 
And to my two sons one thousand pounds, five hundred pounds to each. And to 
my eldest daughter and to the second and to the youngest and to Ealhswith, four 
hundred pounds to the four of them, one hundred pounds to each. 
 
42. and minra ealdormanna, elcum an hund mancusa; and Æþelme, and 
Añelwolde, and Osferñe, eac swa; and Æþerede ealdormenn an sweord 
on hund teontigum mancusum;  
And to everyche of my gentylmen an hunderyd mark. And to Ethelme, and 
Athelwolde, and Osferthe, also, everyche of hem an hunderyd mark. And to 
Ethered, my gentylman, I gyve a swerd, and twenti hunderyd mark. 
And to each of my earls one hundred mancuses; and the same also to 
Aethelhelm, Aethelwold and Osferth; and to Earl Aethelred a sword worth one 
hundred mancuses. 
 
43. and þam mannum þe me folgiañ, þe ic nu on eastertidum feoh 
sealde, twa hund punda agife man him,  
And to that man that folwyth me, wyt wham at Estyrtyd I covenaunt made, I 
take too hunderyd pund that man to gyve, 
And to the men who serve me, to whom I have made gifts this Easter, two 
hundred pounds are to be given 
 
44. and dæle man him betweoh, ælcum swa him, togebyrian wille, 
æfter þære wisan þe hie him nu dæle ;  
and that man to partye be twyxt all tho ther hym to be byryyd lykyth, after the 
wyse that I now to hym dele. 
and divided between them, to each as much as will fall to him according to the 
proportion in which I have just made my distribution. 
 
45. and þam ercebisceope, c. mancusa; and Esne, bisceop, and 
Werferñe, bisceope, and þam æt Scireburnam;   
And to the Erchebyschop, I gyve an hunderyd mark, and Esne., byschop, and 
Werferthe, byschop, and to hym of Schyrburn,  
And one hundred mancuses to the archbishop and to Bishop Esne and to Bishop 
Werferth and to the Bishop of Sherborne. 
 
46. eac swa, gedæele for me, and for min fæder, and for þa fscynd, þe 
he foreþingode,  
everyche of hem as myche, for to departye, and to dele, for me, and for my 
fadyr, and for that thyng that he before asynyd. 
Likewise, two hundred pounds are to be distributed for me and for my father and 
for the friends for whom he interceded  
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47. and ic foreþingie twa hund punda fiftig mæsse preostoun ofer eall 
minn rice; fiftig, earmum godes þeowum; fiftig earmum þearfum fiftig, 
to þære cyrican þe ic æt rest 
And I asyne too hunderyd pund to fyfty masse prestys twrw all my reem. And fifti 
schilyngys to every of Godys servauntys; and fyfty schylyng to dele among the 
powr peple; and fyfty to the chyrche wher that I am byryyd. 
and I intercede-fifty to priests throughout my realm, fifty to poor servants of 
God, fifty to the distressed poor, fifty to the church in which I shall rest. 
 
48. and, ic nat naht gewislice hwæþer þæer feoh swa micel is, ne ic nat 
þeah his mare sy, butan swa ic wene.  
And I not nat trewely weyther ther ys more than these gyftys, ne I trow that 
there ys no more as I wene. 
I do not know for certain whether there is as much money as this, nor do I know 
whether there is more, but I think that there is. 
 
49. Gif hit mare sy, beo hit him eallum gemene þe ic  feoh becweñen 
hæbbe; and is wille þæt mine ealdormenn and min þenigmenn þær 
ealle mid syndan, and þis þus  gedælan.  
Yf yt more be, be hyt all demenyd as I to gyve have seyd.  And I wyll that my 
gentylmen, and my gymen, and al tho that wyth hem beth, that they thys thus 
departye,  
If there is more, it is to be shared between all those to whom I have bequeathed 
money; and I desire that my earls and 
officials should all be present at the time, and divide it between them in the 
manner aforesaid. 
 
50. þonne hæfde ic ær on oñre wisan awritan ymbe myn yrfe, þa ic 
hæfde mare feoh, and ma maga, and hæfde monegum mannum þa 
gewritu oñefæst, and on þas ylcan gewittenesse hy wæron on awritene  
ne on none other wyse than I have wryte by fore, to fore my heyr to wham I 
have most gyve and most mygt. And  monymen han at thys tyme ther to wryte, 
and to fore all thys wyttenesse thes yyftes were i-wryte  
Now I had made other arrangements in writing concerning my inheritance, when 
I had more money and more kinsmen, and had committed the documents to 
many men, with whose cognisance they had been drawn up. 
 
51. þonne hæbbe ic nu foribærmed þa ealdan. þe ic geahsian mihte. Gif 
hyria hwylc funden biñ ne foristent þæt naht; foriþam ic wille þæt hit 
nu þus sy mid Godes fultume. 
 than have I now forchargyd the pryncys of my reeme that I aske mygt of hem 
that fundyn byth that hyt let not, for that that hyt ys my wyll that hyt nw be 
thus, thorw Goddys strenkth. 
I have now burnt the old ones which I could hear of. If any of these is found, it 
shall be of no value, since these are the arrangements which I now desire should 
stand, with God's help. 
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52. And ic wille þa menn þe þa land habbañ, þa worid gelæstan þe on 
mines fæder yrifegewrite standañ, swa swa hy fyrimest magon;  
And I wyl that tho men the whyche these londys havyn, kepe the word that of 
my faderys herytage stondyth i-write, of myche as they strengyst mowe. 
And I desire that those persons who have the estates, should follow the 
directions contained in my father's will, to the best of their ability. 
 
53. and ic wille, gife ic ænigum menn ænig feoh unleanod hæbbe, þæt 
minne magas þæt huriu geleanian.  
And I wyll yf I eny man have gyfe, or any lenyd have, that they to my cosynis or 
to here hyt seue 
And if I have money owing to any man, I wish my kinsmen to pay it in any case. 
 
54. And ic wille þa menni þe ic mine boc-land becweden hæbbe, þæt hy 
hit ne asyllan of minum cynne oferi heoria dæg;  
And I wyll that tho men that I my freland have beqwethyd, that they gyve hyt 
nat from my kynne overe here day. 
And I desire that those persons to whom I have bequeathed my bookland, 
should not alienate it from my family after their death,  
 
55. ac ic wille, [ofer] hyria dæg, þæt hit gange on þa nihstan hand me, 
butan hyria hwylc bearni hæbbe, þonne is me leofast þæt hit gange on 
þæt striyned on þa wæpned healfe, þa hwile þe ænig þæs wyriñe sy. 
And I wyll that aftyr here day to the next hond of me, wythowte hem that 
chyldryn have, than ys me levyst that hyt go to the mawl chyld by-gete, as long 
whyle as eny on erthe be. 
but that after their time it should pass to my nearest of kin unless any of them 
have children; then I should prefer that it should pass to the child born on the 
male side so long as there be any capable of holding it. 
 
56. Min yldria fæderi hæfde gecweden hys land on þa speriehealfe, næs 
on þa spinlhealfe.  
Myn yldyr fadyr hys lond, on the same wyse, be-qweythyd to the mawlys.  
My grandfather bequeathed his land in the male line and not in the female line.  
 
57. þonne, gif ic gesealde ænigrie wifhanda þæt he gestrinde 
An than yf I take hyt on eny degre to wommenys hond, I wyll that 
 If, then, I have given to any woman what he acquired, 
 
58. þonne forigyldan mine magas, and gif hy hit be þan libendan 
habban willan, gif hit elles sy, gange it; oferi hyria dæg, swa swa we 
æri gecweden  hæfdon; 
aftyr here day, he to gelde hyt to my mawlys kyn, the whyche comen of here. 
And yf they by here lyf lyvynge hyt will have; and yf it ell be, than go hyt ovyr 
here day, so as we here byfore have be-qweythyd 
and my kinsmen wish to have it in the lifetime [of the holders], they are to buy it 
back. If not, let it be dealt with after their time as we have already arranged. 
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59. foriþon ic cweñ  þæt hi hit gyldan. Foriñon hy foñ to minum þe ic 
syllan mot, swa wifhanda swa wæpnedhanda swañeri ic wille.  
Ferthermore I sey that they hyt gelde for the lyvelode of my kyn to whem I geve 
most, whether they ben mayde chyldryn, or sonys, as me best lykyth; 
It is for this reason that I say that they must pay for it, because they are 
succeeding to property of mine which I may give to male or female, whichever I 
please. 
 
60. And ic bidde on Godes naman, and on his haligria þa munria maga 
nan, ne yrifewearida ne gespence nan, nænig cyrielif þaria þe ic 
foriegeald;  
and I bydde, on Goddys name, and on all halewene; that none of my kyn 
heraftyrward labor not agenst eny of ther kynrede that I have gyve and be-
qweythyd to here byfore. 
And I pray in the name of God and of His saints that none of my kinsmen or 
legatees oppress any of the dependents for whom I have paid. 
 
61. and me westseaxena witan to rihte geriehton þæt ic hi mot lætan, 
swa frieo swa þeowe, swæñeri ic wille;  
And wt me all the worthynesse of West-saxone to rygt consentyn that I most. 
leve hem as fre as thowt, wheythyr that I wyll 
Now the West Saxon council have duly declared to me that I may leave them 
bond or free, whichever I will. 
 
62. ac ic fori Godes lufan, and fori minria sawle þearife, wille þæt hy 
syn heoria frieolses wyride, and hyria cyries; and ic on Godes lifiendes 
naman beode þat hy nan man ne briocie, 
and I for Goddys love, and for my sowle helthe, wylle that they in possessyon of 
here fredom, and alle here kyred, and I on, Goddys holy name comawnde that 
them no man wythsey, 
But I desire, for the love of God and for the good of my soul, that they be 
entitled to their freedom and their choice. And I enjoin in the name of the living 
God, that no man put pressure upon them 
 
63. ne mid feos manunge, ne mid nængum þingum, þæt hy ne motan 
ceosan swylcne mann swylce hy willan.  
nother wt strenthe nother wt eny thyng, that they ne mote sesyn that man wham 
they wylle in here londys. 
either by pecuniary exactions, or by any other means, so as to prevent them 
from choosing whatsoever man they will. 
 
64. And ic wille þæt man agife pam hiwum æt Domria-hamme hyria 
land-bec, and hyria frieols swylce hand to ceosenne swylce him leofast 
sy;  
And I wyll than men geve to the hows at Domrahamme here land-bok, and here 
fredomys, hem to seosyn what hond hem levyst is 
And I desire that the community at Damerham be given their charters, and 
liberty to choose whatever lord they think best 
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65. fori me, and for Ælflede, and fori þa friynd þe heo forieþingode, and 
ic forieþingie.  
for me, and for Elflede, and for here frendys that he ys bownd to, and that I am 
bounde to, 
for my sake and for Aelflaed, and for the friends for whom she interceded and I 
intercede. 
 
66. And sec man eac on cwicum ceape ymbe minrie sawle þearife, swa 
hit beon mæge, and swa hit eac geriysne sy, and swa ge me forigyfan 
willan. 
and for the nedy that alyve be, to kepe hyt, that yt may be helthe for my sowle, 
and that hyt be to me in forgyvenesse, and so I desyre me to be forgeve 
And for the good of my soul let such provision be made in live stock, as is 
feasible, and also becoming, and as ye are willing to grant me. 
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11.2 AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN WULFMERE OF BARTON AND 
THE COMMUNITY OF HYDE 

 
1. Her swytelañ on þisym gewryte hu Ælfsige abbot and se hired on 
niwam minstre  
Her ys schewyd on thys wrytynge, how Elfsyge abbot and the covent of the newe 
mynystre 
It is revealed in this document how Alfsige the abbot and the convent in the New 
Monastery 
 
2. alendan Wlfmære an hide landes æt Bertune, his dæg and his wifes 
on þæt gerad  
hath lent to Wlfmare an hyde lond at Bertone, hys day and hys wyfys on that 
covenant 
lent one hide of land at Berton to Wulfmere, so long as he or his wife lives on the 
condition 
 
3. þæt syo hid, and oþer hid æt Dregtune, gangan in to þam mynistre, 
swa gewered,  
that hyde and an other hyde at Draytone, go yn to the mynystre so measured  
that this hide and another hide at Drayton goes to the monastery as safe 
 
4. swa hy beon, ofer hyra dæg, and þisra twegna hida landgemæra sind  
and as they ben, after here day and markys of these to hyde lond ben  
as they are, after their days and and the measures of these two hides of land are 
 
5. on þære bec ñe Dregtune uton be liñ, and þis is gedon be Æñelredes 
cunuges  
in the Boke of Draytone. And thys ys do by Ethelredys kyngys  
in the book that  is kept in Drayton and this is agreed under the witness of my 
king Aethelred 
 
6. miinan and gewitnesse and Ælfrices arcebisccopes and Ælfheges 
bisceopes  
wyll and wytnesse, Alfrikes, archebyschop and Elfeges byschopes 
and Alfric, archbishop, and Alfege bishop 
 
7. and Ælfrices ealdormannes and Æñelmeæres and Ordulfes and 
Sulgeates  
and Alfrikes, duk, and Athelmares, and Ordulfes and Rulfgates  
and Alfric nobleman and Athelmare and Ordulf and Sulgate 
 
8. and Æñelrices and Æñelweardes and þara þreowa hireda on ealdan 
ministre  
and Athelryces and Athelwardes and the thre herdys of the old mynystre 
and Eñelrice and Añelward and the three communities of the Old Monastery, 
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9. and on niwan ministre ad on nunan ministre and þis is on þæt gerad 
gedon  
of newe mynystre, of nun mynystre, and thys ys do on that entent 
the New Monastery and Nunnery. And it is agreed upon on condition 
 
10. þæt Wulfmare sy freond and hold in to ñem mynstre on ælcre stowe  
that Wlfmare be frend and holde with that mynystre yn every place 
that Wulfmare be friend and faithfull to the Monastery in every aspect. 
 
11. ægñer ge for Gode ge for worulde. 
Eyther to for God and to fore the wordele. 
Both in the world as well as before God. 
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11.3 AþELWOLD´S WILL 
 
1. Ðis is Aþelwoldis cwyde: þæt is ærest, þæt he bitt his cynehlaford for 
godes lufon,  
Thys ys the testament of Athelwold, that he bade his cosyn, for Godes love, 
This the testament of Æthelwold, namely first he asks his king, for the love of 
God 
 
2. and for his cynescipe, þæt his cwyde standen mote on þæm þingon 
þe he æt þe ge gearnod hæfþ, and æt þinum foregengan. 
that hyt most be fulfyld of the thynges that beth here wryte. 
And for his kingly power, that the testament be valid with the things that he both 
has earned himself and from his ancestors 
 
3. Þæt is ærest, þæt he gean for his sule xx mancusas goldes in to 
Niwan Menstre and ane cuppan him to sawel sceatte, 
Fyrst, he by qwethyth xx mark of golde to the Newe Monasterie, and one cuppe 
to have hym on mynde 
Namely first he gives 30 marks to the New Monastery for the good of his soul 
and a cup as a payment for his soul 
 
4. and xx mancusas goldes his gebroþrun in to Abbandune, and he 
becwæþ his cynehlaford 
and xx marks of gold to hys bretheren of Abyndon, and he by qwethyt hys cosyn 
and 20 mark his brothers to Abyndon and he bequeathes his king 
 
5. him to heregeatewan ænne beah on xxx mancusas and twu lecga 
and II hors and  
xxx marke, to kepe hym wele on hys sykenesse, also too beddys, too hors 
for his military equipment one ring worth 30 marks and two beds and 2 horses 
and  
 
6. II sweord and II scyldas, and twa speru, and he becweæþ his wife 
þa x hida æt Maningforda 
to swerdes to scheldes, adn to sperys, and he by qwath hys wyf ten hydys of 
lond at Manyngforede, 
2 swords and 2 shields and two spears and he bequathes his wife the 10 hides of 
land at maningford 
 
7. þa hwile þe hire dæg wære and aftær hire dæge into Niwan Mynstre  
whyle that sche lyved, any aftyr her day to turne un to the Newe Monasterie 
while her days last and after her days (the land shall go) to the New Monastery 
 
8. for heora begra sawle, and he hire becwæþ .xxx. mancusas goldes, 
and ane cuppan.  
for here bothe sowles. And he  be qwath her .xxx. mark of gold, and one cuppe, 
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for the good of the souls of both of them. And he bequeathes her 30 golde marks 
and one cup 
 
9.And ic gean minum suna anre hide landes æt Uptune and anre lecge,  
And he gaf here sone an hyde londe at Upton and a bedde,  
AndI give my son one hide land at Upton and one bed 
 
10. and ic gean þæm ealdermen anre crusnan, and ic gean Leofwine 
oþere crusnan.  
and he gaf alle hys other meyny an haberion, and he gaf Loefwyn an other 
habergon. 
And I give to the noblemen one fur coat and  and I give Leofwine another fur 
coat. 
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11.4 CRIMES OF WULFBOLD 
 
I. þis sind þa forwyrhto þe Wulfbold hine wiþ his hlaford forworhte:  
These ben the forfetys that Wlfbold gyman with alle hys kynred havith y forfetyd. 
These are the crimes by which Wulfbold himself with his lord ruined. 
 
II. þæt is ærest þa his fædor wæs forfæren, þa ferde he to his 
steopmoder land  
That ys fyrst, whan hys fader was passyd out of thys wordele, he  wente to hys 
stepmoderrys lond 
It was first when his father died, then he went to his stepmother´s land 
 
III. and nam þær eal þæt he þær finde, inne and ute, læsse and mare. 
and toke all that he fond ther ynne, bothe lasse and more. 
And took everything that  he there found inside and outside, small and big. 
 
IV. þa send se cyng him to and bead him þæt he agefe þæ reaflac:  
Than he sent the kyng to hym, and bade hym that he delyvyr agen all that he 
toke ther 
The the king sent to him and asked him to give what he had seized 
 
V. ña forsæt he þæt: 
the he withseyde and obeyd not to the kyngys comandement. 
But he paid no attention to it. 
 
VI. þa getæhte mon þan cyng his wer. And þe cing him sende eftsoma 
to and bead him þa ilce.  
Than sent the kyng hys messanger agen unto hym and bad hym to delyvyr that 
goode that he ther toke, and he wold not. 
Then his wergild was assigned to the king. And the king sent to him again to ask 
him the same. 
 
VII. Þa forsæt he þæt, þa getæhte eft oþre siñe þam cingge his wer,  
The thrydde tyme the kyng send hym to biddynge as he dyde by fore, but he 
wold not,  
But he persevered and then the wergild was assigned to the king for the second 
time, 
 
 
 
 
 
VIII. Ufonan þæt þa ferde he to and gerad his mæges land, 
Byrhtmæres æt Burnan.  
but more ovyr he went to hys cosynys londis Brythmere at Burnan and robbyd 
them. 
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Besides that he went to his kinsman Brihtmær of Bourne and robbed him of his 
land. 
 
IX. Þa sende se cing him to and bead him þæt he hit rymde þæt land.  
That sent the kyng agen to hym, and bade hym leve.  
Then the king sent to him and asked him that he gives it up. 
 
X. OE Þa forsæt he þæt þa getæhte mon þam cynge his wer þriddan 
siñe. And se cyng  sende him þa gyt to and bead him of. Þa forsæt he 
þæt, þa getæhte mon þam cynge his wer feorñan siñe.  
But he persevered and his wergild was assigned to the king for the third time. 
And the king sent to him once again (þa gyt to) and asked him the same. And he 
persevered so his wergild was assigned to the king for the fourth time.  
 
X. ME he wolde not abeye the kyngys sond. Agen the kyng sent to hym, 
comawndynge hym, as he dide by fore, on payne of forfetynge of all hys lond 
and goodys, But gyt wolde he not obeye, but withseyde the kyng fowr sythe. 
But he wouldn´t listen to the king´s command. And the king sent to him again 
and ordered him, as he did previously, to give up all his land and property. But 
he declined to obey and he withstood the king for the fourth time. 
 
XI. Þa þæt micel gemot wæs æt Lundene þa wæs Æþelwine ealdorman 
þar and ealle þæs cyngis witon.  
At the conseyl at Londone, they sent aftyr hym, he wolde not come. At the 
whyche conseyle was the kyng and Athelme pryns, with all the kyngys conseyl 
Then there was a great meeting at London, there was Æþelwine the nobleman 
and all the king´s witnesses. 
 
XII. Þa getæhton ealle þa witan þe þær wæron ge gehadode ge læwide 
þam cynge ealle Wulfboldes ære, and hine silfne to  þam þe se cynge 
wolde, swa to life swa to deade.  
wher they disheretyd Wlfbold, with all hys kynred, from hys lyvelode and good 
and Wlfboldys body as the kyng wold do ther with, wheyther he wolde have hem 
dede or alyve 
Then all the witnesses that there were, both ecclesiastics and laymen, appointed 
all Wulfbold´s property and himself to the king, as he liked it, dead or alive. 
 
 
 
XIII. And he hæfde eall þis ungebet oþþ he forþferde  
and aftyr he was ago above all thys by fore 
And he had all this unamended or he died 
 
XIV. eft þa he wæs forþfaran, ufenan eal þis þa ferde his laf to, mid 
hyre cilde and ofsloh Eadmer, þæs cyngis þegen, Wulfboldis faderan 
sune and his fiftyne geferan 
hys wyf, with here sone, went in to the forseyd lond and slow Edmer, the kyngys 
servawnt and fyftene of his felawys, 
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After he died, besides this, his widow went with her child and killed Eadmer, the 
thane of the king, the son of Wulfbold´ s uncle and his fifteen companions. 
 
XV. on þan land æt Burnan þe he on reaflace ongen þæne cynyng 
hæfde.  
yn the lond at Burnan 
on the land at Bourne that he held in possession despite the king. 
 
XVI. And þa Æþelgare arcebisceop hæfde þæne miclan sinoþ an 
Lundene.  
And Athelgar archebyshop had the same tyme a gret synod at London  
And then Æþelgare the archbishop had a great synod in London. 
 
XVII. Þa getæhte man þam cinge hine and ealle his are. 
wher Wlfbold was take to the kyng, with  alle hys goode. 
Then he and all his property was assigned to the king. 
 
Thes ben the men that were at the takynge of thys lond. 
These are the men that were at the decision. 
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11.5 DONATION OF ALFRED THE MINISTER OF THE ESTATES 
AT STANHAM 

 
1. Ic Ælfreod, ñein an þæs (landes) æt Stanham ofer minne dæge 
minan wifan  
I Alfred, servant grant these londis at Stanham, aftyr my day, my wyf to have 
hem  
I Alfred thane give the land at Stanham after my days to my wife 
 
2. (to hire)dægi and ofer hiere dæg on niwan mninister on 
Winteacester  
here dayys, and aftyr hyre dayys, go hyt in to the Newe Monastery of 
Wynchester, 
until the end of her days and after her days to the New Monastery in Winchester. 
 
3. uncer begea sayla þearfe, swa freolre swa cing Æthelstan, minan 
leowan leord  
for the helpe of owre bothe sowlys, as frely as kyng Athelstan, my levyst lord,  
for the good of the souls of both of us, as freely as king Æthelstan, my beloved 
lord 
 
4. ge me gegiwan, and nan manan hit on enig oþer wænde giwan, 
hath gyve me, and no man hyt on eny wyse other turne, 
had given it to me and no man shall reverse this in any way 
 
5. þonne ic heafan giwan, foran ic hit self on noþer wænde giwan.  
but as I gyve have, for I my self none other wyse wyll hyt turne. 
than I have given it, unless I myself  give it otherwise 
 
6. And nanan on niwan minister on Winteacester hit ut willan on enig 
wænde  
And no man of the Newe Monasterye of Wynchester hyt do or gyve awey on eny 
wyse 
And no one in the New Monastery in Winchester shall depart it in any way 
 
7. and si habban on ælcnisse,  
But hat they hyt have for evyr more. 
And be it so  that they have it for ever. 
 
8. and sind gewritan gewitenesse and hiera handa setene. 
And they are signed here as witnesses and their sign-manuals too. 
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11.6 KING EADRED´S WILL 
(translation F.E. Harmer 1914 Select historical documents of the ninth and tenth 
centuries Cambridge: Cambridge University Press) 
 
I.Þis is Eadredes cinges cwiñe: þæt is þænne ærest þæt he in to þære 
stowe  
Thys is kyng Edredys Testament, that ys to sey, Fyrst he gyvyth yn to the place 
This is King Eadred´s will. In the first place, he presents the foundation  
 
II.þær he wile þæt his lic reste twegra gyldenra roda and twegra 
gyldenhiltra sweorda  
where hym plesyth hys body for to reste, aftyr hys day, to croysys of goold, wyth 
the ymagys of goold, and to swerdys the hyltys of goold 
wherein he desires that his body shall rest, two golden crosses and two swords 
with hilts of gold  
 
III. and feower hund punda.  
and fower hunderyd punde 
and four hundred pounds 
 
IV.Þænne an he in to Winterceastre to ealden mynstrie treowa hama, 
þæt is þænne, Duntune and Dromerham and Calne.  
Also he gyvyth in to the Oolde Monastery of Wynchester thre townys, that ys to 
sey Dwntune, and Domerham and Calne. 
Item, he gives to Old Minster at Winchester three estates, namely Downton, 
Damerham, and Calne. 
 
V. Þænne an he in to niwan mynstrie þreowa hama, þæt is þænne 
Hwerwyl and Andeseras and Clearas and to nunan mynstrie 
Scealdeburnan and þæt ham and Bradanford.  
Ferthermore, he grauntyth in to the New Monastery of Wynchester thre twnys, 
that ys to sey Wharewel and Andever and Clere. And he grauntyth in to Nunne 
Ministyr of Mynchens at Wnychester tre twnys that ys to seye Selborn, and 
Hamme and Bradford. 
Item he gives to New Minster three estates, namely Wherwell, Andover and Clere 
and to Nunnaminster Shalbourne, Thatcham and Bradford. 
 
VI. Þænne an he to nunan mynstrie to Ceastre þritiga punda and þritiga 
to Wiltune and þritiga to Sceafnesbirig.  
Also he grawntyth to Nunne Ministyr at Chestyr thrytty ound, and to Wyltone 
thrytty pund and thirtty pund to Schaftysbury. 
Item, he gives to Nunnaminster at Winchester thirty pounds and thirty to Wilton 
and thirty to Shaftesbury. 
 
VII. Þænne an he his sayla to onliesnesse and his deodscipe to þearfe, 
sixtyne hund punda, to þan ñæt hi mege magan hungor and hæþenne 
here him fram aceapian gif hie beþurfen.  
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Ferthermore he grauntyth, for relesyng of the paynys of hys sowle and for his 
deth rewardynge, to the pwre peple, syxtenehundred punde on that intent that 
they may suffyr none hungyr.And he here hym aschwsyth that thys summe of 
good on that  entent he gyvyth to the powr pepyll. 
Item, he gives sixteen hundred pounds for the redemption of his soul and for the 
good of his people that they may be able to purchase for themselves relief from 
want and from the heathen army, if they need (to do so). 
 
VIII. Þænne to se ercebiseop æt Cristercirican to feower hund pundun, 
Cantwarum and Suþrigum and Suthseaxum and Bearruescire to 
fultume and gif an biscop hwæt tide, þænne beo þæt feoh on þan 
mynstrie on þara witena gewittenesse ñe on þære scipe beon.  
Also he gyvyth to the Erchebyshop of Crystyschyrche, fowr hundred pund, of 
these fowr schyrrys, that ys to sey of Caunterbyryschyre an hundred pound, of 
Sutherey an hundryd pund, of Swsex and hundryd pund, of Barochyre an 
hundred pound to rejoyse the tyme of hys lyf, and if hyt so be that the 
Erchebyschop be ded, than go that fe in to the mynystyr of Crystyschyrche at 
Caunterbury and ther to here conseyl bere wyttenesse and all that in these fowr 
schyrys dwellyn. 
Of this the Archbishop at Christ Church is to receive four hundred pounds for the 
relief of the people of Kent and Surrey and Sussex and Berkshire, and if anything 
happened to the bishop the money shall remain in the monastery in the charge 
of the members of the council who are in that county. 
 
IX. And to Ælfsige biscop to  þam biscopstole to Winteceastre to feower 
hund pundum, twa hund to Hamtunscire and to Wiltunscire an hund, 
and ofer to Dorsæton, and gif him hwæt tide, beo hit swa hit hær bufan 
cwiñ, on þara witena gewitenesse ñe on þære scipe beon.  
And also he beqweythyth to Elphege byschop and to the byschopris of 
Wynchester fowr hundryd pund, to hundryd of Hamptonschyre and an hundryd 
pund od Wyltonschyre and an hundryd pund of Wyltschyre and an hundryd pund 
of Dorseteschyre. And if hyt so be that the byschop be dede be hyt as he seyde 
here by fore by the Erche byschop, that the fowr hundryd pund of fee go yn to 
the old monasterie of Wynchester and ther to be al the thre schyrys wyttenesse 
and alle that in hem dwellyn. 
And Aelfsige bishop of the see of Winchester, is to receive four hundred pounds, 
two hundred for Hampshire and one hundred each for Wiltshire and Dorsetshire; 
and if anything happened to him, it shall remain – as in a similar case mentioned 
above – in the charge of the members of the council who are in that county. 
 
X. Þænne to Dunstan abbod to twam hund pundum and healde at 
Glæstingabirig, Sumorsæton and Defenum and gif him hwæt tide, beo 
hit swa hit her bufan cwiñ.  
Also Dunston abbot to hundryd pund and to the monastery of Glastynbyry, an 
hunderyd pund of Sumersereschyre and an hunderyd pund of Deveneschyre and 
aftyr hys day be that fee dysposyd aftyr the forme as he by fore hathe 
byqweythyd. 
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Item, Abbot Dunstan is to receive two hundred pounds and to keep it at 
Glastonbury for the poeple of Somerset and Devon; and if anything happen to 
him, arrangements similar to those above shall be made. 
 
XI. Þænne to Ælfsige biscop to twam hund pundum, þe þær ofer is, and 
healde æt þam biscopstole on Winteceastre, swilcre scipe, swilcre þearf 
sie.  
Also to Elfsyge byschop and to the see of Wynchestyr, ofyr the fowr hunderyd 
pund, he  beqweythyth to hundryd pund, to dele among the powr pepyl, in 
schyre where they be moste nedy. 
Item, Aelfsige is to receive the two hundred pounds left over, and keep at the 
episcopal see at Winchester, for whichever shire may need it. 
 
XII. Þænne to Oscytel biscop to feower hund pundum and healde hit hit 
ñæm biscopstole at Dorecastre Myrcumme, swa hit her bufan cwiñe.  
Also, to Osketyl byschop and to the monkys of Dorkchester fowr hundryd pund 
and to the byschopps see aftyr the forme as he byfore hath byqweythyd. 
Item, Bishop Oscytel is to receive four hundred pounds and keep it at the 
episcopal see at Dorchester for the Mercians, in accordance with the 
arrangement described above. 
 
XIII. Þænne hæfþ Wulfhelm biscop ñæt feower hund punda.  
Also to Wlfhelm byschop fowr hundryd pund 
Now Bishop Wulfhelm has that sum of four hundred pounds. 
 
XIV. Þanne minre16 man twentig hund mancusa goldes and gemynetige 
to mancusan  
and to my chef servant I be qweyth twenty hundryd handfullys of goold, he 
therof to dele too handfullys of goold to the powre, 
Item, gold to the amount of two thousand mancuses is to be taken and coined 
into mancuses; 
 
XV. and to se ercebiscop to annum dæle to, oþrum Ælfsige biscop to, 
þriddan Oscytel biscop, and gedælen geond þa biscopricea, Gode to 
willan and minre sawle to anliesnesse.  
and to the Erchebyschop other too handfullys of goold and to Elfsyge byschop 
other too, and the thrydde to Osketyl byschop they to dele hyt yn here 
byschoprychys for the relessyng of paynys of my sowle.  
And the Archbishop is to receive one portion, and Bishop Aelfsige a second and 
Bishop Oscytel a third, and they are to distribute them throughout the bishopris 
for the sake of God and for the redemption of my soul. 
 
XVI. Þænne an ic minre meder þæs landes æt Ambresbirig and æt 
Waneting and æt Basingum and ealra minra boclanda þe ic on 
Suñeseaxum hæbbe and on Suñrigum and on Cent and ealra þære þe 
hio ær hæfde.  

                                                 
16 sic in MS nime 
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Also y gyve to my modyr the londys at Ambresbyry, and at Wantynghe, and at 
Basyng and al my frelond that i on Suthsexe have and on Sutherey and yn Kent, 
and all that I there inne have. 
Item, I give to my mother the estates at Amesbury and Wantage and Basing, and 
all the booklands which I have in Sussex, Surrey and Kent, and all those which 
she has previously had. 
 
XVII. Þænne an ic ñam ercebiscop twa hund mancusa goldes, beo hund 
twelftigum. And ælcan minra leodbiscopa hun twelftiftiga mancusa 
goldes.  
Also I grawnte to the Erchebyschop to hundryd handfullys of goold ant twelfthy 
hundryd pund. And to alle my bede (leode-diocesan) byschopys and hundryd 
handfullys of goold. 
Item, I give to the archbishop two hundred mancuses of gold, reckoning the 
hundred at a hundred and twenty. And  to each of my bishops one hundred and 
twenty mancuses of gold.  
 
XVIII. And ælcan minra ealdormanna hund twentig mancusa goldes. 
And ælcan gesettan discñegne and gesettan hræglñene and gesettan 
biriele hund eahtatig mancusa goldis. 
And to al my gentylmen twenty hundryd handfullys of goold and to all my gymen 
and to myn horsmen and to my botelerys syxthi hundryd handfullys of goold 
And to each of my earls one hundred and twenty mancuses of gold. And to each 
of my (duly) appointed seneschal, chamberlain and butler, one hundred and 
eighty mancuses of gold. 
 
XIX. And ælcan minra mæssepreosta, þe ic gesette hæbbe in to minum 
reliquium fiftyg mancusa goldes and fif pund penenga.  
And to all my masse prestys that I ordeynyd have for to pray for me, fyfty 
handfullys of goold and fyfty hundryd seylyngys  
And to each of my chaplains whom I have put in charge of my relics, fifty 
mancuses of gold and five pounds in silver. 
 
XX. And ælcan þæra oþerra preosta fif pund,  
and to alle other prestys fyfty hundryd schylyngys. 
And five pounds to each of the other priests. 
 
XXI. And ælcan gesettan stigweard, þritig mancusa goldes.  
And to alle my stywardys thyrty handfull of goold  
And thirty mancuses of gold to each (duly) appointed steward, 
 
XXII. And ealcan men preostes þe geþeodad wæs siþþan ic to anwalde 
feng  
and to all mennys prestys I hyryd the wyche I wole they praye for me. 
And to every ecclesiastic who has been appointed (?) since I succeeded to the 
throne 
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XXIII. and ælcan þæra þe is on minnum hirede si swilcre note  swilc he 
sy buton he sy hit in bynde to þam cynestolum,  
And to all myn hyrede men i wyl that the good that over thys be quest is that 
they take hyt to my kynnys folk that yn specyal nothyng y have gyve. 
And to every member of my household, in whatever capacity he be employed, 
unless he be indebted to the royal palaces. 
 
XXIV. Þonne wille ic ñæt man nime to ælcan þissa hama twelf 
almesmen,  
Also I wole that my men take twelf almys men of alle thys towne 
Item, I desire that twelve almsmen be chosen on each of the estates mentioned 
above,  
 
XXV. and gif  hwæt hera ænigan getide, sette man þær oþerne to,  
and dele hem of my good al the whyle they on lyve ben. 
and if anything happen to any of them, another is to be appointed in his place 
 
 
XXVI. and stande þis eal þa hwile þe Cristendom beo, Gode to lofe, and 
minra sawle ælcisnese  
And thys by qwest I wyle that hyt stonde al the whyle Crystendom duryth for 
goddys love and for the spede of my sowle. 
and all this is to hold good so long as Christianity endures, to the glory of God 
and the redemption of my soul;  
 
XXVII. and gif þis hwa done nelle þonne gange þæt land in þær min lic 
rest. 
And aftyr here day that of my be quest levyth go hyt in to the place there me 
lystyth my body for to reste. 
and if anyone refuses to carry it out, his estate is to revert to the place where my 
body shall rest. 
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11.7 ÆÐELGARD´S WILL 
 
1. Ic Æñelgard an þæs landes æt Stottanwelle, ofer mine dæge, minra 
wifan hera dæge, 
I Athelgard gyve these londis at Schotwell, aftyr my day, my wyf to have here 
day, 
I Athelgard concerning the land at Sotwell after my days to my wife as long as 
she lives and after her days 
 
2. and þonne on niwan mynstera on Winatnceaster,  
and than go they in to the Newe Monastery of Wynchester, 
it shall go to the New Monastery in Winchester 
 
3. uncer begea sawle þarfam þæm to brocon and næfre utan seallan. 
for the helthe of owre bothe sowlys hem to have and to rejoys, and never to do 
hem a wey. 
For the benefit of the souls of both of us, for them to use and never to sell it out. 
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11.8 ÆTHELNOD´S WILL 
 
1. Ic Æthelnod, sacerd, an þes landes æt Baysngum mid ealra þæra 
landes  
I Athelnod, prest, grawnt these londys at Basyng, with alle the londys  
I Athelnoth, a priest, concerning the land at Old Basing with all of the lands 
 
2. þæt me cining Edmund sealde in to niwan ministre on 
Wintanceacestre  
that kyng Edmund hath me gyve in to the Newe Monasterie of Wynchester 
that king Edmund granted to me I grant to the New Monastery in Winchester 
 
3. minra sawla þearfe æc to fremdon and mæge ut to seallan, mid ealra 
freogdom 
for the helpynge of my sowle, they evyr for to have hem, and nevyr to do hem a 
wey, with alle the fredom 
for the benefit of my soul, also to sell it to the strangers and relatives with all the 
freedom 
 
4. þæt me cining Edmund giefan habban. Gewitenesse 
that me kyng Edmund hath gyve. Whereof ben wytenesse 
that the King Edmund had given to me. Witnesses. 
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11.9 ÆLFSIGE´S WILL 
 
1. Ðis is Ælfsiges biscopes cwide: þæt is þonne ærest, þæt ic wile  
Thys ys Elfsyges byschop byqweat: That ya thanne, fyrst, that I wyll  
This is the will of Alfsige the bishop, namely first I will 
 
2. þæt man gefreoge ælcne witeþeowne mannan þe on þam biscoprice 
sie, 
that every fre man and servant, the whyche ben in the byschopryche, 
that every enslaved man that should be in the bishopric, be set free 
 
3. for hine and for his cynehlaford, and minum cynehlaford mine 
heregeatya  
know and be wytnesse for the byschopriche, and for tho that schul succede 
therynne, and for me and my kynrede that I myn heretage be sette on too wyse: 
for him and for his king and to my king my war equipments 
 
4. and þæs landes æt Tantune þe he me ær to let,  
These  londys at Tauntone to the chyrche of the byschopriche abyde for the 
chyrche her by fore me hyt toke  
And the land at Taunton that he previously let to me 
 
5. and ic gean þæs landes æt Crundelan, ofer mine dæg, Ælfheage, and 
ofer his dæg gange hit in to ealden mynstere 
and I gyve the londis at Crundele aftyr my day to Elfege and aftyr hys day go hyt 
in to the olde Monasterye of Wynchester. 
And I give the land at Crondall after my days to Ælfhage and after his day it shall 
go to the Old Monastery 
 
6. and ic gean minum mægcnafan þæs landes æt Anne his dæg, and 
ofer his dæg in to niwan mynstere, 
And I gyve to my cosyn mawle these londys at Anne hys days, aftyr hys day go 
hyt in to the Newe Monasterie of Wynchester. 
and I give my kinsman the land at Abbot´s Ann as long as he lives and after his 
day it shall go to the New Monastery 
 
7. and þæs landes æt þan twan Worþigum minre magan þah wile þe 
hyre lif biþ and  
And to my cosyn femal these londys at too Wrthyys al the whyle that hee lyvyth, 
and 
And the land at the two Abbot´s Worthy to my kinsmen for the time of their life 
and 
 
8. siññan minre swistlr and minum mægcnafan ægþer ge þara landa, ge 
þæs at Cleran,  
aftyrward my sustyr, any my cosyn mawle, eythyr have the  londys at Clere, 
then  to my sister and my kinsman both that at Kingsclere 
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9. and þa oþerra ealra þe mine fæder ahte, and þæs landes æt 
Tioceburnan  
and all othyr londys that my fader owthte to have. And these londys at 
Tycheborn 
and all the other that my father had and the land at Titchbourne to 
 
10. Wlfruce Cufing his dæg, and ofer his dæg in to ealdun mynstere,  
I take to Wlfryk Cufyng to have all hys dayys and aftyr hys day go hyt in to the 
Olde Monasterie of Wynchester. 
Wulfrice Cufing so long as he lives and after his days to the Old Monastery 
 
11. and þæs landes æt Runecwuda swa hit ær gecweden wæs to 
ealdun mynstere  
And these and these londys at Ryngewode as we erh by queythyd in to the Olde 
Monasterye of Wynchester. 
And the land at Ringwood as it has been said before to the Old Monastery 
 
12. and Ælfsige þæs landes æt Ciltrigtune, ofer þære wuduwan dæg 
and Wlfrice æt Wicham þæs æt Lætanha.  
And to Alfwyge I grawnt these londis at Cyltyngtune aftyr the wuduys day, and to 
Wlfryk of Wykham these londis at Letlee. 
And to Alfsige the land as Chilton, after the widows day and to Wulfrice´s of 
Witham that at Letley 
 
13. ðonne bidde ic minnan leofan freond Ælfheah þæt (þu) be wite 
ægþer ge þa land ge þa þe mine magas sien, 
Than I charge the, my dere and welbeloved frend Elfeche, that thu be wytnesse 
to eythyr of my cosyn whyche that here londys ben 
Then I beseech my dear friend Ælfheah that (you) be the witness to the lands 
and to those who are my kinsmen 
 
14. and  þæt þu ne geþafige þæt man þis on ænig oþer wænde,  
and thu ne syffry that eny man thys beqwest on eny othyr wise turne. 
And that you do not allow that this is reversed in any way 
 
15. gif hit þonne hwa do God hine fordo, ge mid sawle ge mid lichoman, 
ge her ge on þan tofeardan butan ic hit self on oþer wænde. 
Hoosoo other wyse do, God hym destrye, and bothe in soule and body go he to 
the fend of hele, syth I hyt self none other wyse turne. 
And if someone does so, God shall destroy him both in his soul and his body, 
both here and there where he is to go, except that I change the testament 
myself. 
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11.10 ÆÐELMÆR´S WILL 
 
1. Æñelmær ealdorman, cyñ on dysum gewrite his cynehlaforde, and 
eallum his freondum, his cwyde wæs to his  nyhstan dæge, 
Athelmare duk seyth on this wrytynge, to hys kyn, and to alle hys frendys, what 
ys testament was at hys laste day. 
Æñelmare the nobleman informs in this writing his king and all his friends, what 
his will is on his last day. 
 
2. þæt is þonne: þæt ic gean Gode ærest, for mine sawle, to 
Wintanceastre in to Niwan Mynstre,  
That ys thanne, That I wylle gyve to God, fyrst, for my sowle, to the newe 
monasterye of Wynchester 
Namely that I give first to God for my soul to Winchester to the New Monastery 
 
3. þære ic me restan wille an hund mancesa goldes, and tyn pund 
penega  and min scrin, 
ther I wyll rest, and hundred handfuls of goold, and  ten pund of pans, any my 
schrine, 
where I will that my (body) rests there one hundred golden mancuses and ten 
pounds of coins and my shrine 
 
4. and .xiii. hida landes, þæs þe Lufa ahte, mid mete, and mid mannum 
swa swa hit stent, 
and  xiij hydes of lond the whyche Lufa hadde with pasture, and with man all so 
as hyt stont. 
And 13 hides of land, which Lufa had, with goods and people as it stands 
 
5. and ic  æt minum hlaforde gebohte ña hit to his handa forwyht, mid 
hund twelftigum mancesum goldes æt Cyrthugtune, 
And  y graunt to my cosyn the londys that y bowthte at Crydyngtone with twelty 
hunderyd handfullys of goold that was forfetyd from hys hond 
And I bought at my lord at Crediton when it came to his possession for 120 
golden mancuses 
 
6. on Aþelwoldes bysceopes gewitnesse, and ealre minra geferena.  
wytnesse Athelwold byschop, and all my frendys, 
on the witness of Æthelwold the bishop and all my companions 
 
 
 
 
7. And ic gean þæs landes æt Tudanwyrde minum wife hire dæg, and 
after dæge,  
And y graunte the londys at Tudunwrthe to my wyf, here day, and, aftyr here 
day,  
And I give the land at Tidworth to my wife as long as she lives and after her days 
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8. gange mid hire lice þær ic reste, for uncere begra sawle.  
go hyt by here wyll in to the place where y reste for owre both sowlys, 
it shall go with her body where I rest for the benefit of both of our souls. 
 
9. And ic gean in to Ealdan Mynstre in to sce Trinitate ab hund mancesa 
goldes,  
And y grawnt yn to the old monasterye to Seynt Trynyte and hundred handfullys 
of gold,  
And I give to the Old Monastery to the saint Trinityone hundred golden mancuses 
 
10. and tyn pund penenga, and .ii. pund in to Nunnena Mynstra, and .ii. 
pund in to mæssepreosta gylde, and .i. pund in to diacona gylde, 
and ten pund of money, and to pund yn to nune mynystre, and on pund to 
masse prestes, and on pund to deconys 
and ten pounds of coins and two pounds to Nun Monastery and two pounds to 
the service of the masspriest and one pound for the service of the diaconist 
 
11. and in to Cristes cyricum on Cantuwarabyrig .iii. pund, and .ii. in to 
sce Agustyne, and .ii. pund  in to Hroseceastere, and .ii. pund in to 
Abbandune, and .ii. pund in to Rumesige, and .ii. pund in to  Wiltune, 
and .ii. pund in to Sceaftesbyrig, and .vi. pund in to Glæstyngabyrig, 
and .ii. pund in to Mealdelmesbyrig, and .i. pund in to Bañan, and .i. 
pund in to Craegelade, and .i. pund in to Burnan,  
and yn to Crystes chyrche of Caunterbyry .iij. pund, and to pund yn to Seynt 
Augustys, and to pund yn to Rowchester, and to pund yn to Abyndone, and to 
pund yn to Romesey, and to pund yn to Wyltone, and to pownd yn to 
Schaftysbyry, and fyf punde yn to Glastyngbury, and to pund in to Malmesbury, 
and on pund yn to bathe, and on pund in to Crykelade, and on pund in to Burne. 
And 30 to Christ Church at Canterbury and two to saint Augustine and two 
pounds to Rochester and two pounds to Abingdon and two pounds to Romsey 
and two pounds to Wilton and two pounds to Shaftesbury and six pounds to 
Glastonbury and two pounds to Malmesbury and one pound to Bath and one 
pound to Cricklade and one pound to Bourne. 
 
12. and minum hired cnihtum .v. pund to gedule,  
And i graunte to  myn heryd knygtys fyfe pund to be delyd bewtexe hem. 
And to the members of my household five pounds to deal between them 
 
13. and ic becweñe minum cynehlaforde to heregeatuwum .iiij. beagus, 
on ñrym hund mancesum goldes, 
And I graunte to my cosyn fowre baggys of thre hunderyd handfullys of goold 
And I bequeath to my king for military equipment four rings for three hundred 
golden mancuses  
 
14. and .iiij. sweord, and .viij. hors, feower geradode and .iiij. 
ungeradode, and  .iiij. helmas, and .iiij. byrnan, and .viij. speru, and 
.viij. scyldas.  
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And fowre swerdys, and ethte hors, fowre arayd and fowre unrayde, and fowre  
helmys, and fowre habyrionys, and viij sperys and viij scyldys. 
And four swords and eight horses four tamed and four untamed and four helmets 
and four armours and eight spears and eight shields 
 
15. And ic an minan yldan suna þæs landes æt Igeneshamme, and þam 
gyngran þæs æt Cottesmore, and þæs ñe ñær,  
Any I gyve to myn hyldyr sone the londys at Ygneshamme, and to the gonger, 
the londys at Cotysmore, and to that therto longyth 
And to my older son the land at Inglesham and to the younger the land at 
Cottesmore and all there is. 
 
16. and ic an minum bearnum to gedale þreo hund mancesa goldes,  
and I graunte to my chylderyn to be departyd amongys hem, thre hunderyd 
handfullys of gold. 
And to my children three hundred mancuses to divide among them. 
 
17. and ic gean swññan minum wife ealles ñæs ñe ic gean, ge on lande 
ge on æhtun, to þam forewordum þe wit mit wedde unc betweonan 
gefæstnodon. 
And I gyve also to my wyf, aftyr thys byqueste, that levyth all that I have on 
lond, or in good, aftyr the wordys that I seyd byfore, that wyttenesse with wed 
be stedfastly set bytwene us to. 
And I then give to my wife all that I give both on lands as well as in property on 
the condition that we cofirmed between us when we got married. 
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11.11 EADULF´S REGRANT 
 
1. Ic Eadulf, masse preost of þyses (tyn) stowan æt Leahtford, an on 
niwan ministre on Wintanceaster fifan stowan on Leahtford, 
I Edulf, prest of the ten dwellynplacys at Legford, graunt fyve of them in to the 
Newe Monastery of Wynchester, 
I Edulf the masspriest of these ten places at Leckford grant five places at 
Leckford to the New Monastery in Winchester 
 
2. þær min lic to rest aftir minan dægan, and oñara fifan stowan æt 
Leahtford on nunan ministre on Wintanceaster, 
where me lykyth my bodi for to rest aftyr my day. And other fyve I graunt to the 
Monastery of Nunnys at Wynchester. 
Where my body is to rest after my death and other five places at Leckford to the 
Nunnery in Winchester 
 
3. eal swa freoge swa Eadred cing me gifan habbaþ, and is gewritan on 
cining Eadredes gewrite, 
Al so fre as kyng Edryd me hath gyve, and as hyt ys write in Edredys kyngys 
wrytynge 
All as freely as King Eadred had given them to me and as is wirtten in king 
Eadred´s testament 
 
4. and seo wæron gewitenesse is foran anlisnesse minra sawle. 
For the relevyng of my sowle. 
And these are witnesses for the immortality of my soul. 
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11.12 LAND BOUNDARIES OF MICHELDEVER 
 
Ðis syndon ña land-gemæra to Myceldefer: ærest on Hafochlinc, þonne 
swa andlang  
Thys ben the markys of the lond of Mychildefer: Fyrst, begyn at Hafoclynk, than 
so along 
Isti sunt terrarum ad manerium de Michildefer pertinentum:Imprimis incipe apud Haflyne, ab illo 
procedendo per logum 
These are land boundaries to Micheldever: Start in Hawklynch, then go along 
 
herpañes on Ecgulfes treow, þonne andlang herpañes oñ Myceldefer to 
ñam pole;  
the lawpath to Egulfus tre; fro thennys along the lawpathes to Mychyldefer, fro 
thennys along Mychyldefer; thanne fro Mychildefer to the  pole  
per semitam quæ declinat ab alta via ad arborem Egulfi, qæa semita Anglice vocatur lawpath; ab 
arbore Egulfi procedas per longum legales semitas usque pervenias ad Mycheldefer, deinde 
pertranseas per longum Mychyldefer, tunc a Mycheldefer ad quendam puteum qui vocatur Anglice 
the pole of Mychyldefer  
the military road to Ecgulf´s tree, then along the military road up to Mycheldever 
to the pool 
 
þonne of ñam pole to Næsanbyrig; ñonne of /Næsanbyrig to 
Wæterhlinc;  
thanne fro the pole to Nessanbrygh; thanne fro Nessanbrygh to Watyrlynk; 
tunc ab illa palude procedas ad Nessanbrygh; ab Nessanbrygh procedas ad Watyrlynk 
then from the pool to Næssanburh, then from Næssanburh to Wæterhlinc 
 
þonne of Wæterhlinc to Stapolañorne; ñonne of Stapolañorne to horgan 
wæge;  
thanne fro Watyrlynk to Stapolethorne; thanne fro Stapolethorne to the 
hornewey 
deinde a Watyrlynk ad Stapyathorne, deinde a Stapylathorne ad viam quæ admodum cornu 
dirigitur, quæ Anglice vocatur the hornwey 
then from Wæterhlinc to Stapolañorne, then from Stapolañorne to the curved 
way  
 
þōnne of horgan wæge to forsædan pylle, ñonne of/ forsædan pylle to 
Ðyddanþorne; 
thanne fro the  hornewey to the forseyd pylle; then fro the forseyd pylle to 
Thyddanthorne 
tunc ab illa via quousque pervenias iterum ad prædictum puteum; deinde a puteo prædicto ad 
Thyddanthorne 
then along the way to previously mentioned pool and then from the previously 
mentioned pool to Ðyññanþorne 
 
ñonne ut of Dyddanþorne to Tetangraf, ñonne of Tettangrafe to 
Ceortesbeorge;  
thanne fro Thyddanthorne to Tetgrave; thanne fro Tetgrave to Certesborw; 
deinde ab ille……………..a Tedgrave ad Certesbwr 
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then from Ðyññanþorne to Tedgrove, then from Tedgrove to Ceortesbeorg 
 
 
ñonne of Ceortesbeorge to Clearaflode; þonne of Clearflode andlang 
stræte on  
fro Certesbrow to Clereflode; thanne fro Clereflode along the stret of  
ab illo Certesbwru ad Clerfold; deinde a Clerfold per longum pertranseas per plateam de 
then from Ceortesbeorg to Clearaflode, then from Clearaflode along the road to 
 
Herwesham; ñonne of Herwesham to Linleage; ñonne of Linleage to 
Bullocessole;  
Herwysham; thanne from Herwysham to Lynleyge; thanne fro Lynley to 
Bullokyssole; 
Herwysham ad Lynley; tunc a Lynley ad Bullukyssole 
Hersham; then from Hersham to Linleage, then from Linleage to Bullocessole 
 
ñonne of Bullocessolle to Ticcesham; ñonne oferi ñone feld to 
Bearcelea; þonne of  
thanne fro Bullokyssole to Tykkysha, fro thennys over the feld to Berkle; thanne 
fro 
tunc a Bullokyshole ad Tykkysham; deinde a Tykkysham pertranseas campum qui ducit ad Berkle; 
deinde a 
then from Bullocessole to Tittesham, then across the field to Bearcelea, then 
from 
 
Bearcelea forñ on Æplea, /þonne of Æplea/ swa forñ on Heanhangran; 
þonne ofer  
Berkle forth to Eple; thanne fram Eple so forth to Henhangyr, so ovyr the feld 
Berkele procedas ad Eple, tunc a Eple sic ulterius ad Henhanger;sic per campum 
Bearclea go forth to Æplea, /then from Æplea/ go further on to Henhanger, then 
across 
 
ñone feld on Kandefer, andlang Kendefer on Duddandune; ñonne 
andlang streames  
of Candefer; thane alonge Candefer to Duddune; thanne along the ryver of  
de Candefer; deinde per longum pertranseas Candefer quousque pervenias ad Duddune; deinde 
per longum pertranseas torrentem 
the field in Candover, go along Candover to Duddon, then along the Stream 
 
to Brokenanbeorge; of Brokenanbeorge innan ña rode on Beagalea; of 
ñære rode on  
Brokenborw, from Brokenborw wtynne the forde of Begele; fro the forde 
De Brokenbrow; a Brokenbrow infra vadum de Begele; a vado de Begele 
To Brokenanburh, from Brokenanburh along the road to Beagalea, from the road 
 
middewearñan Weardhangran; of Weardhangran sya forñ  on 
Papanholt suñeweardne; 
to mydward of Werdhangyr; from Werdhangyr so forth to Papanholt suthwarde 
ad medium de Werdhangyr; sic ulterius procedendo ad Papanholt per austrum; 
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to the middle of Werdhanger, from Werdhanger southwards to Papanholt 
 
þonne on þæt gemot hus; þonne ofer Ruwandune þæt /eft/ on 
Hafochlinc. 
Fro thennys to the manere, thane ovyr Rwdune ayen to Haflync. 
deinde ad manerium de Mycheldefer; deinde super Rwdune pertranseas iterum ad Halflync 
then to the meeting house, then across Ruwandun come again to Hawklynch 
 
 


